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V oltairine DeCleyre: An 
Introduction to American 
Left-Wing Anarchism Marian Leighton 

\ 

The history of American radicalism requires much further 
in-depth exploration. This is particularly true of the American 
anarchist tradition. Ask an anarchist of today who he-she 
claims as radical intellectual forebears and, depending upon if 
he-she is of the left-wing or right-wing, they will reply 
Bakunin-Emma Goldman-Kropotkin or Benjamin Tucker-Jos
iah Warren-Lysander Spooner, respectively. 

~ Interestingly, this reply would lead one to believe thatI 
i right-wing anarchism is more indigenous a part of the Americani' 

radical experience than left·wing anarchism which, based on the 
work of Bakunin, Goldman, Kropotkin, Berkman would seem 
more rooted in the nineteenth century European urban insurrec
tionary tradition. Is this in any way a fair distinction? Is it at 
all significant that the left-wing anarchist tradition intellectually 
seems to rely so heavily upon an imported radicalism that 
largely grew out of a European background? If this is true, does 
it matter in any way? Of course, it also remains to be seen just 
how much more "American" the right-wing or laissez-faire 
anarchist tradition is. 

Motivation for interest in the above relationships has greater 
significance than an esoteric quibbling over historical anteced
ents. Nor do I pose the above questions on any chauvinistic 
assumption that a radical tradition that is "truly American" is 
superior to the "imported immigrant variety." However, more 
legitimately, the relationship of contemporary left-wing anar
chism to an ongoing American radical historical experience 
could be important for sorting out the bases for appeal that 
mayor may not exist between anarchism and various American 
subcultures other than those of anarchism's usual constituency 
of counter·culture youth and fairly sophisticated intellectual 
radicals. In addition to concern with "to whom and for what 
reasons does anarchism appeal", there is the larger question of 
accounting for the experiential roots of American anarchism. 

Just how much is glib historical simplification in stressing the 
relationship between left-wing anarchism and European social
ism and right-wing anarchism and American indiginous radic

! alism? After all, the right-wing anarchists also emphasize their 
I intellectual legacy from Adam Smith, Max Stirner, Nietzsche (as 

did Emma Goldman), and contemporarily the Russian-born 
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Ayn Rand. Left-wing anarchists affirm their interest in the 
home-grown radicalism of Thoreau, Eugene Debs, Big Bill 
Haywood, and other Wobblies. The point remains, however, 
that the anarcho-capitalists can legitimately "capitalize" on the 
strain of individualism in native American radicalism. The 
left·wing anarchists, in contrast, were most active and perhaps 
most effective in this country during a period when the 
Marxist-scientific socialist analysis and organizational policies 
had obvious relevance to urban immigrants faced with the 
horrors of the expanding factory system. 

The comparativly greater knowledge of left-wing anarchism 
during this particular period, the labor and unemployment 
agitation of the 1880's through the First World War, should be 
no surprise. This was also probably the period when anarchism 
reached the greatest number of Americans. The principal 
anarchist agitators of that time are those still most well-known 
to us today. However, this association of left-wing anarchism at 
its height to scientific socialism should not preclude investiga
tion by contemporary anarchists into left-wing anarchist ante
cedents in America prior to the 1880's. Nor should we, as has so 
often been the case, allow the judgments of European socialists 
to distort our vision of many of the radical scenes in this 
country prior to the European socialist impact here, particular
ly the socialist anti-clericalism in looking at American religious 
radicalism, the oldest radical tradition in this country 

Although I do not concur with the author in all of her 
evaluations, a good basic work to read on anarchism prior to the 
period of Anarcho-communist activity is Eunice Schuster's 
Native American Anarchism: A Study of Left-wing Anarchist 
Individualism. Schuster's main point, with which I agree, is 
that the demise of the left-wing anarchist individualist tradition 
is in large part owing to its non-class-conscious appeal at a time 
when the industrial-labor situation increasingly required self
conscious immigrant labor spokespeople and organizations. In 
spite of this limitation, native American anarchists, like the 
Anarcho-communists of European background, "assailed the 
same evils, but in a different manner, and aimed at the same 
theoretical objective, but proposed to arrive there by different 
routes," according to Schuster. She further believes there is a 
valid analogy to be made between Anne Hutchinsons's judg
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ment and expulsion at the hands of her Massachusetts Bay 

Colony inquisitors and the treatment which Emma Goldman 


. suffered from the US government nearly three hundred years 


later. 

The crucial period to consider in the relationship of the two 
main strands which create American anarchism, native Ameri
can left-wing individualism and Anarcho-communism (later 
Anarcho-syndicalism), is the 1880's through the First World 
War. Not only was this the time of greatest immigrant labor 
activity and Anarcho-communist growth and agitation, but 
was also the scene of the left-wing anarchist individualist 
demise. Benjamin Tucker, probably the most important popu
larizer of the tradition, left America in 1908 and never 
returned. The style of protest which he ~d known and many 
before him, that of stem ethical judgment and verbal protest, 
and a course of withdrawal from and passive non-resistance to 
the unethical government, had been replaced by more active 
forms of protest, larger organized resistance, and direct 
actionism as a form of protest. 

Certainly not all American left-wing anarchists left their 
homeland. Among those who stayed was Voltairine deCleyre. 
As a native American anarchist, her politics and ethical choices 
had been for the most part typical of those held by left-wine 
individualist anarchists of the period preceding great influence 
by European socialism. She was in her early anarchism both a 
pacifist and non-resistant, favoring individual solutions to 
social problems 

During her early radical days she was a Free Thought lecturer, 
stressing the rights of the individual against encroachment by 
larger social/political units. She relied for inspiration upon and 
was widely acquainted with the earlier American Republican 
ideals and their possible radical implications. Thomas Paine 
and Thomas Jefferson and their ideals furnished subjects for 
her free thought lecture. 

She was thoroughly acquainted with notions of the rugged 
individualism of the American frontiersman and of the indom
itable will of the individualist who would "move on" rather 
than allow his rights to be encroached upon by neighbors or 
politicians who didn't mind their own business. She was 
susceptible to the force of this image as part of the early 
American experience. 
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Even after her rejection of religion and her turning to free 
thought, her view of life was strongly tinged with a basic 
religious idealism, a belief that the long-suffering and compas
sionate individual "will win out," having been supported against 
the evils of materialism, conformity, and apathy by the march of 
history. Consequently, a narrowly materialistic determination 
of the individual could never be compatible with Voltairine 
deCleyre's temperament and politics. Mere desire for material 
betterment would never be sufficient motivation for the 
revolutionary, who must also basically be motivated by a 
devotion to a vision of life beyond the self. 

Her choice of non-resistance as a form of protest is thoroughly 
American and very rooted in her religious idealism. "Non-reR
istance," refusal to pay unjust taxes, refusal to military 
induction, refusal to participate in electoral practices of corrupt 
governments is as American as apple pie and has been a 
traditional form of protest adopted by such native American 
radicals as Quakers, antinomians, transcendentalists, abolition
ists, Shakers, and so many others. Underlying this stance is 
the belief that the Good Man is he who waits, who is passive, 
who will not respond in kind to the wickedness and tyranny of 
the Malevolent Man. Goodness is manifested in passivity. 

Voltairine deCleyre's ideas on how radical social change can be 
effected were altered drastically during her lifetime, just as the 
"American System" itself was undergoing drastic transfor
mation. The Haymarket Square legal atrocities and subse
quent martyrdom of several anarchists not only outraged 
members of the immigrant labor population like Emma 
Goldman amd Alexander Berkman, but also outraged native 
American radicals who, as regards the needs of labor, had been 
bred in another age. Thus, as a result of the Haymarket 
incident, Voltairine deCleyre records her first recollection of 
total disillusionment with the "justice" of the American legal 
system. 

With the passage of time, she came to feel that her emphasis 
upon the virtues of Americans bred in isolated, self-sustaining, 
independant pioneer communities had little relevance to an 
America whose trends in labor were directed toward construc
tion of huge manufacturing conglomerates. This trend made 
evident the need for new radical solutions to the needs of labor. 
concomitantly, she ceased to believe in the effectiveness of 
lecturing. as she had in her Free Thought days, on the virtues of 

that during the American colonial and pioneer period, the 
harShness of making a life in a new land had fostered a kind of 
sectarian independence jealously guarded, that being thrown 
upon their own resources the settlers had been made into 
well-rounded and well-balanced individuals, and that this 
experience had also made strong such social bonds as existed in 
the comparative simplicity of their small communities. 

But this old Golden Age had virtually disappeared and the new 
reality of America, she felt, was its huge manufacturing plants, 
and the terrifying and depersonalizing experience of urban 
poverty and isolation. With good reason Voltairine deCleyre 
could testify to the latter realities in her role as English teacher 
among the urban immigrant poor of Philadelphia. Amid 
material conditions of utter deprivation, she was forced to 
choose teaching as her only means of subsistence. ~Goldman, 
Living My Life, vol. 2, p. 504~. 

In her social activist vision of a transformed future, there was a 
constructive transition made in her thinking that mirrored her 
analysis of her country's changes. Voltairine deCleyre did not 
as many individualist anarchists did and continue to do - posit 
as a solution the restoration of that state of pioneer sovereign 
individuality. (Modern anarcho-capitalists behave as if they 
believed money, "running your own little capitalist enterprise", 
has the power of bringing back the golden days of the Great 
American Individual, as if the frontier had never disappeared.l 
Instead, she felt " ... the great manufacturing plants will break 
up, population will go after the fragments, and there will be 
seen not indeed the hard self-sustaining, isolated pioneer 
communities of early America, but thousands of small com
munities stretching along the lines of transportation, each 
producing very largely for its own needs, able to rely upon 
itself, and therefore able to be independent." (p. 134, Selected 
Writings of Voltairine deCleyrd. Is this not similar in some 
respects to what many anarchists are now attempting by 
decentralizing new technologies, alternate energy and food 
production systems, to make smaller neighborhood areas more 
nearly autonomous by means of cooperation among the 
neighborhood residents'? The result of her thinking, thus, 
pointed neither to resurrection of the ideal of isolated frontier 
individualism, nor to the faceless bureaucracy of State Social· 
ism. 

the American Revolutionaries of 1776. In summary, she felt 
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Toward the end of her life, Voltairine deCleyre came to accept 
"direct actionism" as a form of public protest, thus obviously 
revising her earlier stance of pacifist non-resistance. Even after 
her acceptance of direct actionism, Voltairine deCleyre, unlike 
Emma Goldman, could not approve of advising anyone to do 
anything "involving a risk to herself," since each individual can 
only assume such great responsibility over their own lives 
ultimately; she nonetheless declared that the "spirit which 
animates Emma Goldman is the only one which will emancipate 
the slave from his slavery, the tyrant from his tyranny - the 
spirit which is willing to dare and suffer." (pp. 9-10, Hippolyte 
Havel's introduction to Selected Writings of Voltairine deCleyre 
In 1894, with such words as the above, she greeted the 
unemployed of Philadelphia as stand-in for Emma Goldman 
who had been arrested a few hours earlier for her expropriation 
speech to unemployed New York workers the previous night. 
Thus, Voltairine de Cleyre lent her support to the expropriation 
fo private property, a far cry from the traditional individualist 
anarchist stance on the sanctity of private property. 

In her ideals at least, Voltairine deCleyre made a constructive 
transition from a style of fairly narrow left-wing individualist 
anarchism to an anarchism more attuned to the evolving 
economic realities of an expanding industrial age. However, it 
would be false to assume that she made her way to an 
acceptance of what in her time was called Anarchist Commun
ism, Bakuninist Anarchism. 

Faith in individual awareness as the crucial factor in the 
molding of the social/political/economic environment is, and 
always has been, a major emphasis in native American 
radicalism. Voltairine deCleyre was able to make the cognitive 
leap from the narrow, frontierist conception of individuality to 
an understanding of the breadth of individuality in its more 
complex social context, and thence to direct actionism and 
expropriative rights and their implications. However, it is 

. significant that in her essay on her close friend and co-worker, 
Dyer D. Lum, who was largely responsible for convincing her of 
the correctness of direct actionism, she stresses his belief in 
transcendence as the most basic positive force in individual 
development, rather than his labor agitational activities. Her 
insistence that individual consciousness must accompany social 

development and change is a synthesis with no less validity for 
anarchists today. As Voltairine deCleyre affirmed: The free and 
spontaneous inner life of the individual the Anarchists have 
regarded as the source of greatest pleasure and also of progress 
itself, or as some would prefer to say, social change. (p. 186, 
Selected Writings of Voltairine deCleyre). 

The following is taken from the Selected Writings of Voltairine 
deCleyre, edited by Alexander Berkman for Mother Earth 
Publishing in 1914. 

! 
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Voltairine DeCleyre 
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The Making of an Anarchist 
by Voltairine DeCleyre 

"Here was one guard. and here was the other at this end; I was 
here opposite the gate. You know those problems in geometry of 
the hare and the hounds - they never run straight, but always in a 
curve, so, see? And the guard was no smarter than the dogs; if he 
had run straight he would have caught me." 

It was Peter Kropotkin telling of his escape from the 
Petro-Paulovsky fortress. Three crumbs on the table marked the 
relative position of the outwitted guards and the fugitive 
prisoner; the speaker had broken them from the bread on which 
he was lunching and dropped them on the table with an amused 
smile. The suggested triangle had been the starting-point of the 
life-long exile of the greatest man, save Tolstoy alone, that 
Russia has produced; from that moment began the many foreign 
wanderings and the taking of the simple. love-given title 
"Comrade," for which he had abandoned the "Prince," which he 
despises. 

We were three together in the plain little home of a London 
workingman -Will Wess. a one-time shoemaker - Kropotkin, and 
I. We had our "tea" in homely English fashion, with thin slices of 
buttered bread; and we talked of things nearest our hearts, 
which, whenever two or three Anarchists are gathered together, 
means present evidences of the growth of liberty and what our 
comrades are doing in all lands. And as what they do and say 
often leads them into prisons, the talk had naturally fallen upon 
Kropotkin's experience and his daring escape, for which the 
Russian government is chagrined unto this day 

Presently the old man glanced at the time and jumped briskly to 
his feet: "I am late. Good-by, Voltairine; good-by. Will. Is this 
the way to the kitchen? I must say good-by to Mrs. Turner and 
Lizzie." And out to the kitchen he went, unwilling, late though 
he was, to leave without a hand-clasp to those who had so much 
as washed a dish for him. Such is Kropotkin, a man whose 
personality is felt more than any other in the Anarchist 
movement - at once the gentlest, the most kindly, and the most 
invincible of men. Communist as well as Anarchist, his very 
heart-beats are rhythmic with the great common pulse of work 
and life. 

Communist am not I, though my father was, and his father 
before him during the stirring times of '48, which is probably 
the remote reason for my opposition to things as they are: at 
bottom convictions are mostly temperamental. And if 1 sought 
to explain myself on other grounds, I should be a bewildering 
error in logic; for by early influences and education I should have 
been a nun, and spent my life glorifying Authority in its most 
concentrated form, as some of my schoolmates are doing at this 
hour within the mission houses of the Order of the Holy Names of 
Jesus and Mary. But the old ancestral spirit ofrebellion asserted 
itself while I was yet fourteen, a schoolgirl at the Convent of Our 
Lady of Lake Huron, at Sarrus, Ontario. How I pity myself now, 
when I remember it, poor lonesome little soul, battling solitary in 
the murk of religious superstition, unable to believe and yet in 
hourly fear of damnation, hot, savage, and eternal, if I do not 
instantly confess and profess! How well I recall the bitter energy 
with which I repelled my teacher's enjoinder, when I told her that 
I did not wish to apologize for an adjudged fault, as I could not 
see that I had been wrong, and would not feel my words. "It is 
not necessary," said she, "that we should feel what we say, but it 
is always necessary that we obey our superiors." "I will not lie," 
I answered hotly, and at the same time trembled lest my 
disobedience had finally consigned me to torment! 

I struggled my way out at last, and was a freethinker when I left 
the institution, three years later, though I had never seen a book 
or heard a word to help me in my loneliness. It had been like the 
Valley of the Shadow of Death, and there are white scars on my 
soul yet, where Ignorance and Superstition burnt me with their 
hell-fire in those stifling days. Am I blasphemous? It is their 
word, not mine. Beside that battle of my young days all others 
have been easy, for whatever was without, within my own Will 
was supreme. It has owed no allegiance, and never shall; it has 
moved steadily in one direction, the knowledge and the assertion 
of its own liberty, with all the responsibility falling thereon. 

This, I am sure, is the ultimate reason for my acceptance of 
Anarchism, though the specific occasion which ripened ten
dencies to definition was the affair of 1886-87, when five innocent 
men were hanged in Chicago for the act of one guilty who still 
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remains unknown. Till then I believed in the essential justice of 
the American law a:pd trial by jury. After that I never could. The 
infamy of that trial has passed into history, and the question it 
awakened as to the possibility of justice under law has passed 
into clamorous crying across the world. With this question 
fighting for a hearing at a time when, young and ardent, all 
questions were pressing with a force which later life would in vain 
hear again, I chanced to hear a Paine Memorial Convention in an 
out-of-the-way corner of the earth among the mountains and the 
snow-drifts of Pennsylvania. I was a freethought lecturer at the 
time, and had spoken in the afternoon on the lifework of Paine; in 
the evening I sat in the audience to hear Clarence Darrow deliver 
an address on Socialism. I t was my first introduction to any plan 
for bettering the condition of the working-classes which 
furnished some explanation of the course of economic develop
ment, I ran to it as one who has been turning about in darkness 
runs to the light. I smile now at how quickly I adopted the label 
"Socialist" and how quickly I cast it aside. Let no one follow my 
example; but I was young. Six weeks later I was punished for my 
rashness, when I attempted to argue for my faith with a little 
Russian Jew, named Mozersky, at a debating club in Pittsburgh. 
He was an Anarchist, and a bit of a Socrates. He questioned me 
into all kinds of holes, from which I extricated myself most 
awkwardly, only to flounder into others he had smilingly dug 
while I was getting out of the first ones. The necessity of a better 
foundation became apparent: hence began a course of study in 
the principles of sociology and of modern Socialism and 
Anarchism as presented in their regular journals. It was 
Benjamin Tucker's Liberty, the exponent of I.ndividualist 
Anarchism, which finally convinced me that "Liberty is not the 
Daughter but the Mother of Order." And though I no longer hold 
the particular economic gospel advocated by Tucker, the 
doctrine of Anarchism itself, as then conceived, has but 
broadened, deepened, and intensified itself with years. 

To those unfamiliar with the movement, the various terms are 
confusing. Anarchism is, in truth, a sort of Protestantism, 
whose adherents are a unit in the great essential belief that all 
forms of external authoirity must disappear to be replaced by 
self-control only, but variously divided in our conception of the 

form of future society. Individualism supposes private property 
to be the cornerstone of personal freedom; asserts that such 
property should consist in the absolute possession of one's own 
product and of such share of the natural heritage of all as one 
may actually use. Communist-Anarchism, on the other hand, 
declares that such property is both unrealizable and undesirable; 
that the common possession and use of all the natural sources 
and means of social production can alone guarantee the 
individual against a recurrence of inequality and its attendants, 
government and slavery. My personal conviction is that both 
forms of society, as well as many intermediations, would, in the 
absence of government, be tried in varioUI: localities, according 
to the instincts and material condition of the people, but that 
well founded objections may be offered to both. Liberty and 
experiment alone can determine the best forms of society. 
Therefore I no longer label myself otherwise than as "Anarchist" 
simply. -I would not, however, have the world think that I am an 
.. Anarchist by trade." Outsiders have some very curious notions 
about us, one of them being that Anarchists never work. On the 
contrary, Anarchists are nearly always poor, and it is only the 
rich who live without work. Not only this, but it is our belief that 
every healthy human being will, by the laws of his own activity, 
choose to work, though certainly not as now, for at present there 
is little opportunity for one to find his true vocation. Thus I, who 
in freedom would have selected otherwise, am a teacher of 
language. Some twelve years since, being in Philadelphia and 
without employment, I accepted the proposition of a small group 
of Russian Jewish factory workers to form an evening class in the 
common English branches. I know well enough that behind the 
desire to help me to make a living lay the wish that I might thus 
take part in the propaganda of our common cause. But the 
incidental became once more the pr.iw..:ipal. and a teacher of 
working men and women I have remained from that day. In 
those twelve years that I have lived and loved and worked with 
foreign Jews I have taught over a thousand, and found them. as a 
rule. the brightest. the most persistent and sacrificing students, 
and in youth dreamers of social ideals. While the" intelligent 
American" has been cursing him as the "ignorant foreigner," 
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while the short-sighted working man has been making life for the 
"sheeny" as intolerable as possible, silent and patient the 
despised manhas worked his way against it all. I have myself seen 
such genuine heroism in the cause of education practiced by girls 
and boys, and even by men and women with families, as would 
pass the limits of belief to the ordinary. Cold, starvation, 
self-isolation, all endured for years in order toobtain the means for 
study; and, worse than all, exhaustion of body even to emaciation 
-this is common. Yet in the midst of all this, so fervent is the social 
imagination of the young that most of them find time besides to 
visit the various clubs and societies where radical thought is 
discussed, and sooner or later ally themselves either with the 
Socialist Sections, the Liberal Leagues, the Single Tax Clubs, or 
the Anarchist Groups. The greatest Socialist daily in America is 
the Jewish Vorwaerts, and the most active and competent 
practical workers are Jews. So they are among the Anarchists. 

I am no propagandist at all costs, or I would leave the story here; 
but the truth compels me to add that as the years pass and the 
gradual filtration and absorption of successful professionals, the 
golden mist of enthusiasm vanishes, and the old teacher must 
turn for comradeship to the new youth, who still press forward 
with burning eyes, seeing what is lost forever to those whom 
common success has satisfied and stupified. It brings tears 
sometimes, but as Kropotkin says, "Let them go; we have had 
the best of them." After all, who are the really old? 
Those who wear out in faith and energy, and take to easy chairs 

and soft living; not Kropotkin, with his sixty years upon him, 
who has bright eyes and the eager interest of a little child; not 
fiery John Most, •• the old warhorse of the revolution," unbroken 
after his ten years of imprisonment in Europe and America; not 
grey-haired Louise Michel, with the aurora of the morning still 
shining in her keen look which peers from behind the barred 
memories of New Caledonia; not Dyer D. Lum, who still smiles 
in his grave, I think; nor Tucker, nor Turner, nor Theresa 
Clairmunt, nor Jean Grave - not these. I have met them all, and 
felt the springing life pulsating through heart and hand, joyous, 
ardent, leaping into action. Not such are the old, but your young 
heart that goes bankrupt in social hope, dry-rotting in this stale 
and purposeless society. Would you always be young? Then be 
an Anarchist, and live with the faith of hope, though you be old. 

if any other hope has the power to keep the fire alight as I 
it in 1897, when we met the Spanish exiles released from the 

of Montjuich. Ccomparatively few persons in America 
knew the story of that torture, though we distributed fifty 

itlusand copies of the letters smuggled from the prison, and 
few newspapers did reprint them. They were the letters of rioen incarcerated on mere suspicion for the crime of an unknown 

person, and subjected to tortures the bare mention of which 
makes one shudder. Their nails were torn out, their heads 
c:ompressed in metal caps, the most sensitive portions of the 
body twisted between guitar strings, their flesh burned with red 
hot irons; they had been fed on salt codfish after days of 
starvation, and refused water; Juan Olle. a boy nineteen years 
old, had gone mad; another had confessed to something he had 
never done and knew nothing of. This is no horrible imagination. 
I who write have myself shaken some of those scarred hands. 
Indiscriminately, four hundred people of all sorts of beliefs 
Republicans, trade unionists. Socialists, Free Masons, as well as 
Anarchists - had been cast into dungeons and tortured in the 
infamous "zero." Is it a wonder that most of them came out 
Anarchists? There were twenty-eight in the first lot that we met 
at Euston Station that August afternoon, homeless wanderers in 
the whirlpool of London, released without trial after months of 
imprisonment, and ordered to leave Spain in forty-eight hours! 
They had left it, singing their prison songs; and still across their 
dark and sorrowful eyes one could see the eternal Maytime 
bloom. They drifted away to South America chiefly, where four 
or five new Anarchist papers have since arisen, and several 
colonizing experiments along Anarchist lines are being tried. So 
tyrannny defeats itself, and the exile becomes the seed-sower of 
the revolution. 

And not only to the heretofore unaroused does he bring 
awakening, but the entire character of the world movement is 
modified by this circulation of the comrades of all nations among 
themselves. Originally the American movement, the native 
creation which arose with Josiah Warren in 1829. was purely 
individualist; the student of economy will easily understand the 
material and historical causes for such development. But within 
the last twenty years the communist idea has made great 
progress owing primarily to that concentration in capitalist 
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production which has driven the American workingmen to grasp 
at the idea of solidarity, and, secondly, the the expulsion of 
active communist propagandists from Europe. Again, another 
change has come within the last ten years. Til then the 
application of the idea was chiefly narrowed to industrial 
matters, and the economic schools mutually denounced each 
other; today a large and genial tolerance is growing. The 
younger generation recognizes the immense sweep of the idea 
through all the realms of art, science, literature, education, sex 
relations, and personal morality, as well as social economy. and 
welcomes the accession to the ranks of those who struggle to 
realize the free life, no matter in what field. For this is what 
Anarchism finally means, the whole unchaining of life after two 
thousand years of Christian asceticism and hypocrisy. 

Apart from the question of ideals, there is the question of 
method. "How do you propose to get all this?" is the question 
most frequently asked us. The same modification has taken 
place here. Formerly there were "Quakers" and "Revolution
ists"; so there are stilL But while they neither thought well of 
the other, now both have learned that each has his own use in the 
great play of world forces. No man is in himself a unit, and in 
every soul Jove still makes war on Christ. Nevertheless, the 
spirit of peace grows; and while it would be idle to say that 
Anarchists in general believe that any of the great industrial 
problems will be solved without the use of force it would be 
equally idle to suppose that they consider force itself a desirable 
thing, or that it furnishes a final solution to any problem. From 
peaceful experiment alone can come final solution, and that the 
advocates of force know and believe as well as the Tolstoyans. 
Only they think that the present tyrannies provoke resistance. 
The spread of Tolstoy'S "War and Peace" and "The Slavery of 
Our Times," and the growth of numerous Tolstoy clubs having 
for their purpose the dissemination of the literature of 
non-resistance, is an evidence that many receive the idea that it 
is easier to conquer war with peace, I am one of these. I can see no 
end of retaliation unless someone ceases to retaliate. But let no 
one mistake this for servile submission or meek abnegation; my 
right shall be asserted no matter at what cost to me, and none 
shall trench upon it without my protest. 

satirists often remark that "the best way to cure 
Anarchist is to give him a fortune." Substituting "corrupt" 
"cure," I would subscribe to this; and believing myself to be 

than the rest of mortals, I earnestly hope that as so far 
been my lot to work, and work hard, and for no furtune, so I 

may continue to the end; for let me keep the integrity of my soul, 
with all the limitations of my material conditions, rather than 
becOme the spineless and ideal-less creation of material needs. 
My reward is that I live with the young; I keep step with my 
comrades; I shall die in the harness with my face to the east - the 
East and the Light. 

Voltairine DeC re 

photos courtesy Lab Collection, U. Mich. 
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"Only in the Dual Realm" 

there are marionettes 
poised on the lake that shimmers 
with musical instruments they wait in the red 

silhouettes !black 

in the country 
a woman has left her lover and waits 
dreaming of knowledge and exploration 
she remembers kindness 

gentle fingers and lips 

cool of water and soft moss 


hard labor and glisten of sweat 
daily rituals of body and emotions 
that finally collapse into boredom. 

in the city 
a woman dreams of bodies and emotion 

of tattoos and little gold earrings 
of letting and licking the blood 

of those she loves 
yet, instead, she writes criticism prolifically 

reads Plato and curses 
stares at walls and bolts the doors 

in a warehouse in Manhattan 
two women rouge their breasts 

while reading Freud 
paint their cunts 

while reading Marx 
fall decorated into each others mouths 
they make a tape of themselves 
they make love to it 

the one with hennah hair plays jazz 
and the blonde does poetry 

but outside steam still rises from concrete 
it is still Ithe city 

and no green exists 
when their mouths separate 
they are once again distant, 

almost cruel, 
they can explore but the intellect cannot be kind 

the citylin the country 
lesbian has left her lover and waits 

thoughts of contradictions and synthesis 
with dreams of buying congas to recapture the past 

rhythms of lust 
tD bring the mind back to the body 

to bring the body back 
tD no longer delineate boundaries 
to DO longer distinguish one from the other 
to DO longer sacrifice 

in the country 
when the cover of dusk is tom to reveal the night 
she will see marionettes 
that play to those below the water 

in the comers of the cities 
she will see a shadow 

behind the shadow is a door 
behind the door 

a lake 
on the lake three marionettes 

inside the marionettes will be music from both lands 

and in the music 


will be the movement that all can hear 


George Therese Dickenson 
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PREFATORY TO 
VANEIGEM 

Murray Bookchin probably didn't realize how correct he was when he 

wrote "All the old crap of the thirties is back again . .. in a more 

vulgarized form than ever." (Post-Scarcity Anarchism, p. 7731 Not only 

do we have the various sect-droppings from the "great" leninist revival 

of the '60s, we now have the attempted resurrection of the old Socialist 

PartyINAM], new interest in the bureaucratized labor movment, and, to 

top it a/l oft the return of the great depression The official left. enthused 

with the nostalgia affecting so many in our society, lives in the past. Not 

content with the happy days of the '50s which power yearns to recreate, 

the offical left seeks its salvation via the law of eternal return in the 

reincarnation of the '30s. The "post-leninist sects, tiny ferocious 

creatures devouring each other in a drop of water" (George Lichtheim, 

I mperialismI are busy gearing for the great collapse, anxiously awaiting 

their one big chance. Nearly forty years after the horrors of fascism, 

lenino-stalinism, and world war they have yet to learn anything. Like 

Zeno's Achilles, they never catch the bounding hare. For the official left 

all change has been illusion. 

Society is in an advanced state of decomposition. a fact impossible to 

ignore. Everyone feels, even if only dimly, that something is 

fundamentally wrong. Cold uncertainty chills the familiar warmth of 

everyday banalitv. But it's not like it was in the thirties, even if the movie 

costumes are the same. And the revolutionary project cannot - if it ever 

could be conceived in the terms of the past. "The social 

revolution . .. cannot draw its poetry from the past, but only from the 

future. It cannot begin with itself before it has stripped off all superstition 

in regard to the past," wrote Marx in the 1 8th Brumaire. 
It is with this in mind that Vaneigem considers the problem of the 

"spectacle in decomposition" and what a revolutionary attack on it 

would be. Despite its title, "Terrorism or Revolution," this piece is not a 

standard mechanical official left exercise in ennui. On the contrary, it is 

rather a provocative, sincere attempt at continuing the development of 

the revolutionary critique of our times, a critique still in process. In the 

course of the piece Vaneigem rejects much of what passes as leftism 

today. He steps on many toes. While. perhaps difficult stylistically, his 

argument is forceful and compelling and we think contributes strongly 

to the "rediscovery and reformulation of the revolutionary project itself in 

a manner adequate not only to the present but also to the future." 

(Black Rose #1, Introductiofl) 

Vaneigem was born in 1934 and was a professor in romance 
In 1960 he became a member of the now defunct Situationist 

until his resignation in 1970. He wrote extensively for the 

Internationale Situationniste and with Guy Debord [author of 

of the Spectacle, Black and Red, Box 9546, Detroit 48202~ is 

:..rnbablY the best known of the ex·situationists. 

Translator's Note 
it is a hot topic m conwmplibleorary AmenCiitl philosophV as to whe1her something can 

be translated from one liJngauage mIG ano/tier Bu Iha! as may. an exaCi rrans/allan IS at 
any rare virtuallv impOSSible Some words dor"/ qrJlle fll With 1/1IS In I have chosen 
not 10 (rans/are cerlam words from Ihe French into Enq/Jsh depassement. paSSIOnal. ilnd 
contestarion Depassement means the dialectical supercessiOn of the current Svslem. IlS 

passing away. alld transformauoll mto something dlfferenl and new. a hlghe siage 
Passional mean5 related ro the passions. the passlO!1charged Rtmosphere ComestallOn is 
any and all forms of oppositon iJrought agams! rlie sVs!em III a progressive' sense II IS be

. ing anu-w,":Jr. anlJ-raclst. anl!-Sexfst anl1-whatever. s/mrlar to rhe way tlus IS done In ArneriC8. 
as pasSlOnalelv and as lfJeoheremly Ir IS hoped rhal use of IhesG words Will heW!; 
benefit that Will far oU/smp whatever Inconvemences may I!lIlla/ly allse 

Many will perhaps remember Ihe!r feellllgs of humJiialion when they couldn'[ produce on 
request/he stages ofpeoples war. the componen1s of /he 2. 4. 6. 8 pomt peace proposals 
Dr the b!TIhdavs of vanous o/her world heros. aod were faced Wllh the smug supc:nonly 
the mWMed heavies. and the contempt of Ihol' buffaloed Idolators Now we cao tum Ihe 
tables! Imagme the gratdicaflon of dropping "I'm wah the rhe party ofdepassemem.. 
altemplmg regiJm a passl(mal eXlsrence and consclousiV avoidmg hte danger ofpOSSible 
recuperalJolJ fJY failing prev to uflcnllcal_ spec1lJcuiar conwslariofllsm, " on some unsuspec
Img left sopluslIciJ1eS and seemg rhe look of incredulJiV and fear on rheif faces The adllan 
rages of ohscure jargonesc are not 10 held lighriV Ifl Ihe struggle ro demylhologize {he of
ficialleft Intellectual COnle!npl IS surely one of the {nos! efffcaCious weapons in the pursufi 
and successful realizalfon of such wonhy prOjeCI CiWllon use on PurIV hacks and 
mitlaws Not for use 011 real people 

Synoptic Outline of Parts I and II 
May 1968 drew the Line of Demarcation "between the reformists 

of survival and the insurgents of the will to live." Despite the ebbing 
of the revolutionary tide and the return of the class struggle to the 
contours it followed the day before the great upheaval. nothing is 

quite the same. for in that moment the "party" of depassement was 

reborn. Now. The Social question has ceased to be posed in terms of 
having. It appears now as what it has been in fact a construction of 

concrete being. an emancipation not of the dtizen. but of the in

dividual. 
Survival is extending itself to all of existence. tn generalizing ,tself 

under the pressure of its own inner drives. the imperialism of the 
commodity simplifies the choices. There is nothing more urgent than 

and effective intervention against the system of survival. 
The experience of May 68 brought the political once again to class 

consciousness. consciousness of itself. It will either liquidate the 
power of the commodity and substitute generalized self-management 

for it or it will survive to regret its failure. 
The outcome of the confrontation to come depends on the offen

sive and defensive power of the revolutionary wing of the proletariat, 
on those who have not only consciousness but also the power of in18 



tervention: the workers at the point of production and distribution 

They have in their hands the roots of a reversed world, they can 

destroy the economy. Now shields receiving all the blows and serving 

after the battle as safeguards for new bosses. they must become the 

invincible army of generalized self- management. 

We are experiencing the Last Days of Culture There is no more 

anti-culture, no counter-cultme, no parallel or underground culture. 

Operating under these sociological distinctions or the progressive 

reduction of culture to the spectacle, a spectacle which reduces the 

sum of the categories of real life to survival in a space-time when the 

commodity is not only produced, distributed, and consumed but also 

generalized as necessity. chance. freedom. duration. and representa

tion. 

Culture then enters the economy as a luxury article available to all. 

Blessed with the label of intellectuality. culutre is the thought of the 

spectacle. its separated intelligence. Formerly preoccupied With glory 

or posterity, today artists and thinkers punch In as skilled workers in 

the language factory, to be paid III tokens of prestige 

Culture becomes one of the self-regulating mechanisms of power. 

Incitement to the overconsumption of Images and knowledge cor· 

responds to the necessity of balancing the overproduction of 

ideological attitudes, of lies imposed on daily life by the dominant 

society Its decline and subsequent reinforcement follows the move

ment of the spectacle itself Thus it creates a propitious zone for 

sabotage and diverSion. for direct SUbversive action 

At the same time as it reveals itself as a separated sphere. culture 

acts against it. As it issues from daily life and its creativity, the 

cultural work cannot be reduced purely and simply to the spectacle 

without revealing the trace of human practice Impmging It. Even as 

the language of power fails to fully supplant poetry, and just as life IS 

never quite reduced to survival, so the market system fails to 

transform the cultural creation into a pure commodity. This check 

marks at the same time the place of the reversal of perspective. the 

point where the creativity brought forth In the past is reinvested III 

the project of generalized self-management 

Dada ans surrealism erred in not associatlllg the liberation of life 

like poetry with the revolution of everyday life As soon as culture 

begins to question itself as separation. it attempts to continue itself 

as radical theory. But it falls backward into Ideology If It fads to 

develop the experssion of the will to live underlyrng it in a perspective 

of collective struggle. Thus culture faces two choices to be reduced 

to the spectacle as a renewable and immediately absorbed pseudo· 

autonomous fragment. or negate itself by reali7ing Itself in real life 

At 	 the instant it rediscovers its origin, spiritual creation also 

Terrorism or Revolution 

by 	Raoul Vaneigem 

III 	 THE NIHILIST STATE 

AND ANTI-STATIST NIHILISM 

Society of survival is founded on the system of absolute 

exchange. Values and principles commonly admitted, and univer

, sally transgressed, are swept along into the infernal cycle of in
terchangeability. In an irregularly accelerated rotation of shitty 

water toward the discharge hole. the spectacular 

reunites the ensemble of praised, blamed, encouraged, permitted, 

condemned, and judge attitudes. 
The commodity system produces the objectivity of vacuity 

through a developing movement which sucks in all of humanity to 
the profit of its concrete and oppressive abstraction Formerly we 
were quiescent for a boss; henceforth we survive for an entity. a 
phantom. What weighs on us is no longer capital but the logic of 
the commodity; no longer does the power of a person or a class 
conscious of its predominance. nor even of a cynical caste. rule; 
rather a machine whose directors, like the officers of Kafka's penal 
colony. are only despicable cogs condemned to rust of hardening 

arteries and early senility runs the show. 

The State the nerve and muscle centre of spectacula r-
commodity organization, the mind and secular arm of exchangist 
totalitarianism - has been converted. through decline and rein
forcement. into a cybernetic power, into se~f-regulation of genera~ 
disorder. into a legality in-itself of that which no longer has any 
laws Its power succumbs to the imperatives of accumulation, 
reproduction, and socialization of the commodity to the degree 
that it disperses itself to reach every nook and cranny in order to 
transform people into citizens of the whole (in the sense that one 

speaks of all-powerful eunuchs), 
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reaches its end as separated 'activity Those who strive to seize it at 21 
the roots of multidimensional life cannot be distingUished from those 

who are prepared to divert history to realize the Imagninary 20 



Citizenship is identified with the right to be forced to partake of 
the spectacle, at which time the spectacle transforms the promo
tion of all beings and all things reduced to commodity status into 
varieties of nihilism. It is this double feeling of frustration, as 
human being and as citizen-spectator-producer-consumer of en
croaching emptiness, which in May 1968 unleashed a first chain 
reaction in which subjective energy in process of liberating itself 
shook French society to its foundations. In a flash, the immense 
hope of the reversal of a world reversed was illuminated - were 
it only taking the time to ask oneself "and if it was possible?" 
to even the darkest consciousness. 

The anger and rancor which today continue to nourish physical 
repression, exorcism, and the sort of psychological repression in 
which they want to hold one as insane because she / he 
denounced the dominant madness show more than ever with 
what violence destroyed passion is converted into the passion to 
destroy. 

For the first time, the return of the social revolution has thrown 
the old world into chaos. The great fear of the million pourri has 
marked its class frontiers with emotional excrement. Even if it is 
quite well known in the offices and factories that the bosses stink, 
it is good to know from now on that they smell only of the com
modity system they protect. And especially where there are 
bosses you can sniff the State, and the hierarchical power which 
is its essence. 

May 1968 revealed to a great many that ideological confusion 
tries to conceal the real struggle between the "party" uf decom
position and the "party" of global depassement. But the reflux of 
the revolutionary movement which undertook the collective 
realization of individual desires, recompressed the memory of 
authenticity, of real life without constraint, back into the spec
tacle. 

Without a doubt the interrupted feast has brutality returned to 
all the anguishes, all the phantasms of stasis, but the general dis
satisfaction bears the mark of the blow which failed to drain it as 
one would an abscess. Spectacular commodity society has 
recuperated a greater part of the forces struggling radically 
against it into a new dichotomy. The pocket ideologies are 
regrouped around a bipolar distinction of an atagonism between 
leftism, which takes and falsifies the spirit of global revolution, 
and rightism, which opposes it with all the energy of agonized or 
accepted renunciation. 
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The illusion of possible confrontation bears the alienating reali
of a confrontation of illusions. Thus the spectacle stages the 

contradiction of the "party" of survival as a comedy-drama; 
it palms off the anti-spectacular hostility of the "party" of life 

the project of generalized self-management onto an 
j(Jeological left. The insurrectional reality of May disappeared un
der the lie and enters into the perspective of power. But the leftist 
clowning is so poorly disguised that the space-time momentarily 
suspended now appears as a vacuum which nothing but revolu
tion can fill. 

Since, for power, the revolution does not exist ouside of the 
spectacle, rightism and leftism express in the dominant language 
the necessary recuperation of the real conflict. Moreover, if the 
"party" of depassement is late in efficaciously revealing itself, 
there will be nothing to oppose the launching of a grotesque and 
bloody civil war. the melodrama of fascism and anti-fascism, 

The protagonists polish their roles. The choir of the right 
chants: order, State, hierarchy, commodity. This runs, not without 
some difficulties, from altos to basses: neo-fascism, conservatism, 
stalinism, social democracy, trade unionism, trotskyism. In the 
choir of the left, where they shout until breathless, con
testationism has fallen heir to the remains of anarchism and the 
handful of partial claims taken as absolutes (women's liberation, 
gay liberation, children's liberation, koala liberation), groupism, 
anti-groupism, individualism, spontaneism, and councilism, all 
vocalized in critical-critiques. Whereas situationism. alone in a 
corner, gives the pitch, and makes as if to strike all that passes 

within its reach. 
All this beautiful old world has lost nothing from its splits. its 

divergencies, and its conflicts. But the clandestine pressure of 
enraged consciousness and its practice imposes on the spectacle 
a manichean style division, where rightism and leftism support 
and mutually praise each other in the vacuum they both ex
perience as common horror. Nihilism only increases all the more. 
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As detlcient as it is, leftist ideology, precisely because it is 
deficient holds the trace of radical theory in custody, Recuperated 
into crumbs of the global critique. principally elaborated by the 
situationists. leftism keeps in its own way the memory of the 
radical theory it falsifies, The contestation brought everywhere 
takes the place of unity, and its ideological refusal of all ideology 
that of radicality. 

All contestation enters into the mechanisms of self-regulation 
which characterize the imperialism of the commodity, But it 
precipitates the decline of the system. and the decline generalizes 
contestation. Where else can one measure most simply the ef
ficiency of contestation as an element of decline if not at the cen
tre of gravity of spectacular-commodity society. theState7 The 
strikes of functionaries. police. magistrates are only amusing 
epiphenomena, What really reaches the State. and which it 
reflects everywhere as an organ of mediation. repression. and 
seduction. is the tendency of power to fall. Thus it is that the force 
of nihilism. roused by the development of the commodity system, 
takes hold and spreads willy-nilly. How does the interaction of the 
tendency of power to fall. spectacular antagonism. and the State 
on the road ot cybernatization present itself? 

The question has no meaning outside of the passional interest 
underlying it and which it is necessary to briefly recall. From the 
beginning of the 60's it was clear that the social malaise came 
from the degradation of the passional atmosphere, Not only was 
the restriction of the space-time of daily life condemned to repeti
tion and linear flow. but roles. substitutes for authentic 
realization.were thrown into the general devalauation, The 
appearance of passion was disappearing, It was foreseeable. then, 
that the accumulation of exchange values without passional value 
had to involve an empty passional usage. a taste of nihilism which 
will go from crime without reason to the absurd defense of 
defunct values. and which only the revolutionary project will be 
able to restore to positivity. The deposition into leftism and 
rightism organizes and regroups the nihilistic impulses. and puts 

I back on its feet. giving it a renewed passional vibran
gratuity does not occur without increasing the impor

of the ludicrous. 
more the tendency of power to fall becomes marked. the 

rightism clamors for a return to a strong State. with 
of xenophobia. nationalism, mediocrity. Its in

sloWS thE:! reduction of the State to a cybernetized 
, to the profit of its national and police functions; it shackles 

dynamism of the commodity system. but not in a permanent 
. as the struggle between the old francoism and the 

nish technocrats shows. If. lacking regulation. pressured by 
'onal ideologies and local revolutionary actions. 

slows down. the tendency of power to fall 
The extreme wing of rightism sets the tone. in the con

struggle for the reinforcement of the State. for the statist 
ists (liberals. stalinites. socialists, trotskyites and their 

of parties, unions, organizations. economic councils), 
is reinforced to the degree that contestation responds to 

reestablishment of power, recuperates real opposition, and 
then aims at borrowing from situation ism its ideology of depasse
ment. creativity. and immediacy. to which it can give. in the real 
violence of abstraction and concrete consciousness of vacuity. 
only a practice of terrorist play, 

To the contrary. as cybernetization progresses it revives the ex
treme right within rightism and confirms the power of the 
technocrats. The fall of authority deactivates leftist violence to the 
profit of an ideology which asks from situationism its unitary 
appearance and its anti-ideological ideology. and which is going 
to bring forth the "hu manization" of the commodity system from a 
reformism of daily life and from communal experiences, 

The irregularity of the commodity system allows such tenden
cies to occur today simultaneously. without reaching a paroxistic 
stage. However, outside of the revolutionary perspective. the only 
way is terrorism, If the ideological antagonism between rightism 
and leftism prevails. civil war is inevitable, If on the contrary the 
self-regulation of the State intervenes. if the antagonism rots. we 
are here returned to insoluble problems of survival and boredom. 
to the passion to destroy. In one case as in the other nihilism wins. 
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Apparently the ::>tate enjoys the game of exciting the Cossacks 
of nihilism only to immediately calm them with the spectre of civil 
war and by repression distributed from one side to the other, 
though keeping to the tradition of class justice In so far as it tends 
to be seen as social conciliator. in this sense all the programs of 
the parties or political groups specify its ideal unfolding. But a 
slight regression. a grain of sand in the network. is sufficient for a 
crisis to break, or better for it to reveal its immediate reality. If 
capitalism stimulates crisis, the spectacular-commodity system 
itself runs no risk on this account for the simple reason that it is in 
a state of permanent crisis, that it is the self-regulation of the dis
order provoked by the accumulation and socialization of the com
modity. Image of the "solved" crisis in the inverse world of the 
spectacle. it absorbs the everyday more profound crisis of the will 
to live in a time reduced to duration - to a time which measures 
and is measured itself. 

At the slightest pretext economic recession, police brutality, 
football riot. settling of scores social violence will retake its 
course. Isn't this the best moment to become involved with 
radical theory, to conduct oneself with moderation in working to 
forward the international revolution? Because if the "party'of 
depassement fails to liquidate the conditions of survival. it is self
destruction for all. If the Cossacks are loosed, if the mercenaries 
and desperadoes of nihilism begin to march, we have not done 
with laughing in blood. 

There is no return to the past. If society of survival has sworn to 
paralyze us little by little, it is better to avoid dying slowly in the 
cesspools of solitude, between boredom and pollution; it is better 
to precipitate joyously the course of things and the death of reified 
beings. 

If the vise is tightened. many will think it preferable to die. tak
ing along with them. via the bomb, the machette. or the mortar, all 

the petty officers of survival: judges. priests, cops. bosses. 
forerllttn. These are the conditions which Coeurderoy. Maldoror. 
the Scythes of Blok, and Artaud called the basis of oppressed sub
jectivity. They wait in the street. where the newspapers 
redistribute criminality. sifting the diverse deeds which bring them 
to the accounting of rightism or leftism. specifying roles and 
nourishing them according to stereotypes of anger or indignation. 
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souls of the dominant language. it is you who incite to 
r, hatred. pillage, and civil war. In the shadow of a cruel and 

spectacle arises the old war of the poor against the rich. 
today. masked and falsified by ideological refraction. is the 

of the poor who want to stay poor and the poor who want to 

being poor. 
history should wait to pronounce. thorugh the voice of the 

rians of the anti-proletariat. the liquidation order of the 
modity system. which they are capable of executing. the old 

of legal and illegal violence would unify the two camps in 
same antagonistic self-destruction. In the extreme wing of 
ism and in the situationized left the terrorist game already 

Is as ideological practice of the end of ideologies. If we do 
save the ludicrous. it will work out its own salvation against 

Rightism has unleashed its unfortunates. The white terror an
itself with the usual musty smells of fear. The leftist 

hunt aligns the dejected pieces in the satisfied resentment 
the inability to experience unconstrained pleasure Young in

longhairs or arabs. pay the price of passions blocked in 
the spectacle, the price of a voyeurism which approaches the ef
ficiency of a police reflex in repressing. in what it sees and seeks 
to see. the desire to really participate. 

Through the play of antagonisms. it will suffice that the cowar
dice of friends of victims and victims in power cease to respond to 
the cowardice of the petit-bourgeois cops for the tactic of 

. 	reprisals to prevail over exorcising demonstrations and 
boyscoutist protest. 

A worker fires at his foreman. misses him. clumsily hitting a 
policeman instead. The attorney of the Assises Court of Loire
Atlantique demands and obtains the death penalty. The circle is 
closed. When the example of the Baader gang spreads - and 
everything is set up to incite it the attorney will submit the 
punishment he inflicts himself, through an intermediary. each time 
that in the name of others he represses his own refusal of 
humiliations. A month does not go by· without an intervention by 
union hacks and bosses' commandos against wildcat strikers, 
without the police imprisoning. mistreating. or accidentally killing. 
What better incitement to urban guerilla warfare. to a savage self
defense? As long is it not admitted everywhere and without reser
vation that it is necessary to dest~oy the commodity system and 
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lay the bases of generalized self-management, no repression, nopromise. no reasoning will succeed in deterring the rebels of Sur
of nihilism scorns apocalyptic invocation. If thevival from general self-destruction and the train of logic accoring 

does not promptly get rid of class society. society ofto which it is better to kill a policeman than commit suicide, to kill 
the spectacular-commodity system. the perspective ofa judge than a policeman, to lynch a boss than kill a judge, andloot a department store. burn the Stock Exchange. devastate the 

if it does not found generalized self-management and
banks, dynamite the churches than lynch the bosses, because in 

Irmony through the play of sovereign assemblies and their
the rules of the terrorist game these are the pigs -

; then the sickness of survival risks generalizing the con-reflex of deaththe judges.bosses, chiefs, the defenders of the commodity and its system of 
past the Nazi fury has. in conditions much less favorable,death which they impose and whose representation they mUltiply. 

tone. The bait of abstract immediate profit ecologicalToday iIIegalist exhortation has lost its obsolete voluntarism. 
is only one aspect expresses. in repression and in-Spectacular organization incites more imperatively to violence 

, the individual tension experienced by all regarding a mul
than did the anarchists of the past. Hatred of the family does notneed apologists because the commodity system does not need 

life. If the weight of such social inversion. obiectivelyby the logic of the commodity. blocks the reversal of
the family. But from the instant that rightism - spectacular function of negative nihilism 

interdicts global depassement. despairs revolutionaryresussitates paternal authority 
'1"'IOlisness. isolates and destroys attempts at insurrection,

despotic or reformist who cares?  it becomes the ludicrous 
remains for uS only the game of destruction in every sense,

reason for positive nihilism to compensate with parcelled violence 
pleasant suicide of terrorism, the shooting of iudges in a socialfor the loss of the unitary project of generalized self-management. 

where no one has become unworthy of the bullet thatThe failure to bring children to awareness of their richness andtheir spoilation, the trouble which the commodity system in

All or nothing but not survival. The revolution or terrorism.But the ascendancy of the spectacle today is not such that thetroduces among them, which gets to them directly and through 
riat is completely dissimulated to itself. In vain. under coverthe mediation of the family, suffices to inject uneasiness into 

culturization and its barkers, increasing proletarianization
homes and parental associations. There is nothing prophetiC in 

Is itself as a new negritude. as pride of being nothing, that isassuring that such uneasiness is far from being endedSplintered hatred strikes more cruelly than the unitary shock of 

say something on the levels of appearance. No proletarfan feelsat ease, which is hardly reassuring to those who would persuaderefusal. After the prisoners from without become the supporters of 
her /him of the contrary.the prisoners within filthy bastilles. when the socially alienatedfreed the so-called mentally alienated. it is their despair at not 

Even more, everything which evokes the dreams of subjectivityand the hopes of the will to live continues to exercise, in sp'lte ofganguoseeing the end of society of survival which presides at the uS 
ideologies. an animating power on the majority. Asmassacre of screws and white-shirted police. 

situationist theory encountered, before 1968, in spite of its limited
Lubricating the spectacular lie with the rest of the heavenly illusions. priests attract popular anger more surely than the light

diffusion. the best reception from souls spontaneously disposed tounderstand and practice it. its ideological falsification has lost its
ning which they called of yore on the impious. Bandagers of in

rational and passional attraction only by winning the power to
timate alienation. mountebanks of sacrifice. traditional 

fascinate. The absurdity of the use of words such as spectacle,
messengers of inversed reality. travelling salesmen of the toad of 

survival. Individual realization. and global critique in the rounds of
Nazareth and Saint Guevara. they should know that nothing will recuperates radical theory poorly. and even more poorly those 

save them save the critique in acts of religion, the return of the 

the dominant language shows well enough that the spectacle
bonfires of the Commune and the Spanish Revolution. the flame 

who practice it with critical consciousness of possible recupera
ecumenically brought from churches to synagogues. from mos· tion.ques to buddhist temples, until not a stone of divine infamyremains standing. 
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can continue it without end High time thatIf situation ism became the panacea of leftism, its pseudO-unity
in decomposition, that which can only disappear, be it in the 

t it and continue it be already declass
es 

con
alienated reality of the terrorist game or in the movement of the 

struggle for the liquidation of classes, revolutionaries 
realization of the situationist project, From critical ideology, it can 

8S unitarily as possib~e and want to prove their ef
only become ideology in arms; from pseudo-unity of refusal, front the world of separations, 
of delinquants separately bringing partial revolt on all fronts of op-

whO are prepared to act alone because they know
of others are acting in the same way will be bornpression and the lie, 

of depassement. this resurgence, in much more
'conditioAt its ultimate stage such recuperation also throws light on an ns

, of what Marx and Engels had called "our
essential separation, principle of all hierarchy, of all sacrifice, of all
separations: the division between intellectual and manual

While the accumulation and socialization of the commodity en
tails the tendency of power to faiL the devaluation of the role and
function of the intellectual coincides with the culturalization of the
spectacle, In absorbing culture the spectacle tends to reduce the
intellectual role to bureaucratic function while self-abstraction, in
the roles to which the intellectual is submitted, is felt keenly as
promotion and a regression toward intellectualism.

The spectator is intellectualized proportionately as the spec
tacle drains the reservoirs of culture, So that in refusing to accept
one's self as spectator, as participant in general passivity, as
ensemble of roles, each comes to criticize her/himself in one's
forced intellectualization.

Different from the old rancor of the self-taught and the ignorant
toward the people of patented culture, the spontaneous refusal of
intellectualism responds to a confused critique of the spectacle
and roles, It is also pleasing to see how in the antagonism of the
ideologies of right and left the intellectualism of the anti
intellectuals is dead set against the intellectuals of anti
intellectualism. The intellectual  that of the academy. the cafe,
or the groupuscules - secretes ideology as generalized ideology
intellectualizes the most sottish of the old combattants, Social
changes have been roused even in the present only by the agita
tion of intellectuals, under their control. through the mediation of
culture. To consider how the radicality of Marx, Sade, Fourier dis
appeared, how it begins to revive in the situationist project and
how it is privvy to becoming in the hands of the new university in
tellectual an incomprehensible hodgepodge condemned two
times by terrorist practice - as its occult source and as its
useless abstract dimension - it seems urgent to transmit to
those who know its use since it comes from their practice and 
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IV THE SUBVERSIVE GAME 

AND THE "PARTY" OF DEPASSEMENT 

N ••• Humanity will be destroyed neither by the Disorder of 
anarchy nor by the confusion of Despotism (. L the result 
of the new conflict of these two primordial powers of humani
ty will be nothing but a new Revolution which will conserve 
it. " 

(Hurrah or the Revolution of the Cossacks) 

As it moves along with the movement of accumulation and 
socialization of the commodity, the old opposition between 
private capitalism and State capitalism is abolished in the 
totalitarian reality of the spectacular-commodity system. 

Individualizing alienation, commodity universality reveals to 
each the identity existing between all forms of repression and the 
lie and the reductive movement in which life is changed into sur
vival. Contradictorily, all forms of refusal bear within themselves 
the collective propagation of the will to live. individually ex

perienced. 
Everything tends to become a commodity in a process in which 

what is opposed to commodity imperialism tends to become 
everything. The revolution corresponds to this awareness. The 
root of spectacular-commodity society is the commodity. being 
and object totally transformed into exchange value. The root of 
generalized self-management is humanity itself. the concrete in
dividual in her I his unitary and collective movement of liberation, 
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As indispensible as the refusal of hierarchy, the global critique, 
permanent analysis are, the diffusion of radical theory and its 

will not escape the risks of ideological backsliding and 
voluntarism which attempt to oppose them as long as the 

of the commodity system remains untouched by a collective 
where individual passions dominate and gather together. 

a subversive game where real life adventure ex~ eriments with 
e destruction of the commodity. through diversions and 

and generalized self-management. 
To strengthen the will to live, to clarify the rationality of radical 

subjectivity, to call for struggle against sacrifice. roles, and 
militantism makes real sense only in a practice whose efficacy 
objectively founds hope of radically changing the dominant con
ditions In the periods in which the analysis of new historical con

ditions was elaborated. the exigencies imposed on the 
revolutionary in the unity of her I his theory and practice 
necessarily called for the establishment of coherence in an essen
tially defensive manner, in a world in which everything attacked 
her I him. Failing to directly shake alienating conditions. the offen
sive technique consisted of attacking persons. treating as an 
enemy anyone who supported the dominant conditions. 

From now on ,t ,s possible to demand less and obtain more 

fromt he anti-militant revolutionary, because it is possible to pass 
to the attack of the system, to participate in efficaciously striking 

it, and to prove by the practice of the subversive game the ex

cellence of the rationality which animates it. 
Theory is not apprehended radically if it is not tried out. It only 

superficially touches the individual who does not discover in it a 
way of drawing out the will to live. Outside of such unity the 
passions are blocked up, turning against themselves. Theory is 
crumbled. ideology and passions harmonize in an identical inver

sion. Either terrorism, or the subversive game. The stakes are 
critical. Since what the sociologists have called the explosion of 
May because it blew them up - the wild beasts of spontanei

ty are on the loose. The self-regulation of power. menaced on all 
sides as it menaces everywhere, puts its money on the an
tagonism between right'lsm and leftism. and on its decline, to 

harness subjective energy. But for anyone who suddenly discovers 

the unique character of her I his subjective universe. the plurality 
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of desires, the violence of the will to live; can she / he exist what is done in her/his name. never to act in the name oflonger not being innocently amenable to the act of throwing atie monkey-wrench into the machinery of daily brutality? The 

and to discover in the reinforcement of her / his will to live
"party" of depassement will be born from such acts, trom such in

I truth of collective action
the start it is out of the indiViduaL with her / his passions,dividuals. Its existence as a collective manifestation is tied to this imagination, and insatiable lust for real experiences thatquestion: can each individual mUltiply his / her chances forauthentic life by destroying that which destroys her / h 

for social change burst forth. And nO collective movewill reach the qualitative force of radicality untH it provesGeneralized self-management will come from the answer given indeeds. 
increases the power of individuals over their own daily life.

Not only does the subversive game exclude, by virtue of its 

it places history at the service of individual hap-
simple coherence. all militant practice. all action which implies consciouS masses, the opposite of crowds. conditionedsacrifice, renouncement, or the accumulation of misery. but the conditionable, are composed of individuals aware of theirapprenticeship of self-management - which is positivity - in and its global exigencies! The imperialism of subjeccites to all the joys of everyday life. At the places of intervention. develops, in the course of the struggle, the spontaneity ofthe quest for impunity is the most succinct tactical form of self-management! Each for themselves and selfcreativitv.. 

.......""mp.nt for all.Thus. instead of preaching revolutionary fortitude to the world. enemies of the bourgeoisie, which now is the group ofas is the case when one resorts unilaterally to books. speeches,leaflets -
nizers of survival. proletarians become revolutionaries only byeven jf done critically - it is better that radical theory ng ideological tricks in the movement where their sponbe communicated inseparably with the propagation of methods of practice elaborates radical theory and is confirmed assabotage and diversion: on condition that the subversive players consciousness. At present the accent has been placed onspread it on their part by every means. by propagating their par one hand on the elaboration of radical theory through theticular techniques and the types of actions they judge opportunely ~nalysis of the old world and through practice in which the analystappropriate for disrupting the system. i.........i'.,c her him self as separated consciousness; on the otherIn fact. there is no factory. no office where sabotage and diver but inseparably on its diffusion. The problem was tosion are not cheerfully practiced. It is necessary to generalize everywhere to people: here are the real reasons which guidethem through consciousness of the project which unites the liquidation of the commodity system 

r action. Thus becoming conscious of their misery and theirand apprenticeship in richness, they recognize themselves in a common project and,generalized self-management. The presence of global critique from there, act more efficaciously with a beuer understanding ofgives maximum imj1ort. impunity and pleasure to actions taken what they really want The May Oays have revealed the result.against fragments of the commodity. It is the revolutionary dimen Now that degenerated leftism manipulates the remnants of thesion in the subversion and emancipation of everyday individuals.the opening for collective depassement the guarantee of tactical 

possible revolution into the perspective of hierarchical power, it is
and strategic rationality. The radical critique. in rejOining the spon

time to replace despair with pleasure: to arouse to radical theory
by the stimulation of its usestaneous subversive game. will reinforce the fundamental practical The principle that that which is easiest to overthrow andunity which will permit all varieties of revolutionary action. destroy is also that which is most immediately concrete in theIt is important that each person individually proves her / his mechanisms of the spectacular-commodity system indicates wellautonomy and its efficacy so that. accustomed to act alone withconsciousness of a common project. she / he learns never to 

enough that the simplest and most concrete function allowS the
best clandestine revolutionary practice. 
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re it only with regard to the ease of execution, with impuniefficiency, the pleasure of ludicrouS subversion is, from allthe privilege of those who have the upper hand on the'~modlty in gestation. of the workers in the sectors of producand distribution: factories, warehouses, department stores;Itural cooperative centres, freight transport (truckers,
'lWaymen, dockers ~ , .)
Practiced everywhere, sabotage and diversion are experiencedwith a maximum of happiness. In the vital sect!Jr oflar-commodity society the manual worker is. from theof view of revolutionary struggle. the one who holds the rawI of generalized exchange. Isn't it scandalous that with orut factory occupations strikers have to this day never touch-
the commodity?
At best, in suspending production (rarely distribution)' theysuperficially disturb the self-regulating mechanisms. But. atstage of intervention, it is no longer sabotage which has themost import but rather diversion, the diversion of raw material ofexchanges. all the ways of removing it from the circuits of production and distribution where it becomes exchange value, is accumulated, reproduced, socialized: all the ways of putting it intothe collective service of the individual will to live.The warehouses. supermarkets, prioritary industries (that is.those which furnish the material equipment necessary for therealization of our desires) could truly recover, at their actual levelof development the functions filled in ancestral communities offree style (the Trobrianders for example) by the forge and thecommunal granary The impending strikes will be less boring, andthus more revolutionary, when they offer the lure of human usageof the goods of production and consumption .How could strikers neglect if the strike were truly theirs, if they•~ Scrt_\"'~ B........'· 
 acted with full autonomy, to seize the stocks to distribute them, tof"A\J~ ....Rn...-..... utilize them for their profit (arms, means of pressure on themanagement and union leaders), or to destroy them if they haveno use value (gadgets. boxed putrefaction, polluting products,

etc.!?
Against the terrorism of theft. pillage and legal exploitation,salesmen, women and check out clerks should utilize trustworthytactics.."(hey should, under any chance of a strike, organize the
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free distribution of products traditionally transformed into COm
sm. of knowing this secret feeling of authentic richness 

modities and the diffusion of texts explaining how their new prac
gives courage and resolution in the strike or insurrection.

We are millions discovering, in confirming ourtice announces the mode of social organization managed by aiL It own
'lities, a revolution whose pleasure we want to relish at theis possible to slip on the individual label of a product a note giving of running risks, and we recognize fully the force ofthe price of becoming real again, specifying its wretched quality.

its function as illusion and so on. Subversive activity, more surely 
nro""ions in order to study all the ways to avoid displeasure.

or flamboyant, the subversive player is never candidatethan calls to revolutionary practice. brings into play this principle
of satiable and insatiable pleasure, this grain of authentic realiza

martyrdom. The grand game of anonymous subversion
i..--~~res the international appearance of the "party" of depassetion which is spread everywhere. affirms liberty. specifies in exemplary collective actions. In this style of radical inautonomy, destroys roles. ideologies, authoritarianisms. repug tion the individual is seized at the root in seizing the root ofnant behaviors (jealousy. avarice. contempt for women. men. commodity world, becoming her his own leader hostile to allchildren ... ). From within autonomy generalizing itself through

subversion aimed at the commodity system, it is survival which is 
leaders, giving to her I his authentic passions - to love. play, en
counters. hate. creation. dreaming their dimension of mulput into service in the name of life, thus founding the movement tidimensional realization. their bed in the making of history.of generalized self-management. 

Thus each profession discovers what hastens its end as each 
(The ensemble of these notes constitutes the outline of a work 

worker discovers how she I he can destroy all that which is ap
which will be prepared under a more appropriate form)

January 5. 1972propriated from her I him, in order to appropriate her I himself all

that she I he is allowed to construct. Creativity has no limit.


From fear that only the death logic of terrorism has the upper

hand, it is necessary to open the gate to an anonymous and con

sciously oriented insight against the order of things. not against its

servants. Ideologies are directed against people. the subversive
game against conditions. Terrorism shows smal! bosses that if
they don't consume the bigs they will be consumed first. The sub
versive ludicrous is content just to shake the coconut tree of
hierarchy so that no one remains there if it is not they who are
strung up and hung there and at that time to burn it. Likewise it
is preferable, in the tactic of taking hostages, to threaten destruc
tion of expensive prototypes. stock. computers rather than bosses
(who one will execute in despair. for example if one fails to obtain
the disarmament and retreat of repressive forces sent to break the
insurrectional strike). Clandestine experience and anonymous
subversion offer to those who fear hierarchical "superiors" - not
out of cowardice but because they know well enough that a
proprietor of authority, ridiculous as it is, has powers of boredom
and repression - the occasion of regaining assurance. of measur
ing the deception of roles. of discovering her Ihimself as original
subjectivity, of no longer having this fear which is the source of 

'ALft. ,A1lUf;tfAVL'1'" 
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Autopsy of an Occupation: Post
Mortem Critique of the LIP 

by John Hess 

If nothing else, spectacular-commodity society has solved theproblem of the ontological reality of nothingness. Unwittingly,following the course laid out by Marx in the second of hisTheses on Feuerbacb, it has shown in practice what has beendebated abstractly in theory. In spectacular-commodity society, as the commodity moves to reduce everything to itself, itinexorably spreads nothingness in its train, overwhelmingspace and things till it appears virtually an omnipresent realityWith;'1 this nihilistic vacuum daily lives are acted out in a distressingly repetitious fashion. We tend to do the same things inthe same way over and over again. Banality becomes soingrained in routine that it is overlooked, ignored as a normalfact of existence, an unchangeable given. Spread over the planeof "objective" reality, nothingness invades subjectivity aswell, as humanity continues to reduce itself to little more thancommodity
Nothingness

status.
gnaws silently at subjectivity; the vague sense ofdisquiet it engenders seeps through collective consciousness.Strange, troubled cauldrons bubble doubly beneath the seemingly solid social exterior. The desire for something different,however dimly perceived, can scarce be repressed, howeverinanely or incoherently expressed. The very success of spectacular-commodity society in extending itself to all corners ofreality spawns the possibility of its own supercession in thecoming to consciousness of what can never be fully integrated:radical subjectivity, the will to live for the collective, freerealization of individual desires.

The movement of radical subjectivity breaks out everyday,everywhere. Generally individual, overlooked, misunderstoodand misdirected, at times it erupts on a scale that commandsattention, those odd historical moments when common peopleact directly for themselves, forging new social organizations
and relations to express and realize their burgeoning hopes and

desires.

Capital is not money or goods, merely something external we
produce. It is rather a system of interlocking social relation
ships, centering around commodity production for the reafu;a
tion of a certain type of value, in which we intimatelyparticipate and in fact reproduce every day. Such being thecase, as proletarians we need a reasonably developed level of41 consciousness in order to really abolish capital and end our 



existence as chattel, through direct action for ourselves. As 	 occupation of the Lip in June 197jwas preceded by severaleverything conspires to keep the source of alienation secret, we of sharp struggle within the factory. "The struggle ofmust know who we are, what we want, what stands in our way, has been possible only because May 1968 took place. Itand how to overcome it. "And it is this gap between unthinkable in the early 60s ... In May 68 we rediscoveredconsciousness and practice which remains the fundamental for ourselves. and discovered for others. forms of strugglemark of unsuccessful proletarian revolutions. Histori~l con	 had not been used for some time ... May 68 was a goodsciousness is the sine qua non of the social revolution." (Rene 
school ... At Lip after May 68 we became much bolder ... TheVienet, Enrages et situationnistes dans Ie mouvement des 
important thing is that May 68 brought democracy back to us.occupations, Paris, 1968, p. 153.( We also rediscovered the capacity for collective action, that itIt is in this perspective in which the Lip affair will be considered. 	
was possible to change life, that capitalist legality was not unThis "strange strike," as the New York Times christened it, 
changeable." (piaget, pp.19-20)became an international scand...l. Yet, for the most part, itremains unknown to Americans. This being the case, an account 
In February 1970 management announced a reduction in hoursof what happened must precede any critical commentary. Since a 
for some 400 workers. Immediately word spread throughout thereasonably adequate expository article has already been pub
factory, meetings were held, union delegates made the rounds,lished in a past issue of Radical America, I feel justified in 
collecting ideas and coordinating actions. "For the first timecurtailing the expository section of the article, referring readers 
the 'snake,' a line of workers pasing through the shops andto the already published article should they be interested. 
growing at each step, was utilized successfully several times."(dossier, pAl A partial compromise was reached after nego-The Lip watch factory was founded in Besancon, France, a city tiations.of some 100,000 near the Swiss border, as a small workshop in1867. By 197Jit had grown to be the largest producer of watchesin France, employing more than 1200 workers. Despite this, the 	

In June of 1970 more layoffs were scheduled. On June 2 theworkers decided to block a main road passing by the factory tocompany had been in difficulty for some time, in part due to themismanagement of the Lip family which retained ownership, 

explain the struggle to the population of the area. Sensitive
but primarily due to inability to compete with the giant modern 

about their" good name and image," the company conceded. OnJune 5, nonetheless, workers of the "mechanical" sector raisedmultinational watch corporations, largely a result of the failure 
demands for wage increase and improvements in the apprento modernize the mode of production of the factory. Mass 	
ticeship program. Other sectors joined in, raising their ownproduction was limited to certain sectors, with final assembly of 
demands. By the 12th the majority of the personnel were onthe watches performed by highly skilled crafts workers. "As a 
strike. "All the important discussions were made in generalresult of this situation, salaries at Lip were much higher than at 
assemblies." (dossier, pA) Part of the factory was occupied. Dismost other watch factories . . . The Lip workers thus formed a 
cussion groupS formed and the struggle was "popularized" byworkers' aristocracy, attached to its privileges and given to 
visits made to otherfactories, blocking the main road, anddefend them dearly. They benefitted-from a number of advan
establishing picket lines. "These picket lines did not stop nontages...and were opposed to any restructuring (of the enterprise) 
strikers from crossing, but were charged with discussing thingswhich threatened their situation." (Lutte de dasse, p.2) 
with them when they entered and left work." (dossier, p.5) Bythe 24th a settlement was reached. 

In 1967 Ebauches S.A., a large Swiss watch producer boughtone third of Lip; by 1970 it had acquired a majority, later 
Many of the important forms of struggle used in 197 firstousting the Lip family from management in favor of their own 
appeared in "the year of struggle; 1970" (Piaget, p. 20): thepersonnel. By 1971 Ebauches had developed a plan of "disman
"overture to the outside," the general assembly, the constanttlement," the transformation of the factory to meet its own cor
dispersal of information, the formation of discussion groups. "Iporative needs. The implication was obvious: "layoff of a 
believe that 1970 contained the seeds of 197 ." (Piaget, p. 22)great part of the personnel, menacing employment throughoutthe region, and the national watchmaking industry threatened 
Not surprisingly, management had conceded to demands, butby the considerable power brought to bear by the multinational 
not surrendered. In January 1971 more layoffs were announcedEbauches S.A. group." (Lip, dossier, p.]) In fact a series of 	
which, after a vigorous campaign, were annulled. In Februarylayoffs and cutbacks had already begun in December 1969. "All 
Fred Lip was replaced by the Ebauches representative, M·these attempts met with a lively resistance from the personnel." 42 
Saintesprit. In March 1972 Saintesprit attempted to alter job(dossier, pAl 



classification. Resistance was very strong and an agreement 
was finally reached. an agreement which this holy spirit refused 
to sign, breaking the promise to do so, though he partially 
respected it. In October 1972 management refused to discuss 
wage accords. Ninety percent of the workers went on strike and 
an accord was signed a day and a half later. 

The financial difficulties of the enterprise continued, calling for 
sharper action on the part of Ebaucher. On April 18, 1973, 
Saintesprit was removed and two provisional administrators 
named by the Besancon Chamber of Commerce. "It was astra
tegem utilized by Ebauches S.A. to retain management 'invis
ibly' and better apply its plan of dismantlement." (Dossier, p. 
6). The removal fully revealed the gravity of the situation and, 
coupled with the legacy of three years of activity, sparked 
response among the workers, the opening act of the drama 
unfolding. 
A vigorous campaign began immediately. The unions (primarily 
the CFDT. The CGT, the union controlled by the Communist 
Party, played a much smaller role. Indeed, the head of the CGT 
refused to buy a Lip watch because it was "illegal.") united to 
act, a Defense Committee was formed, and information again 
distributed throughout the plant. On April 20, an Action Com· 
mittee was formed, composed of both union and non-union 
workers. Recognizing the necessity of publicity outside the 
factory, a campaign of popularization was initiated immediately. 
Walls were postered, slogans painted, demonstrations held, and 
new contacts established. "From the beginning, even before the 
factory was occupied, the Lip workers were open to all those who 
wished to come to see them, to discuss and participate in the 
action." (Mise au point, p.5) 

The administrators remained silent throughout. Finally. angry 
at not knowing what was awaiting them, though knowing it all to 
well, the workers confronted the administrators, trapping them 
in their office. A document revealing plans for a massive layoff 
and other threats to job security was "discovered" in the brief
case of one of the administrators. The cat was out, and the 
workers could not overlook what stared them in the face. 

On June 10 the workers decided to occupy the factory. To ensure 
their safety the better, they secreted some 60,000 watches else· 
where in the city. "Wereplaced a natural hostage with a material 
one." {dossier, p.7) On June 12 it was announced that nego
tiations with management had impassed. On the 15th a large 
support demonstration occurred, with more than 15,000 march
ing and ending in a fight with the CRS, the special State security 
police force established after WW II by a socialist adminis
tration. Many were arrested as the police zealously performed 
theirtask. "Thatnight, 'hot, hot, hot: as the journalists dubbed 
it, reinforced the appeal to the population." {dossier, p. 7) 1\ 1\ 

the iJ:nIDense success of the demonstration. we asked 
: how to continue the struggle? It wasn't possible to 
with just demonstrations. We had to search for new 

to reinforce unity and to develop the popularization of the 
under new forms. We had to find ways to hold out 

adversary counted on the absence of pay to make us 

in. the watches we had seized meant four months wages on 
basis for all. This was no ultimate guarantee. 

why the union delegates and the members of the Action 
iMmittee on June 18 proposed to the ensemble of the personnel 


the equipment at our disposal to produce watches and sell 

at the usualprice 'outside the factory' to assure our salary. 


General Assembly approved this proposal." (dossier, p.8) 

nelAugust 1 the workers rejected the fIrst Charbon (Minister 

ift....rtl1!'1trial Development) Plan for the future of the factory. On 


2 the first wages were paid from the "illegal" sale of 

popular support was increasing to immense propor


and the dispute had to be solved as quickly as possible. The 


iMvernment so moved. 

August 14 at 5~am, taking advantage of a holiday week-end, 

CRS evacuated the factory. Word spread quickly and by 7am 


.IA crowd had gathered at the factory entrance. It was somehow 

decided that a demonstration would be held that day at 3pm. 

Nearly ten thousand people marched for more than three hours. 


Earlier, a meeting of the General Assembly had been held. It 
decided to set up production at a new location under the slogan 
"The factory is where the workers are." The next day a "factory" 
was set up in a local school. 400 meters down from the CRS 
factory, and christened "Lip Jean-Zay." 

The week following saw a series of violent clashes between the 
CRS and Lip supporters, much to the dismay of the unions. 
Thirty-one were sent to prison with sentences ranging from ten 
days to six months. "Ninety per cent of those sentenced worked 

in the Besancon area." {dossier. p.9) 

The intervention of the forces of disorder failed to resolve the 
conflict and the government was forced to seek another settle· 
ment. Negotiations were resumed. with a M. Giraud acting for 
the government. On October 12, a Giraud Plan was rejected by 
the CFDT and the General Assembly. 

On October 2, the police intervened again. this time raiding the 
"Maison pour tous" (Open House, literally "House for All") in 

45 an unsuccessful attempt to prevent a second wages payment. 



Negotiations then resumed and on November 10 an agreement 
was signed with the Supremac Corporation to return to work at 
the Omans plant, which resumed on the 19th. 

On November 20 the "Interfinexa Plan" was proposed by some 
olthe "progressive" businessmen in France. The plan was 
amenable to the unions and a settlement seemed offing, but 
adequate financial backing could not be secured from the large 
banks and in early December the plan was abandoned. In the 
middle of the month a new negotiating team, fromed by Char
bonnel and led by a M. Neuschwander, sought another plan. At 
virtually the same time. on December 1 • the armament section of 
the Lip was taken over by the Spemdac Corporation. 

In January 1974 the Neuschwander Plan was completed and on 
the 26th negotiations began between a M. Bidegain. represen
ting a group of French and Swiss industrialists, and the unions. 
On January 29 an accord was signed by the unions and approved 
by the General Assembly, even though this agreement was much 
less favorable than others previously formulated and fell far 
short of the stated demands. The following evening the remain
der of the watches and the money from the sales were returned to 
the employer. The CFDT then set about hailing the agreement as 
a "victory" and promising the large number "temporarily" laid 
off to vigilantly keep watch (sicl and ensure they would "even
tually" be re-employed somewhere. 

The appearance of the Action Committee was particularly sig
nificant. It was the expression of a deep mistrust of union 
bureaucracy and a desire to act autonomously against pressing 
evil. According to the dossier (p.13 I, the Action Committee was 
born "of a need to reinforce and sustain the activity of the union 
miltants... " andaccordingto Piaget (p.1481, its purpose was 
.....that the non-union workers participate completely and act
ively in the workings of the union local," that is. they were to be 
integrated into the union 10cal.A real tension thus existed be
tween the Action Committee and the union apparatus, a tension 
which always threatened to explode, which underlies the entire 
struggle. and which even affected union members at the base. 
"Thus the Action Committee appeared at its origins as the 
result of two conceptions of action. That of some miltant work
ers desirous of acting independently of the union and that of the 
union miltants who wanted to create an organ which could 
complete the union." (Mise au point, p.27) 

This in turn is the reflection of an unrest lying at the heart of 
the struggle: the real conflict between what could be, the possi
bility of a new way of life, and the reform of what is, the 
rationalization and humanization of the Old World, scrubbed, 

struggle had to be carried on in a different manner, a more open 
manner, freed to a surprising extent hitherto unsuspected sub
jective creative forces and thus potentially dangerous new vis
tas, patches of light in the gray stone wall. 

The struggle to succeed could not remain within the confines of 
the factory wall. To stay there meant certain defeat. Alone, 
there was no hope. Consequently, the surrounding area was 
regularly leafletted and traffic delayed on the main road. Dele
gations composed of union militants and just plain folks were 
sent to other factories and cities to speak. often before large 
audiences. "No picket lines to isolate yourself, no stopping 
"outsiders" from entering the factory, such had been one of the 
first positions taken by the Action Committee." (Mise au point, 
p.6) Visitors were encouraged to come, tour the factory, see for 
themselves. Even after they were expelled from the factory, the 
Lip workers maintained an "Open House" (Maison pour tous) 
where people could come at any time. Even left sectarians who 
came to lay raps on the workers were politely listened to. 
Things were so open that some came to refer to the Lip as a 
"glass house." 

Circumstances also compelled the so-called "illegal" actions. In 
order to best press their demands, the workers had to seize the 
factory. Faced with the question of survival, they "stole" wat
ches for hostage and produced watches for sale. at first within 
the factory and later at the "Lip Jean-Zay." Initially this was a 
very difficult step to make. By farce of habit the workers were 
loath to break with the interdictions of the collective super ego. 
"From the nature of my education by a guardian of the peace, 
illegality was very difficult to deal with." (Michel, in Piaget, 
p.l64) This was the case with most. "It is not easy to make the 
leap; only a situation of struggle could give birth to this rup
ture with the past. What was unthinkable and impossible be
comes possible." (Mise au point, p.19) 

Possible, but not necesary, and perhaps within limits. The Lip 
did indeed break with many of the traditional ways. Many, but 
certainly not all, and. alas, not nearly enough. Despite its 
seemingly radical nature and the apparently revolutionary act· 
ions taken, the Lip remained as a fundamentaDy conservative 
struggle on the level of conscious objectivity, concerned with 
the reform of the existing order, the return to normaL All the 
breaks with the tradition were taken merely to realize a set of 
very conservative demands. The struggle, therefore, takes place 
within the framework of "normality," and within the union 
structure. 

This last point is crucial. The union was the agent of recupera
trimmed, presentable, palatable alienation. The fact that the 1\7 tion of the struggle, the representative of capital within the46 



ranks of the revolt. The Action Committee initially represented 
a real possibility of going beyond the union. The unionists 
themselves were fully aware of this, as yet another indication of 
the increasing world crisis of trade unionism faced with new 
conditions of life and the possibilities engendered thereby. The 
union delegates thus consciously sought, under the constraint 
of the situation, to alter their practice and develop a new modus 
vivendi which would allow space for some autonomy as price for 
continued survival of the union, a sort of parallel to the move
ment to reform national governments. 

The Lip has become exemplary model of struggle in 

France for several reasons. The workers fought against 

problems facing the working class as a whole, at least in 

apprehension, problems with which people could readily 

empathize and identify. But more importantly, the Lip 

broke with the traditional workers' movement in many 

interesting creative ways and also raised again the real 

possibility of an autonomous movement with forms of 

genuine self-management and real participatory democ

racy, if only as a possibility. The difficulty lies in critic
ally distinguishing act from potency, the form from the 

substance 


The struggle was initiated by the local union delegates 
and non-union workers, with the former being in the 
stronger position by virtue of their organization and the 
weight of all the dead generations lying on the brains of 
the living." From the start, it was clear that no action 
could succeed without the active support of the vast 
majority of the workers. While it is true that the factory 
had a tradition of struggle and that the urgency of the 
situation sufficed to propel many to action, the majority 
tended to remain apathetic, either from the inertia of 
good breeding or from wary distrust of union hierarchy. 
This last was particularly the case with the younger 
workers. As a result, the action had to. be carried out in a 
way that would ensure the participation of all. Thus, the 
union has to operate in a different manner than usual. 
"We did not want to impose the word of order because 
we knew it wouldn't work.' The workers had to become 
conscious and act on this consciousness as they saw fit." 
(Piaget, p.231 

Action is difficult without proper information and an 
arena for intersubjective contact and discussion. Con
sequently, the struggle was marked by a great degree of 
openness, particularly at its inception. This was intended 
to be both the cause and the result of the organizational 
framework established: a daily General Assembly, the 48 
union locals, the Action Committee, and Work Commit
tees. 

roost important thing was to assure the unity of the 
workers. The role of the General Assembly is here 

:....nrdial. It had to have the maximum available infor
so proposals could be made there and decisions 

by all the workers. Unity is also this: we were 
against an oppressive hierarchy. We could not 
in the course of the struggle create another, just 

oppressive. That's why the General Assembly had the 
dsion-making power. But that was not enough. Once 

were made, they had to be carried out. That's 
role of the committees we created. All the workers 

participate in them, and thus once more it is the 
who carry out the decisions taken in the General 

'ASselllOLy. (Piaget, ppA-5) 

The General Assembly met throughout the struggle and 
voted on all major proposals as ultimate "sovereign 
body." The action mandated was to be realized in the 
Work Committees. "The different committees are each 
responsible for an ensemble of tasks, which each accom

. plishes by the mandate and under the control of the 
General Assembly. They are not rigid organizations, and 
the number and use of these Committees can change 
according to the needs of the movement." (dossier, p.l ) 
In fact a large number of committees functioning on a 
daily basis was established including a Management 
Committee, coordinate daily tasks; a Welcoming Com
mittee, to receive visitors; a Mailing Committee; a Sec
urity Committee; a Restaurant Committee, to feed well 
and cheaply; a Production Committee, to keep watches 
coming; a Sales Committee, to dispose of the watches. 
The largest committee, and the one regarded as the most 
important, was the popularization Committee, charged 
with spreading word of the struggle and building sup
port. Its subcommittees prepared the regular bulletin 
Lip-unite, helped make amm, distributed casettes about 
the struggle, sent delegations to speak at other factories 

and cities, etc. 

In France, there are no closed union 
shops One plant may see workers doing the exact 
same job and belonging to different unions, with many 
fellow workers being non-union. This was the case at Lip. 
For the action to succeed these non-union people were 
crucial. In fact, non-union people played an active role 
from the beginning. "They wanted to participate in the 
decision-making as well as the action. That was the birth 
of the Action Committee. We favored this movement to a 
point where at one time the union delegates said to 
themselves: 'Shit, there's nothing for us to do anymore 
in the struggle.'" (Piaget, p.2 ) 49 



Union control over the struggle was established beyond all 
doubt during the confrontations with the CRS after the expul
sion from the factory. Numerous workers from the area had 
joined in support of the Lip and violent clashes broke out. "This 
was the moment when the struggle of the Lip workers seemed 
to have the largest social impact. Its check marked the con
demnation of the struggle to isolation. That check showed 
especially the domination of the unions over the working class. 
Concrete solidarity with Lip is weaker than obedience to the 
unions. The first moments past, the unions moved to return the 
workers to their cages ... " (Mise au point, p.lOI The given ex
cuse was that power lies in the workplace, not in the streets, 
that violence would hurt the movement, and that street vio
lence was to play the game on the enemy's field. Yet despite all 
the talk about May 68, one lesson appears for certain not to 
have been learned: the violent clashes between police and stu
dents triggered the wave of mass wildcat strikes and occupa
tions that nearly issued in total revolution. Some members of 
the Action Committee expressed amazed indignation: "That's 
what we don't understand. You make an appeal to the popula
tion, you march before the factories, all that, and once the 
people arrive here, they jthe unions I say: 'Don't get excited, 
stay calm!' and then t.hat's alL" (from Lip: int.erview avec des 
membres du CA, in Mise au point, p.lO) Thus the possibility of 
retaking the factory from the CRS in the midst of rising public 
indignation and support was lost. The unions had triumphed in 
the present, but only at the expense of the future. 

The catchword of the union, "To negotiate is also to struggle," 
to me points out precisely what is wrong with trade unions from 
the prespective of revolutionary change of everyday life. "In 
modern capitalist society the unions are neither a degenerated 
workers' organization nor a revolutionary organization betray· 
ed by its bureaucratic leaders, but a mechanism for the integra
tion of the proletariat into the system of exploitation. Reformist 
in essence, the union - whatever the politics of the bureaucrats 
who run it - remains the best defense of an employing class bec 
orne reformist itself. It is the principle obstacle to all desires of 
the proletariat for total emancipation. From now on, all revolt 
of the working class will be in the first place against its own 
unions." (Vienet., pp.1l1-112. This point is argued forcibly with 
regard to the CNT in Spain by Murray Bookchin in his article 
"Reflections on Spanish Anarchism.") 

This was possible because the union was the most readily 
available tool for the successful realization of the expressed 
demands of the workers, in themselves essentially reformist. 
"Our demands are clear. We want: no shut down, no layoffs, 
continuation of acquired benefits. For that we have pursued the 
struggle under appropriate forms so long as a solution con



forming to our demands does not occur. Weare open to all 
solutions implying no layoffs, no shut down, and we are ready 
to engage in serious discussion." (dossier, p.2' And again, 
"There is only one solution for us: saving the business without 
shut down or layoffs." (dossier, p.9) 

Despite all the verbiage about autonomy and participation and 
control, the unions continually asserted that "the solution is 
entirely in the hands of the Public Authorities which directly 
participated in the plan to shut down." (dossier, p.2) The solu
tion to be sought, then, had to be a political one, and not a 
social one, in dependence (two words) on the State. The seem
ingly radical actions taken and the apparently revolutionary 
forms of particpation adopted in fact had no immediate con
scious revolutionary import. Rather than altering the way in 
which daily life is felt and experienced by actualizing the op
portunity for generalized self-management which was present· 
ed, what was at stake was nothing more than the past as future. 
"In producing and selling the watches ourselves, we have no 
illusion of attempting 'self-management.' We have simply 
chosen, at a given moment, a form of struggle which allows us 
to assure our salaries and defend our jobs." (dossier, p.2) Surely 
a worthy cause, but certainly not a revolutionary one. 

In the Action Committee and the General Assembly a great 
deal of discussion took place. This was necessary to assure 
participation and to achieve unity by airing disagreements. On 
the positive side, many learned to express themselves in public. 
Yet things remained in the hands of the unions. The comparison 
is not exact, if only because they are less adept, but anyone who 
has been to any of the old anti-war conferences or strategy 
meetings knows how organized forces can allow much discus
sion and still control the outcome, relying in part on their 
organized unity and in part on the conservatism of the partici
pants. "In fact decisions (in the General Assembly) were made 
by vote of raised hands, following speeches by the leaders." 
(Lutte de classe) p.lO This allowed the unions to control the 
negotiations under the guise of their expertise in such matters. 
" ... the real role of the union was to select the boss most capable 
of modernizing the company from among the various postul· 
ants who presented themselves." (Lutte de dasse, p.71 
Particpatory democracy, then, was only formal and for the 
most part social relations remained essentially as before. "Thus 
the wildcat production (of watches) necessitated no change in 
the organization of work and the social relations which it det· 
ermines ... Even the pay was hierarchical." (Lutte de classe, p. 1) 

And rather than attacking capitalism, the Lip acted in a way 
to strengthen it. "There were no other reasons for this choice (of 52 

'no layoffs, no shut down' signifies the 'safeguarding of the 
t.usiness,' that is, of capital." (Negation, p.27) 

sounds rather pessimistic. In fact it is not. The important 
is to see the Lip for what it is, a part of a continuing 

lbistorical process. In isolation the Lip has no meaning. And in 
it cannot even be properly considered that way. On one 

the Lip remains fundamentally conservative, on the level 
was consciOusly expressed. But a great deal went on 

vritnm those who participated in the struggle. A taste of the 
new was had, if only fleetingly. The fact that many refused to 
return to work gives real ground for optimism. Weare in a time 
that has been variously described as a "New Enlightenment," a 
"New Epoch," and the"re-emergence of the communist move
ment (by Bookchin, the Situationist International, and Barrot 
Martin respectively). Whatever the name given, we are in a 

period of prolonged transformation. Given the initial level of 
consciousness, one should not be overly disappointed that the 
initial breakthroughs brought confusion and finished being re
cuperated, at least temporarily. The continuing historical pro· 
cess is " ... altering the unconscious apparatus of the individual 
even before it can be articulated unconsciously as a social 
theory or a commitment to political convictions ... These pro
found changes tend to occur almost unknowingly, as for ex· 
ample among workers who, in the concrete domain of everyday 
rue, engage in sabotage, work indifferently, practice almost 
systematic absenteeism, resist authority in almost every form, 
use drugs, and acquire various freak traits - and yet, in the 
abstract domain of politics and social philosophy. acclaim the 
most conventional homilies of the system. The explosive char· 
acter of revolution, its suddenness and utter unpredictability, 
can be explained only as the erruption of these unconscioUS 
changes into consciousness, as a release of the tension between 
unconscious desires and consciously held views in the form of 
an outright confrontation with the existing social order." 
(Murray Bookchin, "Spontaneity and Organization," p.7) 

This process is not irrevocable, determined. It is the outcome of 
the action of all of us. Capital is, again, not some abstract 
externality. It is a social relationship; it is what we do every 
day. Thus, the possibility of its change. 

The real meaning of the Lip will be known in the future as the 
process I have spoken of is realized or not. The significance of 
this article will lie in how its contributes to the development of 
consciouness, the sine qua non, the one necessary element in the 
winning of the future, the creative. poetic expropriation of 

means of struggle) than the wish to continue as before: the expropriated life. 
continuation of salaries necessitates the continuation of capital. 
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PAYMENTS: REGULARORREVOLVING 

the heart lesson 

was in a room full of respectable people who never 
about overdrawing; it wasn't that they didn't keep 

account of expenses, but they didn't think about prices. 
were flown direct from Valencia, they drank Chablis 

pheasant in season. I came from the slums of Spanish 

had just finished drinking early sixties French burgandies 
dinner and en masse walked into the ballroom. Now 

time for dancing. Listening intensely to the comments 

1.• l.llUSe around me to record them later in my journal, 


to place words in the mouths of my middle-class 


Mu"acters when I wrote fiction. 

The man and women I lived with as mistress-companion 
Jpproached; "Come dance!" she exclaimed, her satin dress 

. "In front of these persons whose good opinion you 
.. I answered, "you who are so frightened that someone 

suspect?" We'd had all-nite arguments about integrity, 
she accused me of living openly without discretion and 

told her she was a coward. I brought my body close 
hers, trying to recapture the pleasure between us. 

Something glistened as her hand moved under my breast; 
I tho.ught she must be wearing her diamond bracelet but 

. it was the knife she had forced into my chest. "Now will 
you be silent!" she said. I screamed as I sobbed, "Why have 
you done this?" Men in tuxedos placed me on a stretcher; 
she was smiling standing by her mother and husband. 

I woke up in a hospital, a doctor was saying, "Which one 
ofthesewould you like? Sit up and pick one out." A nurse 
presented a tray covered with candy mint hearts of green, 
purple and orange, in the center messages were written. They 
were the kind we used to buy as children, only larger; they had 
the same fluted edges and the words were still printed in red. 

Solidarit~tHkomitee 
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I chose one saying, "Love Forever." As he lifted up one 
side of my rib cage however, I objected, "Aren't these made 
of sugar? Won't it melt?" 

"Of course, he replied, shrugging, "what else did you 
expect?" Suddenly he stopped sewing it. The nurse said, 
"Get off the table, please. It's 5 o'clock. Union regulations." 
The doctor added, taking off his powdered rubber pink gloves, 
"Nothing to worry about. This always happens. We'll 
begin promptly at 9 tomorrow." He turned as he left: 
"One word of warning--you must keep the rest of your 
blood warm. I'm taping a thermometer into the opening 
of this jar, see that it doesn't fall below 95 degrees.' 
When I asked how I was to prevent this, he answered, 
"I haven't the slightest idea. But I understand those in 
this bed before you had some ingenious solutions. Ask 
the floor attendants." 

They placed me on a mattress in a white metal frame. 
I called out asking for suggestions but the aides were playing 
cards. The patients in the next beds explained wearily that 
the aides never responded and offered no help themselves. 

In terror I thought, "What if I die before my books are 
written?" I was watching the temperature in the jar drop 
"They must have candles." In a broom closet I found some 
and set up a chaffing dish which worked fine at first. Then 
I noticed the sediment collecting at the bottom was turning 
into jelly, perhaps because of the flame and dehydration. 
So I decided to hold the jar under running warm water. I was 
very tired. 

"Sure you are," an old woman said as she followed me 
into the bathroom. "Since they've left you so little blood 
there's not enough oxygen. You'll suffocate. Forget about 
that jar and go back to bed. Don't move. Save your 
strength." 

"If I do will I last until morning?" I replied. She 
explained I would have to hold on longer. The wards 
were full of people with unfinished treatments; "Almost 

us die," she informed me. I left the room in 
and started walking through endless corridors before 

an exit to the street. 

It was 2 in the morning; I couldn't find a taxi. Shivering 

walked toward paul's. The area was deserted. I was soon 


gasping for air .. A man stood before me in ceremonial 

robes, he wore huge, heavy glasses though which 


glared with disapproval. "Did you forget?" he said, 

've been given a tongue that speaks. Why are you 

telling about our people'? What it means to be poor 
suffer. Remember your heritage. Do not forget 

duty!" 

Paul's door opened, I turned to introduce them but the 

man in robes had vanished. "My god you're pale," Paul 

said, and brought me into the livingroom. I didn't notice 

at first that the furniture was missing as I told him about 


. the evening, Phyllis and the hospital. He called a private 
physician who finished the stitching and gave me a trans

fusion. 

"Why can't you view women as I do?" Paul demanded. 
"You get involved and they ruin your life." 

"It was because of your women that I left you," I said 
to myself. We had been lovers for a decade until he 
wanted someone else to do the overwhelming. I learned 

to prefer women. 

He brought me a cup of coffee and it was only then 
that I realized why I felt so uneasy. I said, "He brought 
me a cup of coffee," but I did not actually see the cup 
All I saw was his grey eyes and black hair above me and 
I saw steam rising from a brown circle, and the steam 
smelt like coffee. Then glancing around the room I saw 
that it was large, white and empty. I could not see my 

body. 

"I must really be delirious. Very ill. I'm having 
hallucinations," I told him. "The room looks totally empty, 
even I am not in it! Your hair and eyes are the only 
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color here; they're floating in space without a face." He
laughed and I saw the pink redness inside his mouth, 

, seven..six--," horizontal, I was flying swiftly face
ard through a long black tunnel and woke up insidehis tongue, and the outlines of his teeth. He replied,


"I've installed special lighting that eliminates distractions.

Everything only seems white, made of bones and essentials." 
 I could see nothing but the keys ofa typewriter

After coffee, he said, "For the sake of your writing 
and theblack printofan open book


I'm going to lock you in this room and let you ou t for 
 mething was wrong.a walk each day; what Collette's husband did for her. 
There was a knock and Paul's

Once a week you'll come downstairs when I giVe a party 
and hair appeared before my face.

;1'11 arrange a roomful of women for you. Oh I know
by now the type you like physically. But you must promise 

"I wish to explain," he began, "How many lovers have
been?"not to speak to them and wear a blindfold. You cannot I replied, "25 or 26."

allow any more of these emotional disruptions. You've
been wasting your talent for years." 

"By now you know about the nature of love: its futility.
t what age did your mother die?" he continued. I

I began writing and several days later he guided me "Thirty·six." 
toward the sound of laughter and women's voices. Records "Your grandmother from the same cause, cerebral hemmwere playing, the room was scented with hashish. He
had chosen well; although I couldn't see, I could tell this 

ge. You are a fragile blood vessel that will burst.
by touching and caressed the wrists of the one I had 

have little time left; however, other people remain
chosen. She gathered up my hair and ran her opened 

important to you than your own abilities. There
lips across my shoulders. "Why is it only women who nothing else I could do." he ...:d.
know how to touch'?" I wondered. Taking the band of
cloth from around my eyes I asked her what her name 

"What do you mean?" I whispered, terrified, because
was. 	 somehow my legs and hands didn't seem to be there. 

"I have had your body removed," he explained. "Your
head is what is now sitting on top of this desk.Paul rushed over yelling, "You will never learn, never, 	

By
speaking to your left you can dictate your stories, the soundsnever never!" I asked her to follow me upstairs. The transform into electronic impulses that press the keys ofnext morning he knocked on my door and said it was this typewriter. To your right is an open book.time for her to go. I suggested we have breakfast 

When 
together first. He served the orange juice and eggs in 

you want the page to turn, touch the space in front of
you with your lips.total silence. When she left I told her I would like to 

I will comb your hair, change the 
see her again. books, take you out whenever you wish. Perhaps in thisAs I turned and walked back up the stairs
Paul detained me and said we were driving into town to 

way you will complete your novel."
have my teeth fixed. 

He brought me a mirror. For days I cried but soonAs he tipped me backwards in his chair, the dentist saw it could not be undone. I must live, continue.assured me, "This won't hurt. 1m going to give you even began to think, "Yes I would have gone on toan injection." I watched him insert the needle. "Count another, and when the relationship ended still I wouldbackwards from ten." he instructed. 	 not have written." I began to feel happy; my work was
going wel1. 



One day I asked Paul to take me to the park. Some 
of his friends were there, men who were playing golf. One 
of them was an editor, another wrote articles for encyclo. 
pedias. Paul wanted to get back to his painting, he sPoke 
of an unfinished canvas, asked them to look after me 
until he returned. I spent the day looking at trees, getting 
warm in the sun. I was spring. 

One of the men approached me and picked up my head. 
"This will work," he said to his friend, "it's round." 
They had lost all their golfballs in the hedges. Before 
I could protest I felt my eye and cheek in the dirt. 
each blow of their clubs I lost a part of my memory. 
I tried to scream but my mouth would not open. The 
metal crashed against my head and I rolled into the next 
hole, again and again. Before I lost the ability to think 
I laughed. 

TIME PAYMENTS: REGULARORREVOLVING 

double image 

She was stretched out on a sofa covered with antelope 
. "We brought them back from Marrakesh last year 
Benares," he told her, handing her another cigarette, 

you'd love it there!" A lighter appeared before her, 
polis hed fingernails gleamed pink. As he leaned toward 

she breathed the scent of his perfume. He had the 
skin of a woman, lips covered with a faint rose hue 

his eyelashes were painted deep blue. 

~"I knew what I was when I was five! Darling, can 
imagine me flying across an Idaho plain riding side

on my pony! Wrapped up in a long blanket, I 
....anged a train that flew behind me in the wind," he moved 

the black silk kaftan clung to his willowy body. 
always let the older boys sweep me onto the ground," 
continued, his bowed head brushed his hair against 
cheek. "Come with me," he told her, "I want to show 
my sculptures." 

They were in his studio, a large room made of heavy 
she was on top of a chair looking into the open 

of a tall male figurine. "Look inside," he said, 
collected all that in garbage dumps." There was an 
fashioned mouse trap, a tiny 19th century doll. and a 

of playing cards. 
arms encircled her hips as he carried her back to the 

d with his fingers pressed into her flesh he said, 
think it's time for me to have a lesbian affair." 
kiss left a trace of wax on her mouth. 

"Wouldn't your friend object? I know Jane would," 
he mused, still in his arms. "Not in the least," he 

, "after all, I've lived with him twelve years." 
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· 'You're a Monet pastel," she said. His eyes were 
grey, his shirt a pale coffee made of crepe. He handed 
her another joint and her face turned into foam rubber 
as it rose to the ceiling she said, "Last night I dreamt 
I was just a head. I'm so stoned, what kind is this?" 

"Jamaican kief," he replied, showing her some photo. 
graphs of himself dressed as a blonde Woman. "Do you 
like me this way? A disk jockey used to hire me to 
go out with him and his wife, when we left for dinner, 
three women walked out; that was before my commercial
Success." 

"Jane and I are the only females a t this party," she said,
"where is Jane?" 

Kahn replied he had last seen her lover in one of the 
front rooms, playing chess. It was I a.m., and he was 
drinking cold champagne from a chilled silver glass. "She 
once drew me floating, a balloon attached to her wrists. 
Otherwise, Jane said, I might just drift away." 

"1 think you're your OWn anchor," he replied, "There's 
no harm in dancing with a lady," and caught her close 
round her waist. His smile invited like a woman's. He said,
"Will you pose some afternoon?" 

Dismayed she answered, "All my life I've served as 

someone's model. This summer I went into the water 

in a flowing black dress, it stuck to me afterward as 

I lay in the sand. A shadow fell on my face; there 

was a man standing over me. 'Don't move,' he said." 


"Good stuff." Kahn interrupted saying, his hand barely
passed over her thigh. 

She shivered and continued, determined to remain in 
control, "That's what I hate the most about it... the staying 
still. The man held a camera. 'Aren't you Jane Samuels?' 
he said, 'I saw your etchings at the museum.'" 

"I told him I was not Jane, just the woman she 
lived with. Each time I think they're going to show me 
who I am, but I should know by now I can only get 

from myself. I'm so glad you're wearing perfume." 

pulled her closer, his hardness reminding her he was 
a woman. She said, "I'm a lot like George Sand, 

HUeone who does all the wooing with her head." He 
pulled down her dress. "Don't let him be like 

others, pounding their own satisfaction," she thought. 

"We lesbians, we're legendary lovers. I'm in no hurry," 
ran his fingernails over the palm of her hand, the tips 
her breasts. When she said, "I can't stand anymore," 

remembered how her first man fumbled with her 
"Don't bother," she had said, "I can do it 

Then as now her feet turned to concrete but she rebelled. 
'Now you lie down," she kneeled above him and whipped 

skin with her hair, enjoyed it when she made him 
swollen in her mouCl, unt;l the wallpaper was printed all 
over with a sentence in 2 foot high letters: 

DON'T FORCE YOURSELF DON'T FORCE YOURSELF 
DON'T FORCE YOURSELF DON'T FORCE YOURSELF 

so she fell back against the pillows. The face beside 
her was a woman's. 

"Open your legs," he said. A fox fur coverlet thrown 
across the bed felt like softened wet straw, she sighed, 
"I can't move. You needn't be anxious, I've slept with 
men." 

"I never thought you hadn't," he replied. "We'll be 
what we are for a while." His flesh was leather. It was 
bone. Her sounds were the moans her mother used to 
make; there was an explosion in her head, her nipples 
burst open so did her lips. 
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Interview with 
Esther and Sam DoIgoff 

by Doug Richardson 

INTRODUCTION 

"To me, anarchism is a process," explains Sam Dolgoff. "There 
is no pure anarchism - there is only the application of anarchist 
principles to the realities of social living." With their 'credo' thus 
established, Sam and Esther Dolgoff go on in this interview to 
describe the American anarchist tradition of earlier in the 
century. and their experiences in that movement. 

There is generally very little known and even less that is 
understood about this period of anarchist history. It is a history 
which has been highly distorted. The official re-scripting of 
anarchist events, for obvious political reasons, has been 
universal, almost a matter of course. This has been as 
consistently and thoroughly accomplished by the state 'com
munist' press as it has by the capitalist press. The Spanish 
revolution of 1936 is only the best-known instance of the 
historical mugging anarchism has characteristically received. 

From about the 1880's to the 1920's there existed a North 
American anarchist movement that represented a significant 
social force. This period of anarchist activity in the United States 
is quite well-documented, as is the post-script event of that 
movement, the Sacco-Vanzetti case. Then, around the 1920's, it 
disappeared and we enter something of a Dark Ages for liber
tarian politics, with centraliZation and a presumed efficiency the 
obliterating trend. Corporate capitalism and state capitalism 
swept everything else out of the way. From this period of the 
early 1920's until the middle of the 1960's and the emergence of 
the new left, there is practically no mention of anarchism as a 
force in American society. 
Even the best histories available, those that try to be honest, 

usually end about 1920. The classic analysis given for the 
decline of anarchism then is the old-age theory. This explana
tion assumes that anarchism is basically an anachronism today, 
an idea rooted in the past whose time has come to die. The 
tendency is to pay homage to anarchism in a sentimental way, 
suggesting that it was a nice idea in a simpler past, but 
woefully inadequate to the 'realities' of today's complex world. 
As a result, nearly every history of American anarchism ends 

about 1920 with an artificially and comfortably (for historians) 
containerized movement, relegated to the proverbial dustbins. 

"anarchism is dead" theory, of course, eliminated the need 
ex:plain the abrupt decline of the earlier movement in any 

tenns, and also precluded questions of continuity. There 
been no attempts to trace the threads through to the 

this interview, Esther and Sam Dolgoff talk about the decline 
the old movement and some of the activities that were carried 
during the low ebb that followed. Their descriptions of the 

of traditional anarchism during the 20's and 30's offer 
explanations for these events in terms of the specific nature 

that movement and historical forces affecting it, and raise 
lluestions about ideological continuity and the relationship of 

earlier anarchism to the anarchism of today. The parallels 
often striking, though the times have certainly changed, and 
two movements are separated not only by a gulf of time but 
by the enonnous social and material changes which have 

those intervening years. And though there is much that 
valuable in theexperiences of that earlier movement, and there 
much to learn from the past in general, we do not, of course, 

emulating the past, nor are we interested in 
enshriningan anarchist "heritage" or creating individual heroes. 
Instead, the past must be de-mystified and understood, for the 
creative syntheses necessary for the future will require a serious 
analysis and thorough understanding of the developments of the 
past. 

The Dolgoff's, both in their seventies, now live in New York 
City. Esther lectures occasionally and Sam, a house-painter by 
trade, is also the author of numerous pamphlets, labor articles, 
and two books - The Anarchist Collectives and BuuDin on 
Anarchy. This interview is from a series of oral-history 
interviews compiled by some members of the Black Rose 
magazine collective. The series covers various aspects of North 
American anarchism (such as the I talian movement, the Jewish 
movement, the decline of the 20's, etc. f. For more infonnation, 
contact the Black Rose Oral-History Project, P.O. Box 463, 
Cambridge, Mass. 02139. 

Doug: We're going to talk about North American anarchism 
during the last fifty years or so, from the 1920's on up to the 
present. How did you two become involved in anarchism? 
Sam: Well, I started out as a young Yipsle. You know, a 
Young People's Socialist League; they were social-democrats. 
And then, about the time of the Russian revolution, Morris 
Hillquit, the socialist running for office, he came out for better 
milk, babies, etc. - very reformist program, and so forth 
and so we had a real knock-down, drag-out fight in there. I 
said that the social democrats were too reformistic, they were 
a movement without a soul, that they were trying to imitate 
the democrats and republicans, and I had a lot of disputes 
with them. you know. So they told me. "You don't belong 
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here, you belong with the anarchists." And I ,aid. "That's 

very interesting. Have you got their address?" So I\Vent down 

and I got acquainted' with a groUP, used (I) be called the 

"Road to Freedom." The editor was a fellow named Hippolyte 

Havel, and another friend of Emma Goldman's named Walter 

Starrett Van Valkenburgh. He had a wood le~ -lost it in a 

railroad accident in Schenectedy _ Well anyhow. when I got 

among the anarchists, they said, "You're not a g(,1il anarchist. 

you're really a Wobbly!" So I says, "What'f; their address?" 

Then I went down there and got acquaimerl with the 

Wobblies. And ever since then we've been arguing the point of 

who'!:; an anarchist and who isn't. And that '8 fif[VI'eaf" ago or 

more! And we still haven't come to a conclusi~nnn it. 

Doug: Fortunately, there is no one to si t and pa,~ judgment on 

these questions. How did you get involved with the anarchist 

movement, Esther? 

Esther: Well, my father's nephew who was five yean; younger 

than himself because in the old COl1ntry, you know. they had 


large families ... 

DOUM: Which country was this? 

Esther: Russia-Poland; and the oldest daughter w()uld be 

carrying at the same time that her mother was, hecau~e thev 

married young and had large families. Anyway, my fat heiR 

nephew was an anarchist and he was in that movement where 

the students went to the people to teach them how to read. 

Doug: The Narodniki? 
Sam: No, the Narodnaya Volya (Will of the Peoplel. a later 

group. 
Esther: And even before he came to America, mv mother 
would tell me how he didn't care about himself.' how :-;he 
would get a hold of him and make him mend his clothes. and 
feed him up because he looked like he forgot to ~at. And he 
and his wife staged a strike, and his wife became very ill. she 
caught the flu, and he was arrested and was going to be sent 
to Siberia. And during all this trouble his wife died of tbe flu. 
and according to ,Jewish law they have to hur:v the body before 
sundown, but his mother-in-law at a time like that was 
arranging to get him out to London through the 'or! of un· 
derground railroad that thev had then. The people threw 
stones into the house becau~e she hadn't buried the bodv of 
her daughter. . 
Dou!{: So you had sort of a radical family history., 
Esther: Yes, these were some of the sources. 
Doug,· Were you both around N.Y. City for most of y()ur live:-;? 
Sam: Well, I met Esther in the :30's during a speaking tour in 
Cleveland, and had become an anarchist in the 20\ mayb€' 
ten years before. 

But I want address myself to another question first -- about 
being anarchist. To shed a little light on the situation in the 

Anarchism is a big umbrella, and under that um

are many different anarchists- And the people around 


; group, called the Road to Freedom groUP, which 1 was 

. with, was what we would call a corned·beef hash 

'!amalgam. yoU know. All sorts of people. And there were as 
brands of anarchism as there were people there. 
Were they all abJe to work together? 


Well, that was the trouble with them. A great many of 

did not believe in organization. Or didn't believe in the 

struggle. Or didn't believe in immediate demands, like 


hours. Or they didn't believe that anarchism (,auld he 
of the people, but only a movement of the elite. 

they complemented themselves that they were among the 

who were able to understand what was going on. No 


I approach to the problem sociaL They were worse than 

(and I don't consider utopians so bad. by the way), 


their anarchism began with their belly-button and ended 

it. The sacred ego, and so forth. In otber words, the most 


type of individualism, a type of bohemianism. 

And, naturally, among themselves, it was all right. But for us 


fellowS, it was no good. They wouldn't even tolerate a 

mittee of relations between two groups. And they went in 

the most esoteric cults, which they identified with 


such as vegetarianism, nudism. etc. There were 

some semi-religious ones too: Rosicrucians. To1stol,'ans, 
colonists who were going to set an example for the world. and 
so forth. Well. I was never happy with that, but I had no other 
answer, since I didn't know anything about it. And 1 became 
very curious. 1 read Kropotkin, and 1 taught myself how to 
read anumber of languages. so 1 could read the li teratnre. the 
anarchist classics. And when I read the anarchist classics, and 

the history of the revolutionary movement. and all the;;e 

things, I could no longer live with them. They were too much 

of a disparity. I was an anarcho-communist. you know. and an 

anarcho-syndicalist; that I knew. But not a Stirnerite. and 

what have you. And I got to the point where anarchism didn't 

mean anything to me unless it had a hyphen. So that we 

should know where we stand and where we don't stand. Now 

this was not an automatic process. I was very unclear, and 1 

met a man by the name of Gregory Petrovich Maximoff. out in 


Chicago. You heard of him? 

[)()U~: Sure.
Sam: And I started to talk with him, and I start to give him 

the regulation anarchist blah, you know. and he looked at me 

and he says. "Boy, your education is sadly neglected." And he 

says "You know, do you realize that yoU don't know what 

you're talking about? What you're telling me has absolutely 

nothing to do with anarchism. or the anarchist movement as a 

liL'ing forct'. And I see that yoU have been (and he used the 

equivalent of the word "brainwashed") by those numb·skulls 
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out there in New York." 
Doug: That's an attitude that a lot of people in the midwe!\t 
share about New Yorkers! 
Sam: Oh yes. And Maximoff gave me holy helL and he took 
me under his wing. And with my reading and a lot of discus-

he helped me to clarify my ideas. 
Doug: Was this in the twenties? 
Sam: Sure, '23-'24, a long time ago. And, not that I 
with everything he told me, any means, but I got what 
can a correct orientation. And, with me you have to specify 
what kind of anarchist. 
Doug: I think that the significant tradition historically both 
intellectually and in terms of social movements - io; that of 
anarcho·communism, or libertarian socialism. 
Sam: My anarchism is an organizational anarchism, part 
that of Proudbon, part of Kropotkin, of Bakunin. of Anselmo 
Lorenzo. To me, anarchism is a movement of the people, not 

a standard of personal conduct. I am interested in 
anarchism as a social movement. It's not for me a religious 
faith or the equivalent thereof. Therefore, you have to consider 
me a sectarian, if you want to. I am an anarcho·communist. 
an anarcho·syndicalist, and an anarcho·individualist·pluralist! 
Because all of these things go into my social anarchism. I'm 
not a strict anarcho-communist, or a strict syndicalist: I'm a 
social anarchist who appreciate" the importance of the in
dividual in a social context. 

I am in agreement with Kropotkin and Bakunin and the re!'it 
of them - I consider anarchism to be the truest expression of 
socialism. I don't even like the term anarchism. I'm a heretic 
in that respect. If I had my way, I would call mvself a "free 
socialist." 

And one more thing. The word anarchism is of comparative· 
ly recent origin. The earlier anarchists did not call themselves 
anarchists. 
Doug: It's probably the establishment of authoritarian 
and state-capitalist governments which label them~elves as 
"socialist" that has brought about the use of 
terms. 
Sam: I consider that anarchism is the equivalent of free 
socialism. There can be no anarchism without socialism. I'm not 
an individualist in the sense of Stirner. 

The~'s also been some confusion introduced by these 
"laissez faire" capitalists who have called t hemRelves 
anarchises. "Anarchism" has come to have almost as many 
connotations as socialism. 
Sam: This is precisely why I'm of the opinion that an 
organization of individuals should have a set of fundamental 
principles which clearly says what they are about. Another 
thing, I don't believe in this idea that all the anarchists can 

work together. They can work together for certain specific 
things where their interests are in common - maybe a protest 
against. oppression, or jail, to raise money, or in a protest 
movement, something like that - but as a 

who do not agree with each other on 
fundamentals try to work together, they split up anyhow. And 

confuse themselves, and what's worse any people who 
might be interested. So it is best for each one to do their own 
thing, as they say now, and to get together when they have 
something in common. I believe in autonomy, diversity, and 
people getting together when they want to get together. 
Esther: I want to say someting about the individualist 
anarchists. We have to put ourselves back in time to unders
tand them, when people lived under 
societies. For instance, Stimer was a kind of reaffirmation of 
the ego of the person which the repressive !'iociety was trying to 
smother. And you could see where this kind of emphasis on 
the individual would come from. 
Doug: A sort of reclaiming of part of your' own soul. you mean') 
Esther: Yes. We can't look back from our position today and 
glibly judge societies. We have to place our~elves as much as 
we can in that condition. And that explains why certain things 
arise. 
Sam: I want to clarify yet another point. I know not 
asking me, but I want to you my slant on what I consider 
to be anarchism. I'm an anarchist who is willing to settle for 

less than the millenium. Which will never come. 
People have to eat 

Sam: I wrote an article a long time ago, and I'm going to read 
to you that which I want to tell you, which I expressed in a 
better way here: 

"There is no pure anarchism. There if; only the 
application of anarchist principles to the realities of 
social living. The aim of anarchism is to stimulate 
forces that propel in a libertarian direction. 
And it is onlv from this stHnrlooint that the 
relevance of anarchism to modern can be 


properly assessed." 

To me, anarchism is a proces,~. 


Doug." What I would like to do now is talk some about the con· 

crete forms that process has taken in this country. You know, 

what organizational ways, what types of educational and 

cultural programs, what sorts of labor activities, etc. 

Sam: Well, from the organizational point of viE'w. once I got 

myself straightened out about what I considered to be my 

credo (social anarchism), it led me and others in tWO direc· 

tions. First of all, it led to ideologicalt 

ourselves from tendencies in anarchism which ran counter to 


our concepts. 
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Doug: How did you do that? 

Sam: Simply by forming a group of our own. And 

ourselves an anarchist-comnllmist group. And putting out a 

paper, a journal called the Vanguard, which was one of the 

best papers of the 30's and latter part of the 20's. 

Doug: How long did that paper come out? 

Sam: About 8 years or so. It can be found in the GreenWood 

ReprintH. But before that we were active in other things. We 
had a group called Friends of Freedom, and so forth, but 
all went along that line. First, we constituted ourselves a;; an 
anarchist-communist group. Secondly, there was no nn
tagonism with us between anarcho-sYndicalism and anarcho. 
communism, which are two facets of the same concept. And 
we put out a propaganda paper. And we joined the IWW, sin('e 
it was, as far as we were concerned, the most likely to be 
receptive to our ideas, and was closer, nbt identical, but closer 
to what we considered a labor movement should be. And 
wherever we worked, at the point of production where we were, 
we endeavored to advance our ideaH. Not merely by preaching. 
but by acting. 

Doug: What kind of work were you doing then? 
Sam: I've been a house painter all my life. That's one thin!!. 
Then we had street meetings. We organized a federation. 
Doup: A federation in N. Y. City? 
Sam: In the United States. 

What was it called? 

Sam: The Anarchist-Communist Federation. Tn the early thirtie,;, 

{)oup: How many people were involved? 

Sam: Well. not very many. It sounded big, but it 

amount to too much. We had a chain of !!roups and m. 


Was Emma Goldman Involved in that? 

Sam: She used to correspond with us all the time. About 

Emma I'll talk some more some other time. And then. we 

engaged the other groups in debate. We used to argue with the 

Trotskyites and with the Communists and with the socialists. 

We used to debate them, accuse them of being 

that they weren't socialists at all. And so, we educaied a lot of 


From us came a whole generation of 

Daup: Were people like Chomsky and Hookchin around N.Y.c. 

then? Were they part of that new generation of rebels? 


Sam: They did not come out of that tradition, no. Bookchin 
came from more or less the communist camp. He 
from the dissident communist camp, and evolved toward our 
ideas. J never was in that camp. 

So, that was pretty much how we operated. 
Doug: You had small g-roups throug-hout the t 

then? 

Sam: We had small groups then, right. 
Esther: For instance, in Cleveland where I come from, 
everyone was all excited about the communists and the Rus
sian revolution. And they were reading all the Russian 
literature, and so forth. That's when I met Sam, you know. 
And we tried t.o put out anarchist and libertarian literature for 
them to read, but all the talk during that period was about 
Centralization, how "efficient" centralization was. Centraliza· 
tion and Efficiency were their big words. The government was 
the Alpha and Omega to them, and that's where I differed 
from my communist friends in Cleveland. But we put out a 
mimeographed sheet, and also tried to g-et the student !!roups 
to read other literature 
Sam: I was onaspeakingtourfortheanarchists and the Wobblies 
then, and in those days nobody paid expenses. I was on a box-car 
tourl And I came to Cleveland and debated a communist about 
Russia. 
Esther: "Is Russia Going Toward Communism?" was the topic 
of the debate. 
Sam: The issue is this, see. During the Thirties when the New 
Deal deveYoped and all these things we were against thm,e. 
We took a position that they were going to statify society. And 
we wouldn't jump on the bandwagon the AFL, CIO, New 
Deal, etc. And our paper always had a big column "On the 
Class War Front," where we analyzed the labor situation. 

Were the anarchists very active in the union 
Sam: When you come down to it, we had a lot of disputes with 
other anarchists about labor organizing. Quite a few anarchists 
became euphoric with the New Deal. And, their anarchism 
was never very well grounded, you see, and that comes from 
being so god-damned self-centered, you know. And instead of 
interpreting events from the anarchist point of view, they were 
actually helping the state to grow. It was a sad situation. 

What we did was to take part and be active in mass 
meetings. We tried to offer practical alternatives. 
Doug: Such as ...? 
Sam: Well, take for example a strike situation. We were 
against the union bureaucracy settling- the strike. or being the 

ones to call them, And we were continually with the rank· 
and·file wildcatters, or the equivalent there-of, and against the 
bureaucracy. 
Esther: Not all anarchists were, though. 
Sam: No, our group. I'm not talking about the others. And we 
did a lot of things like that. We organized what they called an 
unemployed union. During the relief days during the thirties. 

come and dispossess somebody and move them 
downstairs. We'd come and move them back in 
[)OUI{: Flying squads? . 
Sam: Yeah. If somebody would be getting the run·around for 
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relief money, we would storm the office. We'd raise so much 
hell, that they'd do anyt hing to get rid of us. 
Esther: We formed unemployed counseling groups. too, to help 
people deal with the authorities. 
Sam: We picketed places where people worked, demanding 
shorter hours, and we told them to quit at 2:00 in t he after
noon so there would be more work for those who were un
employed. And we did these kind of things. And whenever we 
saw a grass-roots movement along those lines, we helped. In 
other words, dissident groups and people who were lonely. that 
is, couldn't get help from anybody, they'd come to us. and 
we'd help them. We'd help them to picket. we would run off 
their leaflets, etc. 
Esther: If some fellow couldn't get his wages in a restaurant. 
he'd tell us about it and we would go and pickel the place and 
see I hat he got hi~ due. 
Sam: We would do all these things. see. and the people who 
came didn't have to be anarchists, you know. Whenever other 
people were trying to do these things, we would he there to 
help them. 
Esther: We had a strike against the employment 
Sam:Yeah, they used to charge people money to get a j()h~ So 
we wenl out there and picketed it and told people not to 
patronize it, and we publicized what was going on. Sometimes 
it didn't do much good, but the point is that we were always 
there; we were an identifiable current among the people. We 
were not an elite up there in the sky. 
Dou/r Do you think that that identity all through the last 40 
years has in some ways helped carry over anarchism from the 
times when it was a powerful social jc)rce (earlier in the cen
tury) to t he present day? 
Sam: Well. unfortunately, you see, t hen? is a dark side to all 
t his. Unfortunately, our groups were about as wei<'orne in the 
anarchist ranks as a toot hache. 

Did your group work with the FRElE ARBEITER 
STIMME people'? 
Sam: To a certain extent we did, but then we had a hig 
with them. 

Your group did -- the Vanguard group. 
Esther: We were the youth group then. You know how the;; 
look upon the youth. 
Sam: Most of the anarchi8ts in the country were of that gas
eous type, you know. Indeterminate. unclear, etc. And they 
comprised most of the movement. vVe were onl.v a very small 
group. 

Was your group mostly Hussian immigrants') 
Sam: No, we had all kinds of people. 
Doufi{: Were you born in Russia, too, Sam') 
Sam: Yeah, but I didn't know Russian. I came as a ver,\' small 

boy. I don't remember it. 
Doug: Were the ethnic group!'; in N .Y.C. pretty divided among 
themselves, through the 30's and 40's? 
Sam: Well, yes and no. Here in N_Y. and other places, we had 
what they called a "Centro Libertario." We hired a big hall 
and the Italians, the Spaniards, and the Englishspeaking, and 
Portuguese, etc., we all got together and hired this hall and 
kept it going by having socials and contributions. They ran a 

lunch bar there, they had wine ... 
Doug: Were there classes going on there too? 

Esther: The Wobblies had a school here, you know. They had 

a school in N.Y.C. and also in the midwest, in Duluth, Minn. 

Sam: Yeah, all the various groupS were doing all sorts of 

things there. And the ,Jews had another hall ... Only certain 

groupS got the one central hall, others kept their own halL But 

there'd always he an excha!1ge. Wandering in and about. all 

interpenetrating. The Jews had a hall on Second Avenue, call
ed the Jewish-anarchist Cultural Center. 

Doug: Has all that died out now? 

Sam: There is practically no more. 

Doug: What years were these thingg going on, Sam? 

Sam: In the thirties. My period was the middle twenties and 


the thirties.
Doug: That was a period when the aparchist movement declin
ed significantly, and the (:ommunist movement jl;rew. Why do 

you think that was? 
Sam: The communist movement grew by leaps and bounds. 

Doug: Why?
Sam: Well, it was the aura of the Russian revolution, for one 

thing. 

Esther: They had money, too. 

Sam: They had good organizations, too. I have to come back 

to this whole swing toward centralization and statism that was 

taking place then. See, we had really an uphill fight. And we 

were also pretty disjointed; there was rea\ly no organic connec

tion, as far as a common program of action was concerned. 

And the language groups, well, you know the language groupS 

died out. The immigration was stopped. And they were very 


sectarian. 

Doug: The language groupS were sedarian, you mean') 

Sam: They didn't think so, but they were. 

DaUlt' Wa-s there much actual ant~gonism between them'? 
Sam: Some of the Italian groupS were carrying on re&l feuds, 
between a Tresca group and this group and that group. 
Doug: Feuds with other ethnic anarchist groups. or among 

themselves?
Sam: No, among themselves, with other Italians. The Italia~ 
group represented a brand of anarchism of the kind I, talk~ve 
about earlier, you know, very moralistic. didn't behe III 



organization, didn't believe in a chairman at meetings, etc. 
But. when it came to acting, they had a mysterious unanimi
ty. 

Yeah, they were pretty well coordinated when it came 

I'm convinced that a lot of them never got over 
their provincial Catholicism. Their vehemence was something 
else. They were good people. though. And the Spaniards. We 
had two kinds of Spanish groups. The Spanish group who liv· 
ed in North America and tried to do something here. besides 

Spanish. And the Spanish group who still lived in 
Spain, even though they were physically here. 
Douf?: How did all these ethnic groups relate to the 
speaking groups? 
Sam: Well. I'll tell you what it was. Strange as it may seem, 
we had a lot of solidarity from these groups. For all their 
differences. there was one thing the ethnic groups wanted 

loved to see an English-speaking anarchist group. They 
would help anybody who would start an English-speaking 
group, no matter what their differences. And there is no native 
anarchist movement in this country. In all the years that I've 
been around, there was never a native, real American 
anarchist movement. There would be a few people who would 
start an English-speaking group. And they would be helped b~' 
the foreign-language groups. 
Esther: What I wanted to say, going back a little hit. to the 

of the communist movement. You found such a strange 
happening. because there used to be, in the American 

psyche or idea. an emphasis on individualism. But during the 
twenties and thirties you f{JUnd that a change was taking place 
and the emphasis was not on the individual anymore. There 
was a party-line or a corporate policy that had to be followed. 

made the individual feel "What do you know?" There is 
an elite to tell you what to do. you'd better get in line and 
march. 
Sam: See, we were really tiwimming t he current. The 
current was funning so strong for the "bogus socialists" as I 
call them. and they had money and people - the intellec
tuals, etc. They didn't come to us. the~' went to them. It's nnly 
lately that we've had a little bit of a renaissance. 

Why do you think that has happened') 
Sam: Well ... first of all it was the communists 
together with the Nazis. And with the unfoldment of the 
bankruptcy of the Russian revolution. the aura was gone. It 
took years /()r it to percolate. 
Esther: The weight of bureaucracy began to tell everywhere. 
Sam: The evils became so manifest that there developed a 
reassessment of the socialist movement. And in reaction to the 

socialism. our ideas became current. The events made 

people receptive. Whereas the intellectuals had gone to the 
communists before, they come to us now. 
Doug: It appears that it has simply taken 40 or 50 years for 
.	the influence of the Russian revolution to wear off, and for the 
mistakes of that experience to become clear to 
Sam: That's right. A sort of generation gap. It took world 
wars, the rise of fascism, the betrayal of the Spanish revolu
tion, the crushing of the Hungarian revolution, you see, all of 
these things were percolating. And it took all this to make peo
ple see that the totalitarian solution was no solution to the 
social problem. It took two generations before they got over it, 
they are still not over it. 
Esther: The Age of Belief, ill the party, in the state, in the 

leader ... people don't recognize it with the facts rillht in 

front of their noses. 

Sam: People finally came to the conclusion that the 

authoritarian communist parties and those ideas were 

bankrupt, with Stalin and everything else, and they start to 

look for new ways. Disappointment came and a reassessment 

took place. This is what made people receptive to other ideas, 

and an interest in anarchism has flared up. And it will con

tinue to grow if we are in a position to offer viable alternatives 

to the problems social. In other words, we have got to make 

anarchism relevant to modern society, complex society. 

Doug: Murray Bookchin has made some attempts in that 

direction, talking about decentralized technologies. etc. 

Sam: I have a bone to pick with him too, although he's a very 

good friend of mine. I am not an abundantist. * Their founda

tion is an assumed unlimited progress and plenty for t he whole 

world. And my point is, if the realization of the socialist ideal 

is dependent on affluence and abundance, then we are I1nish

ed. No such thing is gonna take place within the foreseeable 

future. And therefore, the realization of socialism, or 

anarchism, which to me are synonymous, will not depend on 

that factor. It will depend on human factors. Therefore there is 

no such thing as post-scarcity anarchism. There might be a 


of brains; there might be a scarcity of mutual aid. If 

we can't learn to live together in a condition of we're 

sunk. And basically, that whole idea of post -scarcity and 

abundance is an authoritarian Marxist idea. That the 

economic situation is bound to do this, that, and the other 

thing. 

Doug: Well, • progress' is certainly not inevitable. 

Sam: That's right, Progress is not inevitable. Inevitability is 

tied to fatalism, and fatalism is fatal to anarchism. 


iB Murren' Bookchin an abundantist. In a recent interview '!'it'" 

we hoPe to publish suan. he objects to this interpretation 


The text of the interview, in which Murray discus.'"'' Ih" 

and development of his work, is auailable in photostat from Rlack R03e for 

$1.00 (eo.,1 of CODvini/ and mailing). 
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Dou!?: Did the Spanish revolution do much to rejuvenate 
North American anarchism? 
Sam: During the revolution itself, sure. We started lots of 
things. But the communists, they were in the forefront. They 
had money, newspapers, everything. And they tried to 
monopolize the whole question of Spain. We could not match 
their resources. We couldn't compete with them in the thirties. 
In order to counteract their propaganda and tell people about 
the revolution, we organized a United Libertarian Organiza
tion. All the libertarians of every persuasion, that were in
terested, joined in one organization, to raise money for Spain; 
and we put out a paper, The Spanish Reuolution. And we 
collected money and sent it there, and we put out propaganda, 
a lot of propaganda. 
Esther: And some people went to tbe front. 
Doug: Did the anarchists who went to Spain from here fight in 
the International Brigades? 
Sam: Well, the Spanish anarchists from here who went there, 
they didn't go in any brigade. They just went to Barcelona 
and tbat was it. Some of the anarchists in the Wobblies, they 
were in the Lincoln Brigade or the Debs Brigade. The com
munists killed them. 
Douf?," That treachery in Spain is pretty well documented now. 
Were tbere any similar problems with the CPUSA and 
American anarchists? What was that relationship? Did they 
ever attempt to interfere much with your activities? 
Sam: Oh yeah. They'd raid meetings, try to break up 
meetings. Not debate, physical interference. We used to fight 
with them. We used to take a lead pipe wrapped in a Daily 
Worker, and konk 'em. 
Esther: We had to. They'd break up the meetings. 
Sam: Yeah. we had pitched battles. vVe exposed them for 
what they were. Tell him about the "Korth American Com
mittee." 
Esther: Oh yes. we lived in Steiton, N ..1., at that time. M~' 
oldest son went to the Ferrer School there. So everything 
centered around the school there. And when Sam came there 
to speak, the parents complained to us that the youth were go
ing over to the communists. So we decided to put out a paper, 
called Lookinu Fonrard, in which all of the anarchist youth 
wrote. Some wrote the poems, others wrote about the school, 
and of course the question of Spain came up. since this was 
during the Spanish revolution. And the communists then were 
saying how they were the revolution itself. how the money was 
collected for an ambulance and it saved the life of one of the 
communist fellows that went over to fight in Spain, and all 
kinds of the regular propaganda stuff. And then they had the 
North f.f"1erican Committee. That was supposed to be the 
communist committee to collect funds, and they collected 
money for Spain like they did for the Sacco-Vanzetti case. 

collected a lot of money, and then there was a hig scan
when they were supposed to report on how much money 
collected. and how much was used in the V.S. and ho~ 

uch went to the cause for which it was collected. Well it so 

ned that with both the fascists and the Korth American 


mittee. most of it remainerl in the tT.S. and \'er~' little of 


got over to Spain. 

: The fascists were collecting mone~' in the P.S. for Spain 


that time too? 

: Yes. there were all kinds of organizations collecting 

for Spain. And. ahout the :\'orth Ameri("an ['ommittee. 


("an \'erify this, the reports were listed in the IV. Y. Times. 

it up. And so we publicized this. The~' had heen lording 


r us so. And t hen. also. we got young people hack 
wohhlies and anarchists who had fought on t he front and came 


k and told how the communists were maneU\'ering e\'en 

th the drinking water! And with the arms. And all the tricks 


that were played. The whole secret police apparatus from the 

Stalinist purges that were going on in Russia at that time was 


'carried (wer into Spain. 
J)(JU.~: What ahout reiations hetween the anarchiqs and the 

J)(JUu: The anarchists and the Trot sk~'ists have somet i me" 

found themselves fighting together. as in Spain for in


stance ... 

'. Sam: Oh. you mean the POlTM? 

D()ug' Yeah. Did that affect their relations in this ("ountr/' 
Esther: Well. not really, hecause the POl'M was not a real 
Trotsk~'ist group. but rather a dissidentgroupthat the C.P. had 
hranded as Trot~kyist. And they went along with the ['.:-l.T.. 
hecause the ['.:-l.T. sort of gave them protection. 
Sam: ~·eah. the~' wouldn't have lasted ten minutes without the 
C.!'\.T. The people who started the POtT:v1 were two 
anarchists. Andres :--.Jin and .Joaquin :v1aurin. They were hoth 
members of the C.:-l.T. and then both fell \'ictim to the 
euphoria of the Russian revolution. :-';in and Maurin went to 
Moscow to represent the C.~.T. and ended up hecoming COID

m unists. Rut the~' couldn't get along wit h t he regulation ("om
munists. so they formed a splinter group. and that was the 
POlT~1. And after a certain point. the anarchists and the 
POl!:'I.l worked together. hut b~' no means as much as most 
people think. There were some \'ery deep-seat I'd dis

agreemenH. 
Here. take a look at this. This is a picture of me with the 

Free :-;ociet\· Group in Chicago in 192.'j. (Photo including 
Rudolf and \-lillie Rocker. Maximoff. and Sam Dolgoff. all 

grinning sh~·l\'.)

Esther: We had an open forum here for man\'. man~' ~·ears. 
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Sam: Yeah, we ran a school, had I()fums. 
Doug: Tell me more about the school. Where was that? 
Sam: In New York. 
Esther: It was like a free school. We gave courses in 
speaking, in journalism. We had several professionals who 
would volunteer their time. 
Doug: What about the Ferrer School? 
Sam: That waH in Stelton, N.J., near New Brum;;wick. I con
Hider that to be one of the most over-rated things going; 
got myths like barnacles on them. 
Doug: Your son went there, right? 
Sam: Yeah, but what of it. I'll tell you; between me, yO\!, ami 
the lamp-post, it ain't worth two whoops in hell. It wa,: a mi;;
erable flop. They produced nothing, except cabbageR which 
they grew once in a while. 
Esther: Well, you're being a little too extreme. 
Sam: I know, I know, I'm given to a bit of hyperbole now and 
then. 
Doug: How long did the school go on? 
Sam: Oh man, that went on from about the 20's and ( think it 
expired shortly after World War (I. 

Esther: You see, we came near the tail end of it. It was in 
decline then. We went through a bad experience with it. 
Doug: What was the attitude of anarchists toward WW II? 
Sam: Well, we had a big dispute. There were anarchists who 
said, "We're against the war, and that's the end of it. We 
don't give a damn, it is an imperialist war." There were 
others, like Maximoff. Rocker and the re~t, who were 
adamantly against WW I and went to jail about it, but who 
felt that in WW n we should defeat the Nazis. And r was one 
of them. And if this be treason, allright, and all that. In fact, 
my biggest fear was that they'd make peace with the Nazis 
and they would get together, you know. 

But we took the position that we're not going to have any 
wage freeze during the war, and that there shouldn't be any 
profits made out of the war, and that all the rich should go to 
war too. 
Esther: We fought fascism wherever it was, and that included 
the United States, too. 
Doug: What forms did fighting fascism take? 
Esther: Well, we had strikes if we had to, it didn't maHer if 
the war was going on. 
Sam: We didn't stop the class struggle and the struggle 
ar;ainst the state on account of the war; that was our po;.;ition. 
We carried on our propaganda, we didn't fly no flag, we didn't 
adjourn the class struggle. We remained mili1ant, but we also 
wanted to get rid of Hitler, 

About 9{)'; of the anarchists were in favor of the war, with a 
lot of reservations, and in varying degrees. At this time there 

wa!': not much "hrOitation of civil lihertie!':. hut in WW I it wa,; 

unbearable. 
J)ouM: Was anti-semitism ever a factor within the anarehikt 

movement? 
Sam: ;-..10, never. 

Esther: In Europe there was some. but not here. 

[)ouw What about the relationship of anarchism to feminism'? 

\Vere the anarchists involved in spreadinf( birth ('ontrol infor

mation" 
Esther: Oh yes. we were pioneers in that. Emma Goldman was 
active in that; she went tn jail for it. But I want to tell ~i()U. 

tbat in the question of hirth control. we didn't take it 

from the Malthusian point of view. We were intere!-!ted in the 

human question that the woman wa~n't an incubator. 

/)Oll!;: Have you founri that the anarchist movement ha~ heen 

very open to women and to women's initiative" 

Esther: WelL you can't imagine what it was like then for 

women. If you weren't a very conservative "good girl," you 

were considered to be beyond the pale. Women's status in 


society waR verv precarious. 
J)ou!-1: Emma Goldman was definitely beyond the pale in that 
respeet. Was she sort of an exception among anarchist women 
would you say, in terms of her lifestyle? 
Esther: Well, in order to buck this thinr; you had to he excep
tional. Someone said to me that she was "disturbed." Well I 
should say she was disturbed. In order to get up such a fire 
within you, you can't be sweet and "normal" and passive. You 
have to have a very big fire! Women today do not have an un
derstanding of what it was to be a woman in those days. You 
were chaperoned all the time. If you were pregnant you 
weren't supposed to look here or look there. because the child 
would be born a horse if you looked at a horse, for instance. 
The fears and superstition t hat you lived under. They kept 
young women in perpetual fear, If you sneezed, pull your left 
ear, ete, Imagine livinr; in the whole body of these fears. Of 
course, certain girls were different. 

And no one realizes what the union movement did, really, to 
break down those barriers. Working together in the unions. 
And the ,Jewish woman was comparatively very free as com
pared to the woman coming from the Mediterranean countries, 
Italy and Greece, etc. And working in the unions did very 
much to liberate her from this kind of slavery. 
Doug: Were you involved much with union organizing? 
Esther: No, I was involved more with the propaganda. Though 
our house then, durinr; the depression, was often used as a un

ion meeting place. . . 
Doug: Were there attempts to form alternate economIC m
stitutions then? For instance, now there are food coops, ~t~. 
Esther: Yes. The Spanish anarchists alwayS had t elr 
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apartments cooperatively. They'd rent a big apartment andlive cooperatively there. And they had different arrangements 
had quite a few house wreckers. The house wrecker's unionabout food, etc. And in California, some old ,Jewish anarchists 	
was once dominated by Russian anarchists, after WW 1 and inthe 1920's. Among the Spaniards Ihere were quite a few

who had known each other in their youth, have for their old 	 seamen, and an awful lot of them worked in coal minel' and

age formed a cooperative and t hey live toget her and are able
to support each other. They are very old but they still make a
home for each other. There were lots of things like that. There 

steel
Doug:

mills.
How did the anarchists get along with the V.M.W. and
was a Jot of self-help. They day-nursery, for instance. People 

Lewis?

always think that the day-nursery started with the govern

Sam: Well. mosl of the anarchists were in oppo!lition to the
ment, 
 you know. But they were started by 	
Lewis machine. Most of the anarchist miners were foreigners:workers. I 	 Spaniards,remember when I was in the hospital. we left my children in 

It.alians, Bohemians. They were very good
the day-nursery which was supported by the workers and 
militants.


didn't get any government funds. We had a lot of self-help 
Doug: Did the IWW really have much influence in the labor
organizations like that. out of necessity. The woman who was 
struggles of Ihe 30's and 40's:
with the day-nursery here was a friend of Emma Goldman·s. 	
Sam: In the 30's, it was significant in the metal-machine industry in and around the Midwe!lt. To some extent they WNe

Doug: Were you around New York when Emma was here'.:' 	 influencial in the maritime industry. And they had strength in
Esther: I just met her once, when she came back from Europe,and she was a very old lady then. And I heard her speak once, 

the mines in Colorado.
and she had a powerful voice. very clear. They had no 

Dow!. How anarchistic was the IWW?microphones then. Her repartee, her answers after a speech 
Sam: The IWW is not really an anarcho-syndicalist organiza

were brilliant. tion. That's one of the misconceptioD1; always made. It's. aBut a lot of the women who knew her personally did not like 
peculiar kind of an organization, not really anarchosyndicalist. It so happens that in the course of their develop

her. I heard that over and over again. She was inclined to beintolerant of others less able than herself, and also, though she 
ment. and so forth, they developed forms of action and a cermellowed later in life, I can see how some of her early writings 
tain emphasis on !lpontaneity. which are similar to anarchowould have been very abrasive to. the average married woman. 
syndicalist idea!l. Which is proof of the vitality of the anarchoDoug: You said the anarchists had day care for children. Did 
syndicalist ideology, in that they evolved toward it throughtheir own experience. But they came to it only to a very

they also organize any medical self-help services'>
Esther: They had mutual-aid organizations. Berkman was one 
limited extent. So the Wobblies wefe not int1uenced 50 much
of the organizers of the Workmen's Circle, and to this day cer	
hy the anarchist's propaganda or theories but rather have
tain branches are anarchist. 
developed on their OWll some of the same ideas.
Doug: Anarchists have alwaYIi placed a lot of emphasis on 
Dou!!: You wrote a lot of labor articles under the pseudonym
cultural and educational aspects of change, in addition to the 
of Sam Weiner. Where were you able to puhlish those'.:'political. What sorts of cultural activities were the anarchists 
Sam: Well. I had a lot of article!l in t he various papers that wearound N.Y. involved with? 
were connected with. In the Road to Freedom. in theEsther: They used to put on a lot of plays with social import, 

in a little paper called Friend:; of Frerdom. in theyou know, with social ideas involved_ I remember one dramatic 
paper called Why, for a while in Tile Resi.,tance. Then 1 had agroup that was around the Vanguard, for instance, that would 
lot of articles in the IWW paper, The Industrial Worher. A lottranslate the Jewish plays that dealt with the proletarian 
of articles for them. And I wrote pamphlets for them. one call,Jewish life here in N.Y.C. I remember one play they did, tell
ed "Ethics of American Unionism."ing about a worker who went to work when he was iII and he 	
Doup: Was there any reason that you used the pseudonym')Sam: Somebodv tacked it on me. \Vhen I waR V(lung. we were

took sick while ,he was at work, and be was afraid throughout connected with' one or two older comrades. wh(~ had the "hull
that he would lose his job and all, and it was very effective. 	 hollers," you know. They thought that nobody should ever ~o
Doug: That sounds interesting. Now let's talk some moreabout labor, and then wrap things up. What trades were the 

under their own names, and all that. One of them ~ave usanarchists especially strong in? 
names. and my name bappened to be Weiner. because·it was aSam: Among the Jews, it was mostly the needle trades. With 
common ,Jewish name. So I didn't think anything of it, hutthe Italians it was a lot of construction workers. The cigar
then the goddamn name stuck. But then it became unstllckmakers were also very anarchistic. And among the Russians we 
when I wrote the book on Bakunin. The editor said I might aswelI U!le the name Dolgoff. It's the Rus;:;ian name and all. So80 
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the minute they stuck my real name on there, that was it. No 
more Sam Weiner. 
Doup: So. Sam, would you like to sum up the major factnrl'l 
that you think influenced the decline of the anarchists in the Iidcat
earlier part of this century? 

Sam: Well, I ascribe the decline in general to two factors;- first, 

the effect of the Russian re\'o\ution, which in the 20's had not 

yet really unfolded itself so that people could Bee what was 
 dodge
really happening. The euphoria of the Russian revolution. And 
the second reason was the failure of the anarchist movement 
to participate fully in social life and to become a mass move ',uck 
ment, a real movement of the people. june 1974 
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The following article was recently print«l.as a pamphlet, with 
several more photographs, by Black and Red. All photos are by 
Millard Berry. Copies of the pamphlet, either individually or in 
bulk, are available through Black and Red, Box 9546, Detroit, 
MI 48202. 

INTRODUCTION: 

Those of /Iii who cooperated on the publication of this pamphlet did so because the wild· 

cat strike at the Chrysler Truck facility, June 11-14, 1974, struck 8 raw nerve in us. Two of 
us have had direct experience working at the plant and the others have heard stories for years 
from friends about the situation there. When a publication was suggested, we alt responded 
enthusiastically. 

We were excited by the collective decision of thousands of Chrysler employees to deny 
the authority of daily wage labor and, for even four days, to say no to the demands of the 
alarm clock, the production line, bosses, union bureaucrats, judges and cops. In a society 
where daily activity serves so much the interests of others and so little our own, the efforts 
of so many to reclaim even short-run control over their lives seemed worth writing about, 
giving the event consideration and drawing concfusions as we saw them. 

We don't intend this publication to perpetuate the process wherein "authorities" or "ex
perts" telf others what reality consists of. This is done daily in the media and works to keep 
us in the status ofpassive observers of our lives while the rich, the famous and pop·stars are 
projected as the "important" people and the real actors of history and the creators ofevents. 
This time it was different. Events were shaped and determined by those who usually are only 
spectators. The principal author of this pamphfet recorded and pho tographed events as they 
happened to him and others during those four days. The rest of us were interested in the wild
cat and read several things about the role of unions, talked among ourselves a lot and finally 
produced what you arellolding. 

We are not a "political" group. We are not trying to "organize" anyone into a political 
party or "movement." We are not trying to exhort others to greater heights of activity. We, 
two auto workers, a printer, a student, a teamster, a secretary, and two unemployed, want to 
do the same thing in our lives as the Dodge Truck strikers did in theirs: free ourselves from 
the tyranny of the workplace; stop being forced to sell our labor to others; stop others from 
having control over our lives. 

But four days is no good. It only whets the appetite for what is polt;;ble. What can be 
done for four days can be done permanently, We want to five our lives for ourselve& 

We are Millard Berry, Ralph Franklin, Alan Franklin, Cathy Kauflin, Marilyn Werbe, 
Richard Wieske, Peter Werbe. 
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dull eyes glowed, grumblings turned to laughter, and unwilling submission was trans. 
nto total resistance. 
a contrast to work! There the unstopping line grates all of us until we can hardly 
ourselves, let alone others. Day shift and evening shift blame each other for everything, 

the old·timers can blame it on the irresponsible youngsters, or the young workers can 
it on the privileges of seniority. Blacks and whites exchange hostile glances, tension 
just below the surface, just because there is nowhere else for it to go, and no way for 
elsewhere. 

e who can't just turn it off stays as doped up, doped down, drunk, nodded out, 
as possible. Stumble in, stumble out is the work ethic at Dodge Truck ... until of 

decided to stop working. 
when we did, and the plant went down, suddenly all the human qualities that Chrysler 

taken from us were ours again .. We cooperated in decisions, we moved together and were 
body with one interest ... Shut it down! Racial tensions vanished, and all other antagonisms 

as useless as the silent machinery in that hole of a factory. 
efforts to divide us went from the insidious to the riduculous. At one point, Art 


, Local 140 President, claimed that complaints over bad conditions, and the strike itself 

just the work of communist agitators, that everything was alright and we should return to 


We booed and laughed him from the podium immediately, and afterward he claimed 
interview that we were ignorant and didn't know that "the union doesn't support the 
We weren't ignorant, we were well aware of the union's position, and we knew why 

had t hat position. 
We got our sllper rushes when news went around that other plants wen, walking out with us. 
ift change at the neighboring stamping plant sent electrifying rumors tnrough a strike meeting 
Wednesday that they nad walked out. The Chrysler Sherwood Assembly plant actually went 
on strike with us, both for their own demands and ours, realizing that if we were to do it 

we had to do it together. Workers from other Chrysler factories (Mound Rd. Engine, 
Main) appeared at strike meetings and on the picket lines to offer support and carry 

news of what was happening to their own plants. 
Almost as an afterthought, on the third day of the strike, someone suggested we should 

up a list of demands for the strike. Except for the demand for complete amnesty, the 
eventually compiled had little direct focus. There were, of course, the specific grievances 

conditions, forced overtime, etc., but it was obvious from the conversations on the 
at the strike was reallv all about: everything. Exchanges were peppered with 

"Wateraate", "inflation," "those assholes in the union," attacks on the institution of "work" 
was, in fact, a total frustration with and rejection of all the things, inside and outside 
wr. exercise control over our lives. No matter what we might have won in short· 

demands, if we nad won, no one would have returned to work happily. 
During the heat of the uprising, we found it impossible to imagine returning to work. We had 

so far and become so much. Slit gradually, the 500 plus workers packing the strike 
and marching in front of the plant saw the wildcat going nowhere. Chrysler had 

marshalled its forces and all had performed their assigned functions. The union had divided and 
workers by declaring the strike over when it was not, by declaring it work of a sub, 

versive minority of outside agitators, and even by parking their cars in the plant lot to give the 
impression workers were returning to work when they weren't. The police, some of whom were 
very polite, performed their "duty" regardless of their sympathies and arrested picketers 
at the direction of a judge who took it upon himself to appear at the plant personally to see 
that justice was done. 

As one factory, we had less power and endurance than did ou r employer and we had to 
return to that down of all downs, the reproduction of daily life. 
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THE PEOPLE: 


-


PRODUCTION WORK INSIDE CHRYSLERS DODGE TRUCK PLANT. 

Dodge Truck, officially known as the Warren Truck Assembly Plant, began production of pick
and panel trucks in the midst of the depression years of the thirties. During WWII, as was true 

Ifoughout American industry in general, the labor shortage and demand for war production in 
nt drew a large number of blacks, both men and women, up to Detroit from the south in 
of work. Along with the local white workers employed there at the time, they now consti

the "first generation" population of the plant, many of whom are presently approaching 
30 yr. retirement dates. 

a decade between the mid fifties and sixties, the plant population remained relatively 
hiring was limited primarily to replacements for departing workers. At the end of that 

gradual hiring began as Chrysler started, layed off, and then restarted a second shift of pro
In spring of 1972 this shift became permanent and hiring was stepped up until the plant 

100Ulatlon eventually doubled. 
new hires on this shift were a significantly different group from the generation which pre-

them; many were young men, 19 to 22, who had just returned from the war in Southeast 
they looked and acted unlike any other group of vets before them. Longhaired, dope· 
contemptuous of authority, they poured in to the plant as Chrysler tried to respond to 

hen-current publicity about hiring the unemployed vet. Flashing discharge papers or merely 
00, they walked past lines of waiting applicants and were ushered into what was, for some, 

ir fi rst real job. 
The war, for them, was not just a radicalizing experience, where they learned to deal with 

authority by fragging their officers; it was also a unifying and solidifying experience, which impart
ed to the whole group a strong sense of identity and collective power. Many firmly bel ieved that 
their resistance to the war was one of the crucial factors in forcing the eventual withdrawal of 
US troops from combat, and by the time they arrived at Chrysler's any willingness to submit to 
authority and the arbitrary demands of production they might have had was gone. 

Common to many of these young people, both black and white, was a strong desire to settle 
down and start a home. Disgusted and disillusioned by their war experiences, the vets v.:ere at 
firu happy to enter civilian life, but they soon discovered that at Chrysler's it differed httle from 
army regimen. Here, however, they did let you go home at night. lAs one well-worn joke h~S ~: 
"I tell myoid lady, when we get married, all you've got to do is cook for me and wash ~y C ot l!$. 

because 1'm getting fucked by Chrysler.") Rebelliousness was quickly rekindled and militant act
ivity (both "legitimate and prohibited) became increasingly more frequent. ' 
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Maybe fifteen percent of the Truck Plant workforce is composed of women, most of them bl 
most of them supporting families, alone. None, of course would work there unles~ they had to 8ck, 
and many were actually forced to take production jobs and give up their ADC by the welfare bur. 

eaucracy. 
In strictly numerical terms, the population of Detroit is currently split almost 50·50 black and 

white. Because of the racist nature of hiring patterns in this society, blacks make up most of the 
unemployed (10.9 "officially" for the state, higher in Detroit and higher among blacks), and 
those who have labs are concentrated in the lower· paying, dirtier, less skilled occupations, i.e. the 
factories. And the biggest auto factory employer in the city is Chrysler. 

As the weak sister of the big three, Chrysler is trapped here in Detroit, unable to generate th. 
capital to move to the cheaper labor markets in the south and overseas, to which the other two 
are noW forced to tum. Most of its production is concentrated in Detroit and immediate area, 111 

facilities which are aging and dilapidated. and the workforce in most plants ranges from fifty to 
one hundred percent black. 

Given these factors, there exists in Detroit an informal. loosely· knit "family" of people who 
share a common employer, working Situation and stomping ground. Everyone has a brother, sISter. 
uncle or father who works In an auto plant, thus news can travel quickly by word of mouth and 
connections are very direct. Naturally there are common attitudes shared widely in this community. 

The white Chrysler "family" overlaps somewhat with that of the black community, and, 
although not as centralized in one corporation or one geographical community, also has a vast ''''
formal communication network between families and friends that extends into the other auto 
companies as well. (Most of the whites employed at Dodge Truck eome from the Northeast sub
urbs of East Detroit, Roseviile, Mt. Clemens, and Warren, as well as Detroit proper.) 

The racial divisions that are inherent in American society extend into the plant. More notic· 
able in the geography of the Motor City and the various communities that make up the factory 
workforce, the antagonisms between black and white are actually less in the factory. Racism is 
perpetLlated by ordinary folks upon themselves as much as it is imposed upon them by control· 
ling forces in society. The rejection of these tensions is one of the most basic necessities of can· 
certed action against Chrysler, and this became a reality in the uprising at Dodge Truck, 

The history of Local 140 that follows. is to some extent the history of racial tensions work· 
ing themselves out in various political mediums, and finally breaking down altogether in the 
wildcat of June. 

, 
THE LOCAL: 


Traditional union politics at local 140 began their decline in the spring of 1972 when 
manag started the second shift of production. Then·incumbent president Norbert Mahaliek 

ment
was a bland, stereotypical union bureaucrat whose base of support resided primarily in thil older 
generation of high.seniority white workers. most of whom were in the skilled trades. Mahaliek's 
previously entrenched leadership (and its thinly·veiled white racist nature) was soon challenged 
by a new rising power which sprang from the "second generation" and took as its leader black, 

fast·talking Willie Stoval. 
Politically skillful, Stoval capitalized upon black workers' antipathy for Mahaliek's group and 

quickly rose to the powerful position of chairman of the plant bargaining committee. When he 
pulled together a predominantly black slate to challenge Mahaliek in the May '73 electiOns, many 
black workers, despite their cynicism about unions in general, voted for the slate in the hope 
that a black leadership might at least be a little more Hrepresentati~e" of their interests. Stoval 
won, and with him, Art Harvey, preVIously the token black in Mahalieks group, who now assumed 
the position of Local President. it was apparent from the start that Harvey lacked the ability to 
manipulate people necessary to his position, and when the '73 contract talkS arrived the task of 
"resolving" them fell upon a leadership which was, by leadership definitions, inept. 

Conditions in the plant had been going steadily down·hill and anger among Chrysler emploY
ees was grawing nationwide. The day the Chrysler·UAW contract expired, Dodge Truck 
workers, in addition to a half dozen other Chrysler plants around the country walked aut 
ahead of time. By Midnight that dav, Leonard WoodCOck. President of the UAW Interna
tional, announced a company.wide strike, turning a one-day spontaneous walk·out into a week 

long, "official" strike, 
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Halfway through this "mini·strike" the UAW International settled with Chrysler and rati. 
fication of the contract took fllacc a few days laler. The terms of the settlement were disas' 
trous and all the more so because they eQuid have been obtained without a strike, but the UAW 
fostered and extended the initial strike to accomplr"h two explicit reasons. One, it gave the 
workers the illusion of having aflplied real pressure to the company, implying that valUable can. 
cessions had eventually been won, and two, It allowed a cooling·off period just long enough 
for workers to feel the pinch 01 not receiving their weekly paycheck. 

The strike also served other Incidental purposes. Before the contract was ratified, Local 
140 offiCials escorted a crew of ironworkers across the picket lines to make sure that Chrysler 
would make good Lise 01 the down time by working on the plant facilities. The local union 
office even went so far as to call striking repairmen at home asking thom to come to work. 
The union wasn't even reqlJlfcd to pay a penny in strike benefits because the payments don't 
start until the second week of a stnke. 

At the ratification meeting for Local 140 some two thousand people lined up outside the 
union halt on a Sunday morning and voted one big NO on everything. No one had the slight. 
est inkling what was in the local agreement, but it was still turned down along With the nation. 
al agreement. It was a total vote 01 no·confidence against the union. 

For a second ratification attempt the union held a meeting at a neighborhood high school 
auditorium and handed out copies of the local agreement. Learning the content of the agree. 
ment only angered the workers even more and the meeting quickly broke up to thundering 
chants of "Vote Not" while the contract was voted down again. 

Approval of the contract finali't came when PreSident Harvey threatened to take the plant 

out on strike over the Christmas holidays, a move which would have cost everybody their va. 

cation pay. Harvey was in fact threatening a union·called strike against the workers, while at. 


, 1..

..... 
A STRIKER (RIGHT} WHO WAS 
LATER FIRED, ARGUES WITH 
LOCAL 140 PRESIDENT ART 
HARVEY. HARVEY,FORALL 
HIS ADEPTNESS IN DEALING 
WITH THE WILDCAT, MIGHT 
AS WELL HAVE HAD HIS BACK 
TURNED TO THE WHOLE THING. 

~ 
PAUL COOPER (LEFT), A UAW 
COMMITTEEMAN ANO HIGH 
UNION OFFICIAL, ESCORTS 
A WORKER ACROSS THE PIC· 
KET LINES DURING THE 
STR IKE. NORMALLY COOPER 
TRtES TO PRESENT HIMSELF 
AS A VOCIFEROUS DEFENDER 
OF THE WORKERS, BUT DURING 
THE UPRISING HE CLEARLY 
CAME OUT ON THE SIDE OF THE 
COMPANY IN ATTEMPTING TO 
BREAK THE STRIKE. 

tempting to lay the blame for the contract rejections on the "white·hippy-communists." 
The truth is, the contract rejectiOns signified an end to the free ride that the new black 


union leadership had been given among the black workers. People saw the union, even more 

c!earlythan before, as simply an arm of the company labor relations unit, and went to work 

each day a little more angry. At that point visible resistance went underground, surfacing 

when it did in sporadic walkouts. Absenteeism and sabotage increased and acts of violence 

against foremen continued on an individual basis. From November 1973 until June 1974 ov

er 150 grievances were filed, and twelve to fifteen of them, at least, were strikeable issues ov· 

er contract violations. 


Willie Stoval had seen greener pastures for himself by that tim~ and had taken an appoint· 
ment as an International rep, only too glad to be out of the boiling unrest at Dodge Truck. 
Mahaliek, the ousted president, went back to work on the shop floor, but only for a short 
time. He was soon elected committeeman and teamed up with chairman of the shop committee, 
Chet Peterboro, in a mutual effort to further their own political careers. 

Mahaliek and Peterboro sat on the piling number of grievances, refUSing to act on them or pass 
them up to the level of the local president. They spread rumors and then agitated in meetings 
for a strike vote, knowing that any explosion that might come woutd blow up in Harvey's face 
discrediting him and the incumbent leadership, as the two of them (Mahaliek and Peterboro I slid 
quietly into the background. 

The wildcat strike in June came and had exactly that effect; Harvey was made to took like a 
fool, and his value as an effective controller of the work force was eradicated, leaving the way 
clear for other aspiring controllers to step in. 

After the uprising, the union held a strike vote so that workers who had the previous week 
voted with their feet, could now register their passive vote in a ballot box. The union urged a 
"yes" vote on the strike, the leftist organizers urged a "yes" vote to "legalize our wildcat", and 
even the company got into the act. urging "B" sure and vote today", on a billboard at the plant 
gate. The urging was so great in fact that some began to wonder exactly who this strike vote was 
really for. 

As it happens of course, the strike vote was held to legitimize the union, to restore control to 
their hands, and to give the impression that they were actually acting on complaints. The likeli· 
hood of a "legal" strike occuring though is abollt as great here as it is at the Detroit Forge Plant, 
where a strike vote passed overwhelmingly last year is still awaiting ratification from the internat· 
ionaL /The Dodge Truck vote here carried 2,000 plus to 377, and evokes visions of the old laurel 
and Hardy comedy routine where a character opens a door to leave a house that has oollapsed, 
leavinQ only that door standing.) 

The first union meeting after the uprising, on July 16, marked the return (temporarily) to the 
underground for worker resistance at Dodge Truck. Even after much urging by radicals to show 
up and make themselves felt, less than a hundred people came and asked questions, getting only 
evasive answers. Two workers conspired to bring in a lunchbox full of eggs, hoping that things 
would become heated enough for them to lob their feelings about the union at the bureaucrats, 
but the situation remained too calm to warrant even that. The union is now in control of itself 
again and production goes on, one aftcf the other. 

The history 01 UAW Local 140 is not the history of a leadership with a constituency working 
together for a common end, and it never was. It is the history 01 a body of workers acting, in' 
dividually and collectively, to resist the domination of their lives by a corporation, and of a react· 
ionary organization of career "leaders" whose only activities have been directed entirely toward 
quelling that resistance, always after it arises, and always for the furtherance of their own ends. 

Workers over the past two years have moved through several levels of tactics in attempts to 
fight company pressure, some of which have included attempts to use the union as a vehicle, 
attempts which have always had the same outcome. The election in May 73 was a once·only reo 
form experiment to try a new, more "representative" leadership, and it failed, inevitably. Seeing 
this failure, workers moved on further and voted one big "NO" against the union itself on the 
issue of contracts. When this, too, failed, as it eventually had to, the wildcat was the next logical 
step, an attempt at collective direct action against the company which circumvented entirely the 
power of the union. But the union and company sti1l have sufficient power to destroy such isol
ated efforts of resistance, and they have temporarily regained the upper hand. 

The direction and intensity of workers' resistance, however, have already mov~d b~yond any 
further faith in unions. It remains only for workers to find the expression of their reSistance solely 
;n a faith in themselves, a process which, as evidenced by the 4 dayS of solidaritY in June, has 
already begun. 
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the winter of 1971-1972 a number of young wh'!means of fighting the company. Some of them' e w,o~kers came together in the plantTHE the time and a member of the RU). saw themsei:~c u 'ng Smith (who was a spot· \. " d .part,c,pate tn, promote, an 
as communist orn3 •gwde worker organization and ,,,..~'zers attem·, and against capitalist society in general. reoolhon agaInst the

upcoming delegate elections for the 1972 UAW Constitutior,al Convent; .group with a vehicle for action, and when no one else was forthcoming a On provldadfor delegate on a radical platform, qualitatively different from the other ~ an·voluhM""r, Smith.. d Ion ureaucratresponse surprised ali, as he came ,n seventh and qualified as a full delegate to the con.OReANIZERS: s. 

by the support that a long,haired young radical had gotnm in the delegate elections
from the greatly more militant "second generation" workers I, the lm.on pulled '

On Wednesday, thlfo day of the wildcat, til" fo.e!" oPPosing the stnke dealt what they hoped 
proved to be, for them, a brilli'ant political move' they appointed Sm'th second shlil

would be their most powerful hlovv a9amst r/w "'"ty of the sf. ikers, The Dctroit Free Pre,s 
steward in the metal shop. By isolating him as a union bureaucrat from the proriuC\lon

C(.Irtlfd (m artIcle by n:(lortel Billy Bow'!') 9iVIIl9 liw compit:te persona' background of S1f~ve 
on the shop floor, the union machine thought their cooptation move wa' successful

Smnh, fired chief sh:ward from the metal '\hop. v..i/'!{) thpy claImed was le(:lding the strikB. De. 
a large extent it was. Smith nOw admits that it was probably a mistake for h'm to


tdlilng his memoe!slilp ii) the Rc-v01ut!on;tI y UlIlon 1(1 tvlaolst group from CaJiforn;aJ and hiS 
the position two years ago,


activity III a stllkp 1/1 P,ttsbwgh, the story's clL'~H ImpilcatlOf'i was that Smith had hired In 
the group was continuing its other activities and began putting out a new5ietle

r 
Dodge Tr lick soiely fOI Ihe Plirpose fomen tlng lallOI tilHes!. 

The Line, Smith and other members of the Revolutionary Union exelclSed vCIY
At the time, the al tlcle was treated with no more seriousness than Art Harvey's charges of 

itorial control over Ihe content, refusing any crillcism of the un.on, any mention of
cOillmunist manIjJula!lon, since it seemed cleJI to everybody that the strike had taken Smirh 

or anything that ultimately challenged Industrial authoril Y. 1hey clalmef.j to know !Jest
as much by StHpflse rt han th i3 Union and Ihe management. As one young worker put it: 

e workers could read, write, and for that matter, think.
"r just can't bf!i.eve that some guy would hire mto thiS shirhole and work (or fOllr yea's just 

nearly everybody lost interest and fell away from the newsletter," dclldt;;.ilroke out among
to ICdd A ,Uike .. Smith hlmsclf readily conceed'ed the essential accuraCY of the facts contained 

remaining who had been around since the beglnn,ng. One work", 011 the motor station
withrn the slory, but denied sliongly the !mpl,cations, .. Sure I'm a communist," he said, 

cd that a campaign be mounted to push for democracy in the union, 'illee that seemed
"I've be~il ope" aooul il from the beginning. /;lUI communism isn't the issue here. This strike 

the issue causing most discontent with the union among WQrkei S 1 he RU peopleis over WOI king conditions In the pJant." this vehemently, They maintained a sll'lct position "galmt demaci <lcy, inSISting that
But Smr th 's easy dlsmlssa I of h IS communism as "not the issue," far from clearing the dir, militant "leadership" was more important,


The argument, however, proved to be at best futtie
seemed only to beg the issue. For many workers, demoralized by the s!rikc's eventual fail Most workers ',ontOT1ued to relate to
me, it gave even more substance to the fears bareiy stirred by the newspaper story, that what 

union for what it was: a labor relations arm of the company and not a "workers' orqanI!31ion."
they though t to be their own Sflontaneous acl of resistance might indeed be only the resur:of the maniplllatlOns of "outside" agitators, 

The newsletter petered out from lack 01 participation, and the millIon!, who had wanted
to reform the union became Isolated and fired one by one (One was jlfed when caughtIn truth, Smith, and any lIuml>er of 01her Marxist·leninlst political missionaries, have hired walking back in after a heat walkout, another fur refusing to pick lip a washer he had dropped
into "this shlthole" with the expressed puwuse, not of just leading a strike, but of leading [1'(1 
 on the floor, and another for sabotaging trucks while three fotem"" looked on Eventually
"masses of workers" In struggle against the capitalist bosses. It's also !lue, however, that, at Smith himself began to feel isolated in h,5 bureaucratic role, even though some orgJn1Zfng was
best, the Wildcat's start caught them by surprise, and their every effort therealter was directed beginning to take place in the metal shor>
at catching up With. and regaining "leadership" over, the radical activity of the workers.


A tull alphabet soup collection of communist organizers has come and gone at the Warren 
Then came the strike. and the communists were caught entirely off balance, lor they were
Truck Plant. Aspiring working class leaders have come from Cl (Communist League). NCLC 

unable, until the last moment, to impose their conception of the "necessary urganlzation"(Labor Committee). RU, OTRUM (a CL prolecll, MCLL (Motor City Labor League). the on the workers' activity.Spark, and other obscure leftist sects. But it was not for want of trying. When it was suggested that mote representative icader·

These organizers share the basic view Ihat the working class, in particular the industrial 

ship was needed for the strike, Smith appointed a steenng committee in line With his pOSitron
working cJass, is the only segment of capitalist society capable of overthrowing capltalism its~il against democracy. On at least two occaSions, Smith and other R U people tried to get the
and constructimJ a socialist society in ils place. They also believe, however, that workers 
strikers to vote to exclude all literature except that which had been ap[lroved, i.e., their own,cannot properly evolve thell own critical analysis of capitalist society, nor any tactics or Smith maintained that somehow this other jitelature might "hurt our efforts".
strategies to radically transforl)1 it, but must have them tnjected in from outside the class. 

The strikers overwhelmingly fCJected the cen,orship efforts, mainta.ning that they were
It is no coinddence that each of these groups sees Itself as the only one capable of iniec 
quite able to read and make deCIsions for themselves, a view not shared by the" aspiring
ling the Marxist analysis and Leninist tacllCS necessary (competition is fierce), it's also no leaders.


coincidence that each sees lha necessity for a strong, centralized leaderShip to direct the worK 
It was only at the last meeting Ihat the R U people actually began to make their presence
ers' revolt, which they are more than willrng (most are inSistent) to provide, in the form of an 

felt toany extent, It was suggested at this meeting that the strikers make a strategic retreat
authoritarian, hierarchical party. This party would also take on Ihe task of administering the 

and go back to work with a plan to continue rebellion inside the plant, since it was doubt·
new society, after the overthrow of capitalism, in the name of rhe workers. 
 ful with such small numbers that they could prevent Chrysler from starting up productionThe Revolutionary Union oonforms to this simplified model (its particular wrinkle being 
in the morning, This suggestion was vehemently opposed from two sides. Those workersthe iJPplication of the thoughts of Mao Tse Tung) and is probably the one wh ich has related 
who were fired opposed the suggestion for obvious reasons· it lelt them out, and by pushingto the truck plant over the longest period of time. Of its active members, Smith has been 

for continuance 01 the strike effort. they had nothing to lose and Iheir jobs to regain, at best.most visible, Also at the meeting were about half a dozen members of the RevolutIOnary Union whoIn the aftermath of the strike, many Truck Plant workers are asking themselves and others 
didn't work at the plant but were argumg very strongly 10 continue the strike, As peoplethe question, "Just what is this communist conspiracy shit ali about?" Some background In 
drifted awaY from the meeting, discouraged and beaten, the RU people took a more insistentformation on the RU's activities in the plant should l' dispel any illusions thaI Ihe upriSing position, urging those remaining into what turned out to be a mistake. The next IT,orningwas a contrived effort by communists, and 2) touch on some of the real doubts that people 4 more people were arrested, Chrysler managed to start production and the strike effort wasfeel aboul pol,tical missionaries, doubts that cannot be dismISsed by ayoiding them 9 beaten in a rou!. 
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What happened at that meeting was a logical, but not inevitable outcome of the way aI/ 
previous meetings had been conducted" From the start strikers had accepted the participation 
of outsfders in the struggle, and this was a major step forward from the isolation which had 
marked other wildcats in the past But it had also left the door open for the professional 
organizers to abuse that privilege" Also the fired workers came forward as a leadership force 
in deCISion making, pushing for the most radical action long after it was against the interest, 
of those who must eventually return to work" 

The "ventual domination those grou[ls gained wa, one reason so many people drifted away 
horn the strike efforl at that point. They recognized that life would still go on and the rebel 
hon no longer spoke realistically to the needs of thoSG still with jobs" 

Lest the emphaSIS on self"appointed leaders seem out of proportion, one thing should be 
emphasi7ed: the Dodge Truck upnsing was begun, continued, and ended by the workers, With 
onl', minor Influence by organizers" The real leaders of the strike were the 100 to 500 people 
who hammered out strategies in the strike meetings or marched the picket lines to keep the 
plant down" Durinu the sHlke we shed OUi passivity. Six"thousand peopre voted with their 
feet to carryon the strike, and when that effort appeared e~hausted, they voted with their feet 
and returned to work, where they must continue the fight iust to survive. 

THE UNIONS: 

The american auto industry, in capitalist economic terms, is a dying industry, This is not an 

exaggeration or simplification, nor does it mean that, if capitalism persists, it will "disappear" at 
any time in the foreseeable future, But, having expanded to fill almost every crcvice of its potent, 
ial market in this country, auto production today is simply no longer a "growth" industry and can
not hope to be again" Despite enormous yearly sales figures, real profits on each car produced have 
fallen and returns on investments, where they aren't declining, are barely remaining the same, 

To economic analysts this meansthatGM, Ford, Chrysler and American Motors can no longer 
generate or attract the investment capital necessary to update the technology of auto production. 
Instead they must continue to use outmoded facilities and production concepts while struggling 
vainly to increase productivity through intensive cost-cutting and speed-up, (This is true to vary
ing degrees throughout large sections of american production industry today, where shortage of 
capital and largc-scale shifts toward service industries have already begun to usher in their decline" I 

Trapped by the huge amounts of capital they have tied up in assemblY'line technOlogy {and to 
some extent their own inability to conceive of production methods outside of that technology}, the 
Henry Fords, Richard Gerstenbergs and Lynn Townsends of this country see themselves as having 
no choice in the situation but to press workers and facilities to their maximum productive limit_ 
And, in this situation, they are right. for under capitalism productivity must continue to grow if an 
industry is to remain alive, 

For workers in the plants the conclusions are unavoidable if the present state of affairs is to be 
maintained: 1) they must continue to work under physically oppressive conditions (decaying build" 
ings, dangerous machines, stupefying noise levels, extremes of temperature, etc.) which must neces
sarily deteriorate more every day; and 2) they must continually work harder and faster under these 
conditions, at ever more mindless activity, with continually greater harrassment from supervision" 

Because of the critical necessity for continually increasing productivity. management now finds 
it more crucial than ever that plant facilities be made to produce their utmost at all times; thus 
lost-time caused by sabotage, absenteeism, wildcats and worker resistance to speed ,ups must not 
only be avoided but actively and forcibly repressed. 

This itself is nothing new in employer/employee relations: a system of rigid discipline has been 
indispensable to assembly-line production since its inception, But as workers become more dissat' 
isfied with their boring and pointless activity, with thair complete inability, through the officially 
proscribed means, to control any of the conditions which determine the consumption of their lives, 
their resistance turns to disruptive action and discipline becomes almost impossible to enforce, It 
is at this point that the disciplinary function of those organizations which traditionally purport to 
"represent the workers", the unions, becomes most crucial to the continuance of commodity pro
duction. 

On the face of it, the role of UAW Local 140 as a conscious agent of the Chrysler Corporation 
in tbe last month's strike is so obvious as to hartlly bear repeating_ Any UAW member in the plant 
has painfully concluded that the union long ago gave up representing his interests and became in
stead a simple adiunct to the company, enforCing the work discipline that foremen and supervisors 
by themselves could never hope to impose, But what is important about this transformation, es' 
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ially in its implications for other, supposedly more radical organizing groups bent on "leading the 
workers", is that in reality it was no transformation at all, but only the logical and inevitable result 
of contradictions inherent in the nature of any organization which claims to "represent" the inter
ests of others" Unions are not now essentially "healthy" organizations which require only a clean, 
ing-up of leadership to "begin once again serving workers' interests"; they have not been "betrayed" 

by corrupt fatcats, they are the betrayal themselves, 
Unions first appeared as self-organizations of laborers for defense against the inhuman working 

conditions of the 19th century" Their goals were completely compatible with the capitalists wage 
system, but demanded reforms within it of shorter working day, pensions, decent W{lrking condi

tions, an end to employer arbitrariness, etc" Many of these early union demands were granted only 
after long and bloody struggles, but the fact is that these strLtggles only lasted as long as the capital
ists' failure to see the potential for cooptation within the unions, Once capital accepted the inevit
abilitY of their existence and began looking for ways to assimilate them the ur'lions' total bankruptcy 

was guaranteed. 
The modern union movement has its origins in the depression, and many old timers and tradition

al radicals look back on those years as the "good old days" of unions, when sharp battles were 
fought and unions at last won recognition from the companies, But the militant history and the 
spirit of the rank and file often tend to obscure what the actual process of unionization was and 

what has become its ultimate product.
As the depression sharpened in the early thirties, so did working claSS struggles against waQll cut

backs, plant dosings and unemployment, In several cities, armed battles were fought by strikini 
workers against police and national guardsmen called up to protect the interests of the corporations. 
I n others, general stri kes of the whole work force were called and a fever of genuine revolution be, 

gan spreading. 
Growing working class militancy severely heightened the concern of the major capitalists as eco

nomic conditions grew worse, and in 1935 the Roosevelt government's National Recovery Admini
stration issued the Henderson Report, stating that "unless something is done soon, they (the work

ersl intend to take things into their own hands." 
That "something" became the CIO, which, encouraged by Roosevelt and his fTiends in the.labor 

movement, organized rebellious workers into the topdown bureaucratic organizations that eXIst :0
day, With a new government approved status under its belt, the CIa-groUP of unioOS ~~ a S~,es 
of lightning organizing drives in the basic industries with the soie objective being recognItion ° 
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union by the corporation. Swept aside were rank and file demands for control of production an th 
shop floor, with even union radicals discarding their prevIOusly intransigent demands for social iSIT; e 
The goal, instead, became "the Contract". . 

From the day the first, historic contract was signed the union took on a role no one In the ra"'k 
and file had anticipated, that of disciplinarian of the work farce. By its very existence the union 
-contract establishes the power of the union as the off.cial and only representative of the workers 
and as such it isrecognized by the company and the law, The contract's first concrete act is to re. 
move from the hands of the workers the most important weapon they have, the strike, and turn it 
over, by law, solely to their representatives, Thus the union alone has the right to strike, nOt the 
workers. The trade·off in this agreement, of course, is that management will grant certain econom. 
ic concessions in return for which the union pledges that it will prevent strikes or disruption of pro. 
duction during the term of the contract (in further retu m for which management makes the uri' 
written guarantee that it will do everything within its considerable power to "perpetuate and rein. 
force" the union leaders' privileged positions). 

Since workers are continually in revolt against working conditions, speed·ups, health and safety 
hazards, the monotony of production (in fact all those things which drove them to self-organiza· 
tion in the first 1)lace), whereas the union's function and legal obligation is to insure that produc· 
tion continues at a normal rate regardless of worker grievances, the two groups find themselves 
holding interests which are nOI just incompatible but totally contradictory. Thus whenever work· 
ers begin a strike themselves, or any disruptive self,activity, they are faced with the combined ef
forts of the company, state and unions to smash it, 

GEORGE MERRELLI (RIGHT!, UAW REGION I DIRECTOR, LISTENS TO THE WARREN POLICE 
CHIEF ORDER, IN THE NAME OF THE LAW, STRIKING WORKERS TO LEAVE THE UNION HALL 

~ THEY HAD OCCUPIED ALL DAY ON JUNE 12, SECOND DAY OF THE STRIKE. MERRELL!. KNOWN 
THROUGHOUT THE UAW FOR HIS GANGSTEA·- LIKE POLITICAL TACTICS IN UNION POLITICS. 
ALONG WITH THE LOCAL 140 EXECUTIVE BOARD, CALLED THE POLICE TO THROW THE UNION 
MEMBERS OUT OF THE BUILDING PAID FOR WITH THEIR DUES, 

SOME 60 PADDYWAGON EQUIPPED, RIOT DRESSED COPS WAIT OUTSIDE THE UNION HALL FOR 
THE ORDER TO MOVE IN AT 6PM. THE CLOCK SHOWS TEN MINUTES LEFT AS WORKERS HEATEDLY 
DISCUSS WHETHER OR NOT TO FIGHT THE POLICE. THE FINGERS TELL IT ALL, THEY LEFT ~ WITH NO ARRESTS AND THREW THEMSELVES AGAINST CHRYSLER WITH RENEWED ANGER 

9 
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AFTER BEING SHOUTED DOWN SI:cVERAL TIMES, MERRELL! DEMANDED RESPECT AS A 
UNION OFFICIAL AND WAS PROMPTL Y BOWLED OVER BY SALUTES AND SHOUTS OF 

"SIEG HElL!" 

When conventional methods of urging workers back to work {calls for "proper proced· 
ure", promises of later action, etc.f failed to end the wildcat at Dodge Truck, the corp
poration had recourse to the powers of the state to settle its grievance. Having already bOllght 
the workers' right to strike from their legally recognized representatives in the 1973 contract 
negotiations, Chrysler had only to invoke the contractual clauses which dealt with the 
unauthorized strikes to bring "the laws and all the machinery of state" down on the backs 
of Chrysler employees. Picketing workers were confronted with the astonishing sight of a 
black-robed judge, surrounded by police, dispensing injllnctions and ordering arrests from 
the back of a company-owned pickup truck in the plant parking lot. It's difficult to conceive 
of a more honest demonstration of the law's true bias than this, for how many Chrysler employees 
can remember the last _or any - judge who appeared on the shop floor demanding an end 
to worker harassment by the company, hazardous conditions, forced overtime, etc.? 

The union's activities were equally blatant; far from taking the workers' grievances before 

the law when the company failed to comply with its contracwal obligations, the UAW 

called in the local police to eject striking workers from their own union hall when they attempted 


to keep it open for a strike meeting. 
Today, the true role of the lInion has become so clear as to be transparent, Unions are not 

institutions established to bring benefits to their members through such instruments as 
the contract, they are institution~ which serve the interests of a class of bureaucrats and "leaders" 
by performing a function indispensable to contemporary corporate capitalism: the regularization 

of the sale of labor power. Just as Chrysler is part of the auto monopoly, the UAW has a moO
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opoly on the sale oi labor in that market, on who is hired, under what conditions they will 
work, and under what circumstances they can be fired. lin terms of working conditions. the" 
control is negative, since all they are really capable of "gaining" for workers Iseconomic ben. 
efits'! 

The larger the giant monopoly and conglomerate corporations loum in the economy. the 
more the unions come to identify with them and see their role as serving the greater "national 
interest". Thus they can't possibly demand the improvement of working conditions because 
such improvements must necessarily hinder the effort to squeeze ever greater productivity 
from workers and machines. 

If any illusions remain, for instance, about the possiblitv of true "voluntary overtime" 
after the debacle of last year's contract negotiations, workers need only listen to the words 
of Henry Ford II, commenting recently on the future of "his" industry, "I think it is mev· 
itable in this country that we are going to have a shorter work week, but we are not ready for 
it - not in three years, and not in six years." His reasoning? It would reduce productivity, and 
reduced produ ctivity runs counter to the national interest. 

The factory scene by its very nature as mass work situation, gives rise to collective expres' 
sions of resentment against the work process. Angry views are exchanged, ideas for resis· 
tance are spread, sabotage takes place, caucuses are formed, newsletters are distributed, rad· 
icalliterature mysteriously appears. The union's response is to act as swiftly against these 
activities as the company: they conspire with the company to fire militant or radical workers 
they cannot assimilate, literature is prohibited, workers who plan actions agamst the company 
are threatened, and fillally, union goon squads armed With clubs force people to work and 
beat up radicals. In short, the unions function as semi ·official agencies of the state; as aux· 
iIIiary organs of the corporation. They cannot do otherwise if they are to survive and maintain 
their power. 

Corporate awareness of this relationship is evident from the shop floor to the uppermost 

echelons, as was made clear by the situation during the 1970 GM strike, when the company 

made the Blue Cross payment for the near·bankrupt UAW. In Mav of that same year. iust 

a few months before the disastrous GM walk-out. UAW president Warter Reuther was killed 

in an airplane crash. UpOn h~aring the news, Virgil Boyd, Chrysler vice-chairman, told the 

New York Times, "It's taken a strong man to keep the situation under control. I hope that 

whoever his successor is can exert strong internal discipline," 


THE LEFT: 

The exertion of strong internal discipline is not exclusively the trademark of a smoothly· 

running union bureaucracy; there are other aspiring representatives and organizers dusting off 
their plans for the working class who are also espousing the benefits of discipline and the need 
for a centralized, hierarchical authority to "carry the workers' struggle forward." 

These self·styled revolutionary communists (RU, Cl, MCll, NClC, etd who assemble 
under the general heading MMxist·Leninist have taken upon themselves the task of organizing 
and leading the "workers' struggle" with their eventual goal being a revolutionarv transforma· 
tion of society and the establishment of their version of communism. 

What these Marxist·leninists all share, basically, is a model for the successful seizure of 
state power extracted from the life and writings of V. I. lenin, in particular his What is to 
be Done? and State and Revofution This model asserts that capitalism, by forming a working 
class of the majority, whose labor is exploited by the minority, creates the seeds of its own dest· 
ruction; once capitalism begins to outlive its historical usefulness, the exploited must inev· 
itably rise up and destroy all the conditions of its exploitation. What it further maintains, 
though, is that workers as a mass are incapable of developing a consciousness oi their situation 
beyond the point of trade unionism and reformism. 

According to these groups, it is necessary then for the unformed revolt of the workers to be 
given shape, to be organized, from outside the class, by the vanguard party, a tightly disciplined 
hierarchical organilation of Marxist revolutionaries. Such an organization will direct the efforts 
of the "undisciplined workers" and, in the event of a successful revolution, will thereafter lead 

the construction of a temporary workers' state, which will take possession of all the means of 
l..nrllJction (factories, equipment, etc.' after their seizure from the capitalist owners. This, as 

for revolution holds, is the first step in transforming the private ownership of the 

"oductive means into social ownership. 
What is supposed to follow is the first stage of communism, in which the neces~11Y remains 

porarilyl for the continuance of this state, administrated by the party, to Insure the sur
of the dictatorship of the proletariat (working class) against the threats of counterrevolu· 

forces. The party, as the official manifestation of the state, will then rule in the name 
cfass. The state itself, as the need for its control and direction declines (as 

Marxism-leninism, become fully able to direct their lives and social production 
iOh"m,elvesl. will eventually wither away and disappear entirely when true communism is attained, 

point human beings will use their more·than-sufficient productive power solely to meet 
without the mediation of profit, exploitation or the arbitrary demands of 

li.-nmmoditv production and consumption. 
The concept of a state "withering away" is absurd, and history has born out the absurdity of it 

time a leninist state has been established. In every instance a hierarchically arranged bureau· 
el ite has sprung up to replace the old capitalist owners, and far from relinquishing control 

the state, their proiect has been to expand the bureaucracy until its centralized control enters 

every aspect of daily life. 
nder these so-called "communist states" the exploitation of workers remains essentially 

except that now their productive labor is exploited not by individual capitaHst 
rs but by the entire state, This state does not rule in the name of the workers, it cannot 

it is ridiculous to maintain that it does. The state rules in its own name for its own interests; 

it is an institution of authority which, like the union, is completely external to the interests of 

the workers and is in fact the embodiment of all their lost self·powers. In its worst form, per

fected by Joseph Stalin in the USSR during the thiries, it is little more than a total terror machine, 

capable of eradicating mi lIions in the name of resisting counterrevolution. 


To believe that an entrenched bureaucratic elite with power over this immense state-corpor' 

ation is going to willingly surrender that power and privilege for the common good requires a 

monumental act of blind faith,because it flies In the face not only of simple common sense, 


but of all the history of the last 50 years. 
The leninist organizations have found in their unsuccessful attempts to organize their base 

for a mass movement, that for some odd reason, no one is following them. Manv of them around 
the country are presently emerging from a period of intensive "workerist" activities over 
the past few years in which their members attempted to go to the people in the plants and work 
with them in an effort to build the base for a mass workers' movement. During that time, some 
of them (RU included} flirted with attempts to reach workers through involvement in the 
unions, mostly by seeking positions and by calling for the ouster of the "corrupt fatcats." 
It's no coincidence that, while workers were discarding unions as completely opposed to their 
interests, the leninists still clung to them as somehow useful and seemed to have learned 
nothing about their essential nature in terms of whose interests they actually serve. 

The attempts to organize workers into unions, transform unions, and assume leadership of 
these "mass organizations", as leninist; refer to them, have failed miserably. What they 
fail (or refusel to see about trade unions is exactly what they fail {refusel to see about themselves; 
the corruption of leadership power is not due to its abuse by those who hold it; the leadership 
power is itself the abuse, The dominion of one man over another is inherently corrupt, because, 

in every instance, feadership serves its own interests. 
What is their response to these failures? ... They have returned to intensive backroom study 

groups, emerged with manifestoes calling for the formation of the authoritarian political partY, 
and announced that "workers will soon be seized with the spirit of party discipline." Then 
the workers are supposed to follow them unquestioningly. 

But workers have already begun the process of reclaiming their lost self-powers, of reclaiming 
their very lives from the alienating forms of capitalism and they have no interest in reqaining their 
lives simplv to turn them over to another set of aspiring leaders who offer only a more central

ized model for the perpetuation of capital's domination. 
Revolution is essential if the oppressive conditions of capitalism are to be ended, but it can 

only be a revolution which realizes the fullest human potential for every individual, that cannot 
allow for subjugation to any form of authority, whether it masquerades as "revolutionary" 

or not. 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

The Dodge Truck wildcat must be viewed in the context of the wildcats and factory occupations 

that took place during the summer of 1973. The Jefferson takeover, the Mack Stamping and Det
roit Forge wildcats were each watched closely by all Chrysler workers. By culling information 
through the media, but mostly by word of mouth through the informal Chrysler "family" workers 
were able to informally evaluate and learn from these battles. Many have and the result will show 
as battles break out again and people build on the good points and eliminate the mistakes. The sug
gestions that follow are an indication of how some workers are thinking_ 

The experience of the wildcats has proved one thing ... a 90 home strike on the outside of the 
plant has many weaknesses. Many people didn't actively participate in the decision making or pick' 
eting out of a fear and doubt about the true nature of the strike. Communication in this situation 
is dominated by the company, the union and the commercial media, especially the latter two, act
ing in the interest of the former. Collective decision making is difficult because of the natural con
fusion arising in such a situation. 

During the Dodge Truck wildcat, many people decried the lack of organization and effective com
munication. As pointed out above, the confusion allowed a few people to dominate the meetings 
and the most important grouP. those who would eventually return to work, had only a minor role. 

The simple fact is that a wildcat strike. by its very nature, is most likely doomed to failure. Just 
too many forces are arrayed against a single group of workers attempting towield power by simply 
withholding their labor from their employer. 

The wildcat strike of June was without a doubt the largest continuous and organized effort to 
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THE UPRISING PEOPL.E CHANGED SO MUCH FROM THEIR DEPRESSED DEMEANOR 
<THAT THEY WERE SCARCEL Y RECOGNIZABLE. EVEN TO THEMSELVES. THE 

'~""'SPHERE OF THE STRIKE MEETINGS WOUL.D QUICKLY CHANGE FROM INTENSE 
ENTRATION TO CHAOTIC. HAND·SL.AP'PING LAUGHTER, OR TO ANGER BRIMMING 

VIOLENCE AS SHOWN IN THIS AND THE FOLLOWING PHOTO. 

the corporation vet attempted at the Truck Plant. But even though it is the most visible, it 
only battle in the permanent war between workers on one side, and work and its repre

the company and the union, on the other side. 

A simple walkout has become a relatively common occurrence at the plant, since the beginning of 

second shift two years ago. Whether a departmental walkout over issues specific to that work· 


as has happened a number of times among repairmen, metal shop and paint shop workers. or 

...."ntwide walkout of 3,000 workers, cooked in the summer heat to the texture of soft-boiled eggs. 


have all been one-shift affairs. 
The small walkouts and the large ones seldom accomplish more than an immediate relief of heat. 

or revenge against the company for arbitrary discipline- They are a protest agai nst the company 
while at the same time a recognition that they still hold ultimate sway under that roof as people 

troop back in for work the next dav. 

By carrying on resistance-inside the plant, all ot the disadvantages above can be overcome. At 
the point ot production, workers are naturally organized by their collective participation in produc' 
tion. Communication and collective decision meldng can beat their highest level here. 

On the shop floor, workers are in their most powerful position to slow, stop, or destroy produc 
tion. Merely going home stops everything, but at the same time removes people from their source 
of power. Without those trucks there is no Chrysler. In addition, by holding the production pro
cess hostage, the natural organization and informal communication networkS are still intact. 
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One of the most significant advantages to resistance inside the factory is that it leaves the WOrk_ 
ers on the inside and the company, union, or any others seeking to destroy or dominate the stru!l9le 
for their own ends, on the outside, where they all belong. "Representatives" don't negotiate for tn 
workers and then tell them when to return to work. Power is exercized on the shop floor and all e 
must participate in it collectively. 

When on each shift 50 metal shop workers left their jobs and confronted management over discip. 
linary action in June, they took II qualitatively different action than merely walking out. In the 
short run they got the discipline rescinded and the resulting discipline from these acts led to the wild. 
cat. Although a less frequent occurrence than a go-home walkout. this organized confrontation Wit~ 
management has been much more successful. 

INCIDENT: If one were to imagine rising early, dressing warm and wandering into the Dodge 
Truck plant on II cold winter morning one would notice a scene appearing more like a Siberian !NOr/( 

camp 40 years ago than like a modern factory. In one corner of the plant, broken windows, collap
sing walls, and doors iammed open halle little heat retaining capacity. When the few ceiling heatJ:!r
blowers break down and the sub-zero cold blows in, production for people and some machines be
comes impossible. 

EVfNItual1y a few of the coldest workers will sfosh out of the sfush washing over their boot soles, 
fold their frozen wet hands into their armpits and sit down under the one working heater. Quietly, 
others iOin them until the line stops. Supervisors at first threaten write-ups and firings, but soon 
they and the union rep gille up andgo offby themselves when elleryone turns their backs and refus,. 
es to talk to them. While the hands and feet of the idle workers begin to W/Jrm up, scrambling main
tenance men board up windows and fix heaters and doors, Finally the foreman approaches the 
workers and politely asks them to see if conditions meet their approval. People return to work, the 
line starts again and heat is provided, at least temporarily, with no discipline_ 

INCIDENT: The wJJdcat strike had come and gone and Chrysler was getting even with its employ
ees for being so presumptuous as to call an end to production for four day&. The work schedule 
(nine hours, six days) seemed especially outrageous in the face of our rebellion the previous week, 
gillen that we had only been doing 40 hours up until the strike. 

On the first day ofproduction, a brief movement to walkout at the end ofeight hours failed. 
But later that week, the line ground to a halt at precisely 2:50 p.m. on the day shift, the normal 
Quitting time for eight hours. Circuit breakers flashed open indicating something ;ammed in the 
li'ne while sfrort-haired, white shirted supervisors panicked and raced to correct a very damaging sit
uation. The beginning section of the chassis line W/JS standing idle while the rest of the light line 
moved on, opening a wider and wider gap where trucks should have been. 

Idle workers laid back and laughed as maintenance men and supervisors tore open a gearbox for 
the line driving motor and dug out a power steering pump that belonged about 75 feet further down 
the line. When the same incident happened at the same time on Saturday, even management was 
convinced that it was not an accident, but there was little they could do but fix it and curse. 

Mort people call it sabotage and hold varied opinions about it. A typical executille would de
mand to know. "Why would these workers destroy the very means of their livelihood, it iust shows 
what lazy, stupid, irresponsible people they are, " 

A union rep might say, "If something is wrong they should go through the proper channels of 
the grievance proceedure, otherwise it destroys the authority of their elected representatives. " 

Sabotage is a way of life in any large industrial operation. especially in auto plants where the 
moving line dominates every thing_ The word itself comes from the French "sabot" meaning a wood
en shoe to be thrown into the machinery. That dates back to the earliest mass production, 

Sabotage is not alW11ys an individual act, nor is it random, nor ;s it really spo{ltaneous. The meth
ods are infinite and no corporation can protect itself from some angry employees who take it upon 
themselves to change the conditions of their iobs. A more appropriate tJ:!rm might be "direct action. " 

It is an act ofenforcing the worker's demands on the company, not an act of petitioning a med
iating authority to plead their cause. Authority resides in the power of controlling production
those who run it halle It. 

What do all these varied means of resistance signify? An easier way to answer that question 
be to discover what they do not signify. Workers were not searching for better representa

from current authorities, management and/or -the union, nor were they searching for new lead
to become new bosses ... and still go to work. 
They were not looking for slight improvements in working conditions, after all it would have 

easier to go out and buy their own gloves, or even drop out and live a cheap hippy life style 
than take action with such potentially tremendous social consequence. 
demands of the strike were not even formulated until the third day and even the issue of the 

of the four metal shop workers and union rep, was admitted by all to be only the spark for 
uprising. 

"Everything," offered one young exuberant worker when asked what he wanted during the peak 
the strike action. 
"I just don't want to work," moaned another during the first few depressed days of the return to 

after the strike. 
Horrors! How do you formulate these demands into a political program. During the strikEl, many 

people railed on Watergate, the fuel crisis, inflation the UAW sell-outs, and the "system" in general 
as well as specific grievances about the factory. The rejection of that job's domination of our lives 
and the political content of the uprising were inseperable from the protest over working conditions. 
They did in fact comprise the core of the anger. 

The Dodge Truck uprising and the day·to-day acts of resistance against the work process can 
have only one underlying cause: a generalized rebellion against forced wage labor. The implicit real
ization constantly confronts us that daily activity at the work place consists of bought and sold lab
or, activity oontroHed by the rich and powerful for their purposes and that much of the value creat
ed through wage labor is given to far-away stockholders rather than the producers. 

Work under capitalism will continue to distort our lives and rob us of its potential until rebellion 
spreads throughout the entire class of those who must sell their labor each day. The destruction of 
capitalist social relationships would mean the opening of a new world where work. art, creativity 
and even hobbies would lose their status of separate categories and be merged into one, all at the 
command of each individual. k 

Capitalism doesn't work for us and each day is powerful testimony to that. The Dodge True 
strike gave us a glimmering of what can be done. Let's do it all. 
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For Douglas Drawing 

a love 

his form outlined 

in ice and snow 

Thanatos 


we cry for possession 
equality no longer exists 
.the myth is unveiled. 

delicately 
you freeze little parts 
of those men 

in the distance 
the howling of the subway 
and the creaking of the stars 

outside your door 
the desperate 
and the common 
merge into one 
.and another myth is unveiled. 

as they nonchalantly 
stroll the park 
night 
inside ravaging 
the bushes madly 
a cock 
two voluptuous and willing 

lips 
(the creaking of the stars) 

He who insists 
competition produces 
the most substantial 

Art 
(thrusts his penis rigid instant explode) 
straightens his shirt 
and emerges from the dark 

Echolalia 
noises from the monastery 
noises from the constitution 
noises from our fathers 
even the bushes utter these noises 

so that purity exists 
only in that which cannot speak 
Thanatos 

your vision 
of tranquility 

the integrity of a lover 
preserved in ice 

like Sade searching 
for the absolute negation 
as the only truth 
(Eros always lies) 
with dispassion 
you try to side-step 
the lie. 
slow meticulous calculation 
places those bodies on paper 

the house must be kept cold 
but on the doors 
the wings are 5truggIing 
against their pinnings 
and another sort of creaking 
is heard 

George Therese Dickenson 
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The Makhnovist Movement 


The great distrust between Communists and anarchists, which of course has 
clear roots in the struggles between Marx and Bakunin, has manifested itself 
in practice on many occasions. At times it has appeared as a series of isolated 
incidents <though part of an obvious pattern), such as the closing of anarchist 
publications by Communist authorities; in April 1918 Bolsheviks in Moscow 
raided more than two dozen anarchist centers, killing about 40 anarchists and 
imprisoning over 500 more. 1 The repression spread into other cities and pro
vinces quickly. At other times the distrust and dissatisfaction with Communist 
rule has broken out into rebellion, as at Kronstadt in 1921. 2 However, at least 
twice·· in the Ukraine from 1918to 1921 and in Spain during the mid-1930's
there has been a well-developed anarchist movement with which the Commun· 
ist authorities 3 have had to contend. 

The story of Communist duplicity and even betrayal during the Spanish Civil 
War is fairly well known, to those who are willing to consider the fairly access' 
ible material, which includes first·person accounts by non·anarchists such as 
George Orwell and Franz Borkenau. 4 The story of the Ukrainian "Makhnovist 
Movement" has been much less known, though the recent publ ication of Peter 

Arshinov's History of the Makhllovist Movement (a joint effort of Black and 
Red and Solidarity Bookshop, translation from the Russian by Lorraine and 
Fredy Perlman) in English should help rectify this situation. Furthermore, Free 
Life Editions of New York, in cooperation with Black and Red will shortly issue 
Voline's The Unknown Revolution. S 

OAe gets the sad feeling in reading these works that a great historical opportunity 
has passed, not just in terms of active aid to the CNT /FAI or the Makhnovshchina 

(which is obviously impossible as soon as the movement has been crushed)' but 
in terms of raising the issues beneath the anarchist/Communist conflict. Who is 

interested in really arguing seemingly obscure points about the southern Ukraine 
during the period of the Civil War in Russia? After all, the issue was settled long 
ago. It is to Chomsky's credit that he has done so much, in America at least, to 
revive the argument around Spain. When the issue manifests itself again in Spain 
in the 1930's, when it comes up again in Hungary in 1956 6 and in France in 

1968 7 (to mention only the most dramatic incidents) it becomes of more curro 

ent and even immediate concern. 8 

Arshinov's history is a very sympathetic study of the southern Ukrainian Makh· 
novist movement. Arshinov himself was a carpenter or metal Wurker (and former 
Bolshevik) who became an anarchist in 1906 and was involved in blowing up a 
police station and assassinating publicly the head of the railroad yard at Aleks· 
androvsk. After a sentence of death, escape, clandestine agitation, he was arrested 
again in 1910, and in 1911 met Nestor Makhno, likewise condemned to the Bu
tyrki prison in Moscow. When the political prisoners were released early in 1917, 
Makhno went back to his home, Gulyai·Polye in the southern Ukraine and began 
organizing, soon becoming President of the Peasants' and Workers' Soviet of 
Gulyai.Polye. In August of 1917 he initiated an expropriation of the land of the 
wealthy landowners on the basis of equality. The constructive work of formation 
of free communes ( as distinct from the "official" communes -- collectivization 
from above .- which the Bolsheviks tried to start, and dominate) was begun but 

was very difficult. Free development was nearly impossible, as the region was 

almost constantly at war_ As a result of the Brest-Litovsk treaty between Lenin 

and Germany, which anarchists throughout Russia opposed, Austro·German 

troops easily moved into the Ukraine. Voline says. "Let us recall that the prin
cipal clause of the peace treaty gave the Germans free access to the Ukraine, 

from which the Bolsheviks retired." 9 There were many sort of free-lance in· 

surgent bands scattered throughout the Ukraine; under the impetus of the occ· 

upation most of them drew together around Makhno. Resistance from both the 

Makhnovists and the Petliurists forced the German puppet regent Skoropadsky 
out and Petliura retook Kiev, only to lost it a month later to the Bolsheviks. 
The actual history itself is complicated but interestinQ. A constant factor was 
each force's having to fight simultaneously at least two other forces. For instance, 
the Makhnovists fought both the Petliurists and the Bolsheviks. once the Germans 
were thrown out; the other two forces fought each other as well. The constant 
warfare took its toll on the region in many ways. Aside from the obvious, it almost 

totally prevented free development of collective economic organs. It was only in 
the period from December 1918 to June 1919 that there was relative peace .. and 
no political power over tne peasants in the Gulyai·Polye region. Otherwise, require· 
ments of military struggle against the White generals exhausted the energies of the 
region. Villages were taken and retaken, with attendant reprisals and destruction. 

Three times the Makhnovists entered into temporary military alliance with the 
Bolshevik Red Army. Each time, as soon as the White threat was over, the Bolshev· 

iks tried to eliminate the Makhnovists. Repeated treacheries and attempts to assass· 
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inate Makhno were uncovered; many of the other leaders of the "Insurgent Army 
of the Ukraine (Makhnovist)"were executed by their "allies". The pattern of be. 

trayal is undeniable and the Bolshevik rationales for it unconvincing. At times the 
Red Army even attacked Makhno from the rear while he was engaged in action 
against Denikin's forces. This happened again while Makhno fought Wrangel. In 
each case it seems clear that the Makhnovists played the major role in fighting off 
the White threat; Makhno can be credited with saving Moscow itself against Den
ikin's advance. 10 Yet the reward was betrayal. 

The Makhnovists themselves at first belieVed it might be possible to co-exist with 
the Bolsheviks, keeping the Ukraine free. They sent one hundred carloads of 
gra in to Moscow and Petrograd at one point when grain was sorely needed there. 11 

The Bolshevik press praised Makhno extensively -- when the Party had need of his 
services. Otherwise it castigated him, "Trotsky had openly expressed the idea that 
he would rather lose all of the Ukraine to Denikin than permit the further spread 
of the Makhnovshchina. He knew that the latter, having the support of the peasant 

masses, would eventually be harder to fight than the Whites who were hated by 
the entire population." 12 An announced workers and peasants congress to be 
held at Gulyai-Polye (there had been three prior congresses) was outlawed by 
Trotsky; his order is reprinted in Arshinov's book. 13 Trotsky's antipathy was 
not new. On previous occasions he had cut off munitions supplies to the Insurg
ent Army, this at a time at which it was still technically a part of the Red Army 
by agreement. In both the Spanish and Ukrainian situations, the Communists 
denied the anarchist forces essential supplies, precipitated their defeat, and then 
blamed them for not holding fast. Anarchists have always held that in both sit
uations this reflected a calculated policy to destroy a mass-based movement 
whose very existence challenged the legitimacy of Communist authoritarianism. 14 

Valine-and Arshinov both cite several instances in which Bolshevik leaders indicate 
fear of the true popular nature of the Makhnovshchina. 

It should be pointed out that the Makhnovshchina were not strictly anarchist. 
Makhno himself and many around him characterized themselves as anarchists, 

but the movement itself·- though strongly libertarian -- was not conSCiously 
anarchist. In some respects, it could more correctly be described as almost 
purely autonomist, though not a nationalistic autonomy. 15 Arshinov describes 

it simply as "primarily a movement of the poorest sectors of the Ukrainian 

peasantry." while Valine says that the "Makhnovist movement was far from 
, being the only revolutionary movement of the masses," 16 That the move

ment was not purely isolationist is indicated by V. Mlroshevsky (as reported 
bv Footman) who at Ekaterinoslav noted that "the men were determined to 
liquidate Denikin. then to liquidate the Moscow commissars, and then march 
westwards against the European bourgeois." 17 The movement is also said to 
have sent propagandists into Siberia, where anti-Bolshevik revolts occurred. 

Shortcomings of the movement. 

Voline's critique of the shortcomings of the movement is more developed than 
Arshinov's. The "personal shortcomings" of the inner circle are mentioned in 
the above footnote. One aspect of this which Voline stresses is the development 
of the clique itself and within it a "warrior sentiment", as the small group around 
Makhno actually became further and further detached from the people. The 
moral deterioration was by all accounts progressive over time, so much so that 
one wonders if this deterioration was not facilitated by the constant military 
emergency, and the resultant permanency and developing professionalism of 
the army over time. Needless to say, it cannot be justified on these grounds any 
more than Lenin's development of internal repression can be justified. Actually 

the deterioration only serves to validate libertarian convictions about the corr
upting nature of authority. The constant betrayal by the Bolsheviks must itself 
have been one of the major contributions towards this moral weakening, as the 
strong solidarity towards all revolutionary forces displayed by the Makhnovists 

early in their development -- an affirmation of their revolutionary optimism -
met with the cynical responses of the Bolsheviks. There never seems to have 
been a total collapse; Peters says Makhno would erratically teetotal, and strictly 

enforce abstinence at such times. 18 

Voline also discusses the inadequacy of "intellectual forces in the service of the 
movement" and the inadequate theoretical and historical knowledge of the people 

and leaders of the movement. Likewise he comments on the lack of a "vigorous 

and organized workers' movement to support the insurrection." 

It is important, though, to remember that the faults and even crimes of a given 
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leader or set of leaders does not automatically discredit an entire movement. 
Makhno himself was not the entire movement, though he seems to have been 

disturbingly important {from a strictly anarchist viewpoint! and often apparently 
crucial. His military genius was remarkable; his audacity often stunning. At one 

point he wiped out one noble family and took some police officer uniforms 
belonging to them, distributing them among his men, and thus "gained access 
to a ball of the local aristocratic gentry". They ate well, then revealed them
selves and killed off the participants. 19 His military maneuvers another time 
enabled him and thirty others to defeat one thousand armed regular troops. 
He usually showed up where and when least expected and could almost be 
counted upon to 00 the most unorthodox thing in any given situation .. and 
win. When capturing enemy forces, which he often did in the thousands, he 
usually executed the officers but almost invariably let all the common soldiers 
go, telling them to go home, unless they wished to join his army. The Red 
Army developed special commissions to round up all these released soldiers 
and impress them back into service against Makhno. 20 Here he appears to have 

held principle above military expediency. This policy never changed; there are 

other examples which indicate this tendency as well. 

There was much else that was exciting about the Makhnovist movement. The 
first act of the insurgents in arriving in a town or village was usually to destroy 

the police station and prisons. Looting was punished severely. A brigade comm· 

ander and a regimental commander were both shot for looting. The continuing 

statements prohibiting looting (and drunkenness), though, reflect the fact that 

problems remained. 21 Free speech and freedom of the press was guaranteed. 
Arshinov reports, "During the few weeks that the Makhnovists spen'!: at Ekater

inoslav, five or six newspapers of various political orientations appeared: the 
right Socialist-Revolutionary paper, Narodovlastie (The People's Power), the 
Left S-R paper ZlUlmya Vosstanya (The Standard of Revolt), the Bolshevik 
Zvezda (Stad, and others." 22 The Bolshevik attitude toward the free press 
and competing political or ideological groups is well-known and documented 
elsewhere {a particularly grisly compilation is Maksimoff's The Guillotine At 
Work.} Arshinov says that over 200,000 workers and peasants were shot or 

imprisoned by the Bolsheviks in the Ukraine at this time, that is to say, under 

Lenin not under Stalin. 23 It got worse later. 

Within the army there was free election of officers, voluntary enlistment, 

and self-discipline. 24 Mentioned above is the practice of treating the 
common soldiers of the Red Army as comrades and freeing them, rather 

than holding prisoners, or worse. (The Bolsheviks invariably shot every 
Makhnovist they could get their hands on.) The Insurrectionary Army 
helped publicize and protect congresses of workers and peasants but did 

not dominate them, it seems. Their reluctance to govern is indicated by 


the following statement issued by the cultural-educational section of the 


army at one point: 

The cultural-educational section of the Makhnovist army constantly receives 

questions from school teachers asking about the language in which instruction 

should be given in the schools, now that Oenikin's troops have been expelled. 

The revolutionary insurgents, holding to the principles of true socialism, cannot 
in any field or by any measure do violence to the natural desires and needs of 
the Ukrainian people. This is why the question of the language to be taught 
cannot be solved by our army, but can only be decided by the people them

selves, by parents. teachers, and students. 25 

Probably the most important insights 'into the spirit of the movement are 

lost to us now. Arshinov's papers, including minutes of the Congresses, 


were lost on four separate occasions, in the confusion of battle. There 

remain only hints of what might have been. Arshinov himself describes 

the congress at Aleksandrovsk as resembling in its final days tla beautiful 

poem". In his book, voline devotes 20 pages to his first person account 

of the congress. Many of the delegates arrived suspicious that they were 

to be used by one political faction or another, "a mistrust which nearly 


all the delegates seemed to manifest .... The meeting was frozen, and it took 

some time . to th'aw It. 26 V0 I'me I" •elaborates at length, and one begms to 

get .some notion of hoW the congress proceeded in the hearts of the people. 

Critique of Bolshevism. 

Arshinov, writing in 1923, has already developed a clear critique of Bol
shevism, which can of course be found in its essence in much of Bakunin's 

objections to Marx and the authoritarian socialists, but which bursts upon 

people even today as a startling revelation. s 
Although the main force of all great revolutions cOnsisted of \IIIOrker and peall8nts, 
who made innumerable sacrifices for their success, the leaders, ideologists and org
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anizers of the forms and goals of the revolution were invariably neither workers nor 
peasants, generally intermediaries who hesitated between the ruling class of the dying 
epoch and the proletariat of the cities and fields. 

This element was always born and grew out of the soil of the diSintegrating old 
regime, the old State system, and was nourished by the existence of a movement 

for freedom among the enslaved masses. Because of their class characteristics and 
their aspiration to State power, they take a reVOlutionary position in relation to 

the dying political regime, and readily become readers of enslaved workers, leaders 
of mass revolutionary movements. But, while organizing the revolution and leading 

it under the banner of the Vital interests of workers and peasants, this element al
ways pursues its own group or caste interest, and aspires to rna ke use of the rev
olution with the aim of establishing its own dominant position in the country.... 

The doctrine of the State itself, the idea of managing the masses by force, was 
always an attribute of individuals who lacked the sentiment of equality and in whom 
the instinct of egoism was dominant; individuals for whom the human masses are a 
raw material lacking will, initiative and intelligence, incapable of directing them
selves. 

This idea was always held by dominant privileged groups who stood outside the 
working population - the aristocracy, military castes, nObility, clergy, industrial and 
commercial bourgeoisie, etc. 

It is not by chance that contemporary socialism shows itself to be the zealous 
servant of this idea: it is the ideology of the new ruling caste. If we attentively ob
serve the carriers and apostles of state socialism, we will see that every one of them 
is full of centralist urges, that everyone sees himself, above all, as a directing and 
commanding center around which the masses gravitate. 27 

As SO many others have tried to point out, the degeneration of the Russian 
revolution was not due to a neanderthal like Stalin (Maksimoff makes a Cilse 
for Lenin as a reactionary), not primarliy due to the failings of individuals nor 
to the !,!xigencies of the Civil War and the threat of capitalist or monarchist 
intervention, but rather was impliCit in Bolshevism itself, impl icit in author
itarianism. 

We have to assume that authoritarianism has not irrevocably carried the day __ 
or the century -- and that all forms of struggle, resistance, education, and 
constructive achievement are not foredoomed to futility. Historical studies of 
the betrayal of free development and organization by its "friends" and by 
"revolutionaries" can help warn of the vigilance necessary and the need to 

maintain a critical attitude toward temporary allies. Self-proclaimed "marxists" 
or "marxist·leninists" may take the same attitude toward private capitalism 
as do left-wing anarchists, but the tragiC results of authoritarian pre-emption 
of revolutionary situations ought by now to be all too clear. The question of 
pre-emption is an extensive one, which must be dealt with at greater length; 
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is the question of rhetoric and nomenclature (Lenin taking over the 

radical slogans of the revolutionary movement in Russia in order for the 
k Party to appear as its leadership, an astonishingly effective maneuver). 

ing nomenclature, it ought to be clear that not everyone that calls them
a revolutionary is a revolutionary. Nor are all "socialists" socialist. Amer

n political and economic leadership have shown a tremendous capacity for 
pre-emption of slogans and nomenclature and for an associated phenom· 
-- cooptation. The Arshinov book offers us a chance to begin again the 
of past movements, to sharpen our perceptions of attempts to sidetrack 

revOlution, and warn us of the need to retain at all times a critical perspective. 
desire to be in the thick of the struggle, to maintain a strong sense of 
rity with others involved in struggle is important and cannot be cynically 

ndoned when the movement gains an element of strength, as it always has 
abandoned by authoritarian socialists who fight that their tendency might 

dominant. The pressure to always take sides ( "if you're not part of the 

lution, you're part of the problem" ) has an element of truth to it, and a 

ptingly strong emotive attractiveness. But if principle is to remain alx>ve 


mere struggle for political dominance, one must approach all this with a great 


deal of care. It is hoped that the publication of Arshinov and the Voline Ix>ok 

help revive anarchism as a tendency self-conscious of its differences with 

forms of authoritarian socialism, and thus able to differentiate that which it 
has to offer the future. 
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promised, but all in all it certainly represents an improvement over the Bolshevik ideal, 
ian Revolution, women in the Olinese Revolution, and the development ofwhich went beyond the army to the "militarization of labor". (See Maurice Brinton's socialist women's movements in the third world.The Bolsheviks and Workers' Control: The State and Counter-Revolution, london Solidarity,t$l.50 from Oiicagol. for a compilation of leninist attitudes towards free labor,Brinton also comments on the abolition of internal democracy in the Red Army under Whew! Unfortunately, sometimes the very breadth of the subject is soTrotsky'S reorganization. On this point, see also Robert V. Daniels. The Conscience ofthe Revolution"NY: Clarion Books, 1969,pp. 121-125. vast that it is difficult for the author to give us much beyond a galloping 

25. ArshinO\l, p. 210. 
factual narrative lacking in both depth and interpretive syntheses. This
was my feeling particularly in the early chapters on the French Revolution,26. Voline. p. 166. 1848, and 1871 periods, with which I am most familiar. However, even here

27. ArshinOI/, pp. 31.35. I cannot be harsh; it's too inspiring to see even a few paragraphs on Flora

Tristan's "L'Union Ouvri~re" and to read of Claire Lacombe's stirring ora

tory. Sheilah Rowbotham is one of the first of the contemporary writers

on feminism (in English) to give women in the French revolutionary tra


WOMEN. RESISTANCE, AND REVOLUTION: A 
dition any of the attention they deserve. 


History of Women and Revolution in the Modern World.
By Sheilah Rowbotham Unreservedly, I think Rowbotham's chapter on the Russian Revolution,

entitled "If You Like Tobogganing," is superb and gives evidence of the

Reviewed by Marian Leighton best work to date done by a feminist. This chapter (along with Berkman,


Goldman, Kollantai, 8alabanoff, Reich's chapter in the Sexual Revolution,

and more recent anarchist and libertarian socialist criticisms of the Bolshe

vik handling of Kronstadt and of the Bolshevik bureaucracy in genera!),
WOMEN, RESISTANCE, AND REVOLUTION is a tremendously im. gives important perspective on the arbitrariness and lack of consciousness
portant book, one which many of us have been anxiously anticipating 
 by the Bolsheviks in any attempts to transform psycho-socio-sexual values.a long time. Essentially. this is the only well·researched, narrative history The latter chapters on China and the third world are definitive contribu·
of feminism's development in relation to the socialist revolutionary tradi tions in their areas.
tion. We've seen a flood of recent books on the suffrage era and on some


of the more prominent women in the social and welfare movements, but

heretofore nothing on the obvious subject of the socialist women's move

The major potential flaw in this book is, I think, conceptual. In 

ment. spite of the justly-deserved criticism given to male socialists' limitat


ions in regard to the "Woman Question" historically, the author has
basically undertaken a very traditional Marxist approach to socialistHaving known years of scrounging around in various libraries to acquire feminism's development and emergence. As such, it tends to implyscanty knowledge of socialist women's history, their activities and programs, that all women's liberation attempts before the twentieth century are
I was excited by sitting down with a book that contains all-of-a-piece so much 
 doomed to tragedy and isolation, since only in the twentieth centuryof this good and difficult-to-retrieve history. Generally, each chapter covers do the necessary economic/material conditions exist for a mass move-a broad time period and/or revolutionary situation: early modern reform


ers, French Revolution. utopian socialism of 1848, the Commune of 1871, 
ment's growth. 


late Victorian cultural radicalism, classical Marxist theory on women, early 
 In short, one is aware of a fairly traditional Marxist historical protwentieth century working class women's organizations, women in the Russ gression, - somewhat too linear - in discounting the contributions of 
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isolated nineteenth century women except as "forerunners" and in 
over-emphasizing the present-day potential for revolution in the crea
tion of mass-based parties of the most oppressed groups. There is, 
of course, cause to be wary of such an approach since it has often 
been used "vulgarly" to over-determine and to trivialize the histori
cal subject under discussion. 

However, in using this Marxist conceptual progression, Rowbotham's 

book itself comes to embody the uneasy juncture of feminism and soc
ialism, the book as an embodiment of the problem which it attempts to 
investigate, This is inte!1tional ancl justifiable. as the author indicates, 

This is a book in which feminism and Marxism come home 
to roost. They cohabit in the same space somewhat uneasi
ly. Each sits snorting at the other and using words which 
are strange and foreign to the other. Each is huffy and jeal
ous of its own autonomy. They are at once incompatible and 
in real need Of one another. As a feminist and a Marxist I car
ry their contradictions within me and it is tempting to opt 
for one or the other in an effort to produce a tidy resolution 
of the commotion generated by the antagonism between them. 
But to do that would mean evading the social reality which 
gives rise to the antagonism, 

In spite of the many "botches" which have resulted from application 
of a "vulgarized" Marxist methodology in writing history, this book 
ultimately succeeds in transcending these potential limitations by the 
demonstration of real sympathy/empathy for the pain experienced by 
earlier, more isolated feminists and by its avoidance of heaping total, 
unquestioning praise upon twentieth century third world movements. 

Instead, the author honestly points out the conservative treatment of 
sexual and moral values, that has often deterred the most far-reaching 
social change among third world revolutionary organizations. 

By utilizing a Marxist historical approach, while maintaining a respect
ful and critical stance in relation to her subject, Sheilah Rowbotham's 

book stands as an encouraging representation of the creative possibili. 
ties of utilization of a Marxist analytical method in aiding the develop
ment of feminist theory. I am enthusiastically grateful that this book 
now exists. Do read it for yourself. Sheilah Rowbotham has also pre
pared the best bibliography to date of women's liberatipn and revolution. 
This booklet is available for seventy cents from Falling Wall Press Ltd., 
79 Richmond Road, Montpetier, Bristol, BS6 5EP England (enclose 
stamps for postage). The book and bibliographical pamphlet are a fine 
combination and a good beginning for further essential research and writ
ing. 

NEW BOOKS OF INTEREST 

Ursula LeGuin, author of THE LEFT HAND OF 
DARKNESS, has a new "future possibilities" book out, THE 
DISPOSSESSED. Her writings go a long way toward forcing 
the recognition of science fiction, or more appropriately, 
"speculative fiction" as serious literature. Much of the best 
writing today falls into this category, but is often ignored by 
readers still burdened with stereotypes of the "hardware and 
gadgetry" sci-fi typical of the 1950's. Within contemporary 
science fiction there is beginning to appear a really exciting 
genre of anarchist utopian fiction, presenqng imaginative and 
realistic visions of Ufe-as-it-could·be, welcome reminders to those 
living today. THE DISPOSSESSED weaves this vital utopian 
element throughout this thoroughly enjoyable tale of exiled 
anarchist colonies and inter·planetary intrique. 

.. .Andrea Dworkin's WOMAN HATING has already stirred up 
a good deal of controversy. She proposes the re-definition of 
sexuality and human community in terms of an anarchistic, 
androgynous multi· sexuality. The analysis includes perceptive 
interpretations of current mythological rationales, from fairy 
tales to pornography, with a directness of style unique in 
theoretical discussion - a style which has already provoked the 
censor in several guardians of traditional leftist jargon. An 
important contribution to the on·going discussion of the ques
tions of a free sexuality in a free society. D.R. 
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